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ABSTRACT
During the preceding half century, sociologists
hay© conducted, an increasing number of studies-of small
informal groups;

however, few social scientists have

studied these phenomena among inmates in prison.

Tar-

tieularly is- this true with regard to female inmates.

.

This thesis seeks to present a sociological description

^

of informal inmate groups, their leaders, and the iso
lates in a women*s division of a state prison.

It is

hoped that the study will provide insight into possible
hypotheses and methodological procedures^for future re
search.

The conclusions tend to support the findings of

other social scientists who have 'written in this area.

.

Non-participant observation, structured interviews,
informal interviews, statistical reports, and case histo
ries are used to focus attention on the historical back
ground., population characteristics, and formal organization
of the prison as they relate to the women *s division, and
upon leaders, informal groups, and isolates among the
inmates.

.

.

General findings or conclusions of the study are
the following!

there are informal groups within each

racial division; bi-racial friendships and associations

vi

vii
are present, but no bi-racial groupings; among the whites
the tightly knit groups are more homogeneous with respect
to age, educational attainment, marital status, occupation
prior to commitment, type of crime, length of sentence,
and group participation prior to commitment than are the
loosely knit groups! leaders are usually "old timers1*
serving sentences for narcotics offenses; the isolates
among the Negro and white female inmates are generally il
literate or mentally retarded newcomers.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
With the growth of sociology, shifts in areas of
interest develop.

Cine recent trend is the emphasis placed

on the informal group.

Prom 1890 until 1899, less than one

study a year involved small groups?

however, the number of

items completed annually in this area has steadily in
creased,

A period extending from 1950 through 1953 yielded

an average of 152 published small group studies per year.*
For purposes of sociological theory, Charles H.
Cooley introduced the concept “primary group. al decades his conceptualization was ignored.

For sever

What seemed

to be of greater concern to sociologists, as Coser and
Rosenberg^ have pointed out, was the growth of “secondary’*
groups.

When the “primary group” was rediscovered it oc

curred not as the result of a re-evaluation of Cooley’s
conceptualization, but as a result of failures of experiments

*Fred L. Strodtbeck and A, Paul Hare, "Bibliography
of Small Croup Research (from 1900 through 1953),” Spedometrv, 17U10, May, 1954.
----^Charles H. Cooley, Social Organization (New York*
Charles Scribner*s Sons, 1969>,pp. S3-il.
% e w i s A, Coser and Bernard Rosenberg, Sociological
Theory* A Book of Readings (New Yorks The MacilTIan
Company, 1957), p. 293.

2
based upon other assumptions,45
7 Since this rediscovery»
*
the functioning of primary-like groups has been examined
1' '
*5
’
■ ■
It
in large industrial organisations, military situations,
college and university fraternities,

business enter

prises,8 and many other areas in which persons interact

4For example, Mayo’s discovery of the importance bf
the informal group in industry was an ^unanticipated conse
quence** of experiments which were intended to uncover
certain psychological reason®, for changes in -workers1 be*
havior patterns. When the psychological explanations proved
inadequate, Mayo had to look for other explanations. In
this process he rediscovered the importance of the primary
like group. Blton Mayo, The jamah Problems of m Industrial
Civilization <New York! fhe Macmlilan Company» 1933)j Blton
Jlayoan3n§eorge F* Lombard, "Teamwork and Labor; Turnover' in ,
the Aircraft Industry of Southern CaiiforniatM Business. Re- ■'
search Studies-, 32, Harvard University Graduate School of
Business "Administration, 1944.
,
. •
■
5F, J« Roethlisberger and William J,r Dickson, Manage
ment and the Worker (Cambridge! Harvard University Press,
T ^ ) ~ J o ! m ffTPox and Jerome F. Scott, "Absenteeism:
"
Management’s problem,« Business Research .Studies, 29, Harvard
University Graduate School or Business .Administration, 1943* ^"Informal Social Organization of the Army,” American;
Journal of Sociology, 51:365-370, March, 194A| S, A. Shilsj
^rimary^roups in the American Army,*’ .Continuities in Social
Research: Studies in the Scope and Method of ’The American
i o I H e r T ” RTETlIerion and P * F .^azarsfeld, editors <Glen- -.
coeTTTlinois! The Free Press, 1950), pp. 16-39.
.
7F. M. Vreeland, "Social Relations in the College Fra
ternity,” Sociometry. 5:151-162, May, 1942| W. M. Jackson,
"Interaction1'In a J,'^ollege Fraternity,” Applied Anthropology,
3:16-21, June, 1944.
8William F> Whyte* "The Social Structure of the Restau
rant," American Journal of Sociology, 54:302-310, January,
1949.
; ,■" i
‘
.

3
with one another, hat very little has been written about
the functioning of the informal group within the prison
e

n

v

i

r
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t

•

' Purpose and Scope of the Study The purpose of this study isl

<1) to examine the

extent of informal group life among women inmates in the
female section of a state prison!

(2) to describe and com*

pare the characteristics of the discovered groups and their"
members!

<3) to determine whether there.are leaders among "

the inmates and within the groups and to describe their
characteristics!

<4) to ascertain the.presence of isolates

among the members of the inmate.social system and (5) to
compare the conclusions with results of other studies*
Studies of small groups and large organisations should
be undertaken in conjunction with one another.

As William

Foote Whyte states, "There is no point to studying the over
all organizational structure unless we can trace out its9

9Lloyd 1. Ohlin believes that the limited amount of
sociological research in the correctional field may be at
tributed to the general lack of acquaintance on the part of
sociologists with the, research potentialities In the cor- ■
rectional field and their anticipated difficulties of ac
quiring access to correctional materials for research
purposes. He stresses that the paucity of sociological re
search in the field cannot be attributed to a lack of theory
or methodology because these exist in a form directly appli
cable to correctional problems. Sociology in the Field of
Corrections, Russell Sage Foundation (Pennsylvania! The ,
William Fell Company, 1956), p. 54.

u

4
impact upon particular individuals and groups*

Nor Is there

any point in studying the small group jus M . J-Ji operated,in a
vacuum*r,A®

With these views la mind, the present writer

.as it

studied the small group structure of female inmates

operates within the formal organization of the entire insti*
tution*

.

'

’

Cooley believed that the individual becomes ''Social*
ized and that human nature develops in, primary grPtips1^ as
individuals 'engage in face-to-face' contacts*
associations, psychologically, lead to

-1

These intimate
.

-

■

a certain fusion of individualities in a common whole,
so- that one’s very self, for many purposes at least, is
the common life and purpose of the group* * . » the
simplest way of describing this.wholeness is by saying
that it is a **weM| it involves the sort of sympathy and
mutual identification for which "we" is a natural ex
pression.3*2
•
For Cooley, the family, the play .group of children, and the
neighborhood or community group of elders are the most1
2
*
0

10Wiiliam F, Whyte, "Small Croups and Large Organirations," Social Psychology at the Crossroads. John II.
Rohrer wd'Buzafer "sherif ,*e'iT 'TieW'r'fd¥it"'Warper and.
Brothers, 1951)*-'$*-311. . /
-

,

^Ceorg" Sim»el,-a contemporary of Cooley, also,'ex
pressed an interest in small groups* Simmel’s ideas, though
often quoted, failed to be systematically followed up by
those who came after him because of inadequately developed
theory and research methods of the time* See George C*
Homans, The Human Group (New York! Harcourt, Brace and
Company,‘ Inc *, T95CF5 7 p • xvii. See also Kurt H. Wolff, The
Sociology of George Simmel (Glencoe, Illinois! The Free
Press , 1 9 ^ 1 , pp. $7*^, 122-138,
12Cooley, oj>. cit*, p. 23*

$

important spheres ofprimary group associations and cooper
ation! however,-these ;are' notl/the. Onlyv 'face-to-face-'contacts*
Furthermore, ,he}relafes‘the 'primary; .group' to the
■
. - ' 1 -■ /'
'■■,;ry '
'• ''
/■■
'
larger society* ..
-/- .,'1 --^-fy;
''/'
-Primary groups ,are,■‘primary-'in the^aense,;that-''they s
give'the individual^Ms; earliest; aMbofflpietest -experi
ence of social unity, and also in the sense that they do 'not -change' in the. same-degfee:.;as^thO more elaborate
relations-, hut. -form' a comparatively permanent'’'source
out of which the latter are ever springing. Of course
they are not- independent of/the iargeresociety-, but to
some extent'reflect i
t
s
,
■■
'

'Social unity of thd'primary-"1group,' ■for';-Cooley, is'

always'.a 'differentiated endy usually.- a..competitive'-'-unity- ad
mitting'; of self-assertion and various-nppropriatAve-passions,
rather than-.'a unity ;of mere harmonyyand;, love* <'However, these
passions tend to come; under the/discipline-.of 'a* common
spirit*1^
■

'

y :y '-

'1",

,

'

: ';

The Informal1group*, like Cooley*a '.primary' group, con

sists o f ,individuals-who,-, usually, engage; I n ;face-to-face con
tacts, but -unlike-the’1primary'groups the-informal-.group is, '
not mainly* developed*:'through, family1
'and- .community contacts
but emerges- naturally/In all '/types of environments’and ■ ;.•-■•/;Y?;- ;y / ' / ' /;
' - - - /
■ t-3
1- ' '■v
■v;. •• ■v11 - :1’
• '
Ibid.t pp*;/23..and:24,.ytV' - y
/■

14lbid*,--pp.: 26;’and-'a7*;?^ ;/,/

15|bid., P>./|Ow

t

-;'^/'y^//y

.
'
y'

' -

'
.

f

social situations to fulfill personality needs of the indi
viduals.16

"' ;

':-v'-.

-

■

-In the prison, the:Infotraei'-''group has been conceived
of as

./

'

</;:;\/

•

'

' ■ .; ■

a collectivity ;of •prisoners/ who; possessra: 'common body
of Imowledge aridinterest'- irifflcierif...to;:produce- in ■
understending- ■and,.solidarity' 'which?is-: characterised by
awe-feeling, sentimental-'at i-uehmeritv-,and; unanimity,1
and which•allows, at ■the same 'time, elements of '
■compe
tition and resistance,*7 :-;h / ■/■'' '
■ A study'of';ihiii'feindf'has‘;'several implications.

It'

is expected to provide- additional--information to the.-growlag body of/knowledge on ;ttoe informal-group*

Moreover,

'

sociological under-standing-:-of-/the functioning' interrelations
existing '-among ndcial-,groups within "a-,prison -Is essential
for the intelligent administration of this social
structure.1S

While the natural process of informal group

formation within the prison cannof he thwarted, it may be
guided.

Rehabilitation problems may be manipulated wisely

around the dynamic functioning of these informal groups*19
- ;’
’ \ --1 1'i
.
Josephs. Gittler, Social Dynamics* Principles .
and Cases in -Introductory"Sociology' tWew Y o r k s M c G r aw-Hill,
I 9 l2 y , p . 37.

■:

./

.

'-

. .

..

\

' '17Donald'Clemmer,. The Prison Community (Boston? •The
-Christopher -TubliShing-Housefv''lWdJ,'up V T l I J . ■- ■ - ";
.
18Morris<G. Caldwell» “Group Dynamics in the Prison
Community
Journal of Criminal.Law and Criminology, 46* 648
January-Pebruary, lh3¥,
,

t l

19Ibid,y PV-- 657.

■'

.,

,

■■

/.

■

7

According to thedifferential association theory of
criminal behavior, persons become originals principally ■
because. they have beenrelatively isolated from'groups whose
behavior patterns (includingattitudes, motives, and ration
alisations) are anticriminal or because 'their residence, em
ployment',' social’'position,";;native'/capacities,' -or -.something
else.:haS;"bro«ghtvthem.- into"-relatively'-frequent -.association
with.the-:behavior, patterns'.of criminal -groups*20 'If ■the
entire group in prison can be convinced of the members* need
for change,, the group itself becomes a source" of pressure
for change,/"'..‘Ihi'S-.-eliminates- the" need of'- inducing criminals
to become members' of,.pre-established, anticriminal 'groups*..
If .'the 'subculture'cannot be. induced to change,: the -inmate
is likely-to -eShibif'two sets of attitudes and-behavior*

■

one characteristic of'the, agency or person trying-to reform
him,.--the'-other of,;the -subculture J21

It is important •for

those who are--interested in "institutional-life-as a means

'
,

of rehabilitation'-.to. remember that values, beliefs*-, and
systems of intimate personal relations must be considered

' ,"'*;■'20Ponaid;Hi,l"Gressey,' "Changing Criminals!
Application of the theory of Differential Association,
American Journal -of Sociology. bit 117,'/'.September,. 1957. AlberTl^ne^ll3cWsei*-^ ? ^ i n t s -out the -limitations of ,the "cultural transmission*11 theory which is similar to the
differential, association- theory*-/ See,Delinquent'Boys! The
Culture" of "the Gang, (Glencoe.Illinoisi The Free press,
,rpv/ ■
'
"i"::."
: 21 Cressey«Top* cit.* p. 119.

8-

>j:
32:\,....
v.^ 5'
la. the program I f ;4iriff,to; he. successful.,, vr

: •■ > . la setting up and administering institutional policy
and la considering

l;f/la,there

fore important to understand Ci)H the;‘:fan«tioa\of;sInmate . , , .
groups, (2) the telatioasiilps^e,twees'', these '--grdaps'and the
formal personnel groups#./aiid-Y^the.aocial -relations' of

'

the members of ■'th«''lai8ate‘;groaps^ •=4.---Study o f informal : -

groaps/may■also'help^:t^'rt¥eal^strengths^aalweaknesses in

j

the formal,orgasisatlos' since the-formal organisation, at

j

least to-some esfent,', determined|the;hiadS'.of ^informal •

(

groups'Which emerge .23,
Conceptual*
1Framework! ■Definitions.-of .
ferns
'■ ' /.Sociological analysis of Inmate--relations requires
that the basic concepts

to/be; "employed

be

named, and. defined.

.... ■ Informal.-.social/ group, .to-."informal'social-group”
-consists of two -©t -more persons-possessing 'established
patterns

of

social .interaction,' similar .social, attitudes,

social-values,; tod-group/loyalties, mutual .interests and
— p*.
22Ida -Ann ;
.HatperY "A Study of :the ‘Natural Croups1
within a Woman *s Correct ional Institution” (unpublished
Master*®,.thesis#.,'ttaiverslty of, Alabama, Tuscaloosa, 1949)=,
p," 186,'--/.;-..
.';Y/M;;/->:v ■.. -".
1 ' •

■"

v ,

/

‘

; s. \

■ • f

*

’

' •

• 1

-

-

:

.■
,por,a thorough treatment of;the,' relationship be-*
tween the formal-and.'-infortoal .social system in industrial
settings, see Roethlisberger and Dickson,. oft* Sit** PP*
525-562, ■■■••■ r ,',--v
:
\.

/

y

the will -to,cooperate -in:;the^p;®tfot»ance/of;;a.iiatttrai ^ ^ V
function* ./-the-, groups'''may jange/lb -ffleahaf$h£f'ift€^ twa' or • .
three,to iwenty*.five

\

'.#oup«:may

h e ,dealgnated as a "natural;; group" because-- It

ges(, .,, .

i

naturally,in all'-ifp^s.nf^ewitcmwests andrsoeial^f itnations

j

to.fulfill personality.needs- j^t;;satisfied;:hy:.i-ie "forrnai ■

j

socialVsyste®*” : \
'‘

. ' ; ’■>/' , . ,-^/■//■'/ , ,_/ ,>/' '. .

.‘ Formal 'social:system.‘ & '^formal--social system” 'is ^

a pattern of human relationships.- spelled .oiit'-in •■ ^ ^ .

■"/

.

’’ ' explicit rules'set-down in constitutions, established -.
;
„ precedents* ehac'ters/of/ incorporation .tod-,direotlves.
- The Instruments' -governing, the -interpersonal .'-relation--
ships of members are impersonal* formal* deliberate,
. \
rational*, and;planned,23/
, . ,, /-\
■
\
Within- the'prison this "formal social" system” is'-referred
to as. the "prison.-social:system*”
_■■

'

prisoner or Inmate .social' system, .the--informal' ■ - -

-social groups among the inmates' are characterized by an ■
extremely' high.'rate-of.,interaction.:between members who are .
set off-.by sharply'defined; interests 'and sentiments from'
prison personnel*

,

This social system has "evolved a complex

of adaptational processes with which inmates attempt to cope

24

faldwell, o£. -tit •»:.p« '$$$:*,
” ' .,
. -• . -: ; ?
.Vt'fv/ :

25fittler* ££. Cit* *; p* 57.

i

'

':

■

■

'

10

\

.with ’the; teajor problems'of ■institutional- living*?®8;-offals’
social system is defined as the “inmate1*'or-“prisoner- social
sysfem„“ '
-

-

"

'

7-7

, ■-*. ..7?7

^ "

Informal social -system«' A combination of'elements

•

of interaction between the "prison social .syste»“ 'and the

'

prisoner social system** for© the ’’informal social system*’*
The patterns of interaction within this system may cireumvent the-official'patterns, ;rearrange or change-the Intent
of the official rules or they,'©ay strengthen the;“prison
social syste®u“ ■
:.■ Status*

,'

■.■■■; . . ;

7

7

..’7

>,

Throughout this Study, the -term- "status" ,

is used tovdesi$sate'the position'occupied "by'a'-person '
relative-'to other persons in a group.*
28

In any relation

ship pattern certain persons assume positions of leadership;
others* are delegated'to-subordinate: statuses*-

Obviously,

since status refers- to position within a group, a person

26Lloyd W. McCorkle and Richard Korn, “Resocial
ization Within Walls," Annals of the American Academy, ol
Political and Social Science, 293188, May, 1954. _ -.
• - ' 27See Roethllsberger and Dickson, op* cit., p. 559
*•* ^
See also Gresham Sykes, “The Corruption
Authority and
Rehabilitation*“ Social forces, 34j257-262, -March, 1956*
28,*Status“ and “role** are used as defined by Ralph
Linton, The Study of Man Of, t.s D. Appleton-Gentury
Company,;lifl6),i>p^ 113 & 114* ^
'
,
.• -

■;

'

;- ;

.

11

h a s .as .many statuses as the groups to .which .he belongs, ■
la prison^-,10s'example#,>the-iaaate ;has ;a Matuir,4a\his work
group and 'la' his .informal .inmate., group*' He' also occupies a status- ia<relation' to the statuses occupied by others in.
the total -prison'Asocial system*; ; '■. : '

" J- '',^

v.

- - , Role* The term ,trole,’ is used to designate the be*' ’
havior expected o f .a 'person occupying a specific .'status
position*. Obviously again, -since a person,occupies, as many
statuses as the groups to which he belongs, he also, has a
number of roles to play. ' For.example,; certain'behavior is
expected of the inmate who is a leader in an informal group.
He may be expected to make the majordecisions: forthe'group*
On the other hand, the same person may be expected to be
subservient and an acceptor of decisions as far as his status
as a prisoner in the total prison system is concerned.
Bach role is associated with certain.dther elements
in the social system.

Roles determine the rights and duties,

and privileges and responsibilities of individuals as well as
the lines of communication for the formal social system.
The preceding terms are the basic concepts employed
in this study.

Other concepts will be defined in the con*

texts in which they are employed.
",
.

Review of Selected Literature

—

The present study has for its general background de

scriptive and analytical reports of certain social scientists

who have been concerned with informal patterns of human
Interaction.

Since 1920 the number of these studies on

the small group has grown steadily.

From 192 0 through 1929.

approximately 11 selections were-published eachVyeari from
1950; through 1959 ,. the aver age number of items grew to 21 ,■
per yearf from 1940 through 1944, the increase was to 31
annually; from 1945 through 1949 an average;'of 55 items
w a s written each year; and during the next'four years, 152
items were published each year.

Most of these studies

have dealt with the informal group in community and insti
tutional life.*
303
1 However, little has been written on the
functioning and importance of informal groups within the
prison system, and only one available source discusses the
■ . ■
- '1
- '
■ it - .
group phenomenon in relation to women inmates,’3
This review of the literature is divided into two
sections.

The first is devoted to general literature on

informal groups in institutional and community life, the
second

to literature on social relations in the penal

^Strodtbeck and Hare, op. cit., p. 110*

.:

^

30These studies suggest important theoretical and
methodological frameworks for the study of informal groups
in other situations* Ohlin. op. cit., p. 56,
31The writer reached this conclusion as a result of
a thorough review'of the literature on the informal group
in the prison environment. A similar conclusion was reached
by Lloyd B. Ohlin on the basis of the literature survey he
conducted under the auspices of the Russell Sage Foundation.
Op. cit., pp. 10, 11 , 57, and 58.
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institution.
‘ ' i, ’General Literature on Informal Groups
■' in Institutional and-Community Life

■

.: ■

Reference was-a^de earlier- to the re-emergence of the
informal' group as a focal’-point; of sociological'studies. ,
Most' of these studies h a w been:'concerned with, employeremployee relationsmilitary morale* and social mobility.
'

Elton Mayo*3'
3 on the basis :-©f his-studies at Western

Electric* early in the I030fs# 'emphasised'the-inadequacy of
biological and psychological■explanations of human behavior.
The studies' reported -by' Roethlisberger-and Dickson*

added

additional evidence to the'hypothesis., that the- .informal
group exerted a tremendous control on the worker and his
performance of duty.

These social groups demanded conformity

to -group, definition® and;.expectations ;in..regard to customs,
duties* routines*-'and.; even: rituals,

it was not-the. improve

ments in the physical plant which led to increased pro
duction but the attitudes of the workers in the work groups.
, ' A .technique-''for '''showing the-'relationships, among indi
viduals In the same -social system was,presented in 1934 by

t*

- ■ 3% d w a rd ** Sltilsy *The Study
The Policy Sciences . Daniel Lerner and Harold Lasswell^ed,,
T H l F T I ^ t n S I I f o ^ n i a i Stanford University press, -1951),
pp. 44-69*.'.,
'
''
'
’
33,
-----......
•
"Mavo* op. clt*
'
34Roethllsber ger and Dickson * op-. cit.
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Moreno

who Introduced the -soeiometri'c method,

this tech

nique, based on an individual*® choices and rejections of
others, graphically;presents-positive' and: negative relation^
ships between members of a''-specific group.

•
.

.

*'-- ’ ' • •

•-%

■

'/ . ‘

f :

‘ In the years following these'studies., several re*
searchers'reported on- the'importance of-the; informal group
in family and community life.

Arensberg-and Kimball con-.

'

eluded-' that the 'small group,/ a®'manifested'.i»;;the family,
is an essential element in the establishment'of'the pattern
for Irish rural life.

The authors reported ;fhat*.' ■

r '-‘The-sociological conditions "of Irish rural: life are
those that determined in a system of relationships among
persons based upon the Irish form of the family, family
subsistence, and familistic custom, the demographical
indices of population cannot be understood except in
such a context.3©
Allison Davis and Burleigh Gardner, in their de■
-'
;
.
..
script ion of the life of Negroes and whites in a "Deep

j

South” community, examined the family, cliques, and associ-

j

ations which constitute a social structure.

j

I

They concluded

that for these individuals, ’these institutions and the
sentiments associated with them form the matrix of existence.”37

■ ’- :

•

/. ■ ■

'

J. L. Moreno, Who Shall Survive? (Washington:
Nervous and Mental Disease Publishing' "Company,■1934). ■■

,

-

.

3&Gonrad Arensberg and Solon T, Kimball, Family and
Community in Ireland. (Cambridge: Harvard University press,
T m rrp t m " —
’
"
' '.
37Allison Davis and Burleigh Gardner* Deep South,
(Chicago: The tfoiversity of Chicago Press, 19 4 1 ), p. 171.

•-

,

.■ William Foote Whyte studied the informal groups as

they, exist inthe Italian slum .district of ;.*»* ^Eastern
City.M

la..this ,dlstriot-j/^GorneryMle;, he found- that the

corner-gang arises out of the habitual association.of the
aemhers oyer va-’long'.period:;of:'ti®t*

-

-

-

;

•

. The life of the cornetboyproceeds along regular andnarrowly-, circumscribed. channels.*' >'-<;•
'The .stable ■
.composition of the group and the luck:of...social as** •
' Sttrancev6a:the:;.par:t of its .members.coatribufe toward
' producing /a. very .high ’fate■■■•of■social-, interaction within
the group* -The" group 'Structure is -a product-'of these
.■ interactions,39
- .;
:
.
' .Wdlliagshead analysed the way- the social system of
a Middle Western', Corn Belt community .organized and con
trolled the, social behavior of high-school students -.reared
in it, -.Be reported that cliques* Or small informal groups,
play a .large-.part in determining behavior, These groups,
.reflect and help to perpetuate the social' class structure
of the community,^0
'

In summary, Mayo in the 1930* s emphasized the inade

quacy of'.'biological.and psychological explanations'in the
..work' performance:bf "men i n industry, ■A few years later,
Roethlisberger and Dickson added additional''evidence to the

cago:
.

'.,'38Wiiiias Foote Whyte, Street Corner focietv, (Chi~
The University of Chicago Presi^ l943T, P* 255,
3% b l d ,», p,.' 256,

'

•

,
40A. B*. ttollingsheadf Blmtown»s Youth (Mew forks John
Wiley & Sons, lP4f>,

.

'

■ ■■

■

:

.

.

.
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,

hypothesis 'that' the;informal-group "exerted1ir.tremendous- eohV
trtol On 'thd’worfcer' and 'his ".performance 'of duty.

Moreno

'introduced -file'-1sociometrictechnique for studyl»gviiitef- •

.

perisoafcl.relationships -is-'4634*: > After .these studies;,•:»■;
»u»her'" of'-researchers conductedcommunity studies in.di* .
vergent 'places* - Among .these were-Arfehafeerg and'Kimball -,

Mho noted that the small group/ as'manifested toy-the" family,
was essential1for the.pattern-of life'of the.Irish rural ■
people* ■'■ In another community study conducted in the
southern part of the 'United Staten*-Davis and Gardner dis*
covered', that' the informal'-group and 4he.:sentiments associ*ated with it formed "the- /matrix of-existence,-*. -;■Similar
Informal'patterns’of’interaction were observed by Whyt.e
in'hiS' study of -street'corner gangs in an eastern-city.

In

still' another' section of the country, the Midwest, Mailingshead, in addition to disclosing the importance of informal
groups,..showed how. the" social class structure of the-com-,
munity is perpetuated toy them,
"-2*
"

.

’■

literature on the-Informal 0ro«p ■
Within the prison

'

The only extensive investigation of the prison social
structure is Donald ©learner*s The -prison Community***1 ~
Through "schedules, .questionnaires,/.individual case studies,*
4
_j

. |[

........................... .......... '

4iciemisert op. cit,

t

'

.

1?
and participant observation, 'Clemmer 'discovered .-'that the
prison community is not mainlymade up of a-great number
of highly integrated 'groups-in,'-which sentiment, .morale,., and
solidarity exist#-' ih fact;*, he found that, about .forty'per
cent, of the prisoners in: the male'institution ■-studied were
not1in any way''integrated.-into

groups, in

which strong social

relationships, exist*4 2 ".He. Coritinuedf

■

Another 43 per cent engage-' in ■some" ;of ’the:.superficial'' . practices of group life,-' but are .not genuinely;- afflli*
ated, with specific groups. About 18 per cent of the
inmates are.associated.with"small numbers‘o f 'other men
in combinations which approach in structure and function
the primary groups' of'free-societyj^bui in many of these
■■ there is a-.lack-of- basic cohesion*43' . ; -Clemmer further concluded that the. prison primary'groups-are
small, in number and range in membership -from two to seven ■
members*

Length of time in prison is not highly correlated

with affiliation with-these, groups* ,-In fact, it appeared ^
that group ties tend to become looser the longer the person
is in prison*

Clemmer noted that those, who enter the prison

primary groups'are .younger, somewhat more intelligent arid
more criminalistic than men who do not become affiliated
with groups*44

An explanation for these characteristics of

group members might be the extended process of prisonization

which Clemmer does not investigate.

"Prisonization in its

' 4% b i b .y p« 139*

’ 43Ibid* .

'

: ' 44lbld», p* 129.

'
-

'

^

_

-

.
,

,

:
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larger seas©.is accompanied by restlessness and an iaca«

.

paclty for snstadaed^ttctivltf'***4^. When '.the' .prisoniaed
individual •is •confronted with sustained.and ijatiisate eon*; ,.
tacts •of ■long duration, which M y e the ,effset's1.p.f■diverting
his self-preoccupation 'and, disrupting'.Ms -reverie.states,,
he finds these contacts impossible;':for -him-' to;maintains..
■' Whereas Cl earner found that-only sixty per cent of
the individuals in'the male-■institution..h©,.siudied;.:affili
ated in any way in'the Mall, group-Structure*; Harper, in
the only study of-the social ..structure-, of.a women’s prison,
discovered that almost:ail d f the inmates were integrated
Into,small group structure.

She concluded that-,.the-informal

organisation •is a total lot ©grated, syst em*47 -'This-'informal
■system is composed.of-,-the /relationships -between'.two major factions*

Staff personnel* inmates, .and'. ”fringer s’’*
48 fora

the-; three levels., within, each-.faction*

.The members* at each

level have'different roles and-functions* .This *leads to
differences ..in social and cultural, behavior, •These differ
ences are, overcome-through connecting channels on which
-interaction.or communication between, different;levels, pro
ceed . 'She explained .this -in -the following wordst, .

■

■ 45ohlin, op,, clt*, p. 39*

.

48Ibld., pp, 38 and 39.
’

i%arpet* on*:,cit*# p. 180,

...

'
...

'

’ '48By the term "fringer” Harper'-refers to an indivi
dual who violates;the limited amount of deviation from the
norms which the rigid group standards uphold, Jfbid*, p. i m

19
What the individual hears or reports pertains to..and
'affects'her behavior*-! -Thturh, her' -^behavior -has Of* •
.. fect#.-:.hO'tvonly 'within-;her .'..level' of the faction but , :.
also within the total fact ion-.and. the total! informal
•; ;system* The high frequency of interaction between : members-of the different levels and among the indivii duals within a level enforces a strong: collectiveness*
Prom this- strong' cohesiveness arise rigid group 1 : 'f
■f s t a n d a r d s that; govern!:behavior- of the'..members'as--.to''- .
. their place® la--the faction--and'the total' system *49
’ Furthermore, certain factors within the;-prison 'in
fluence this system, of informal relationships* -,Physical
limitations determine the possible activities and inter- ^
actions**- -f i s t i n g class distinctions,, customs, "and be*
liefs'influende the pattern and position of"life of each'
individual* -Formal .activities bring together and provide

' ‘ --- i'-

;•

''
■--..::Y-\

the subsistence of its people*
'

-'

' ' ‘'

'' ''.

Five types o f•sub-systems.in'the informal system

were discovered by Harper*,! -These comprised' the 'relation
ships between the'1two' factions,! the- relationships between,
different- levels'-of':’a fact ion, the -relationships within-, a.
level of a faction, the relationships of the Mfringers,”
ani the relationships of - r e j e c t e e s ,1
'

:-

'Harper- also expressed the view that'prison activity

and conditions cannot be explained or understood apart from
the configurational pattern which they form.4
52
*
0
5
9

49Ihld*

'"':-

50Ibid** j>. 183* .
'5XIbid,* p* 184*'
>:5% b i d ,* ;p *'-.'T81 *!■-■
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•In a'later repGft|';:SStper emmines. the; .concept 'of
the "fringer" in detail-*'..^''She/dlsettsses the following
three types of ”fringersns

^

(1) the'"newcomer,” (2) the

"betrayer,** .and (3) the;"disorganized personality”,type. .

.

The roles these "fringers” play; h a w three major- effects*.
"Fringer'S""' threaten' the/solidarity, of 'the factions and
thus of the -prison/life, toy' .violating, faction norms.

At

the same .time/they tend .'to reinforce the integration'" of

-

these groups fey,re»emphas£sing/ to these'factions group,
standards and the need of avoiding those who do not-, abide
by them.-; .The - ringers**'^-also'; help to.lessen the'-antago*

-

nism between factions by acting .as counter-irritants. • '
"Fringers” h a w the. same rights as those'"Within a faction
since': there are two'factions' with divergent interests com
peting with one another for'-power.53
,-

... .

\

.

'

Outside of Cleimner#s thorough analysis of a prison

social s y s t M and'ttafper#®,:.treatment' of', the. social system
in a woman#S' state .prison., -there haw. been, only a .few brief
articles concerning"the .prison'"social structure and informal
group ;relationships within this *involuntary environment.*
Authors who h a w discussed'these phenomena include Norman S.

53Ida Harper, "The Role of the ,Pringer, in a State
prison for Women«H Social Forces. 31*53-59, October, 1952.

.

:

■

:

'/.

,

.

'■

■

'
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Hayner,54 ‘Sills Ash,55*Sldyd •W# MeCorkle•and Richard ., ,

•Kora,55 and Morris'"#. 'Caldwell*57'

.

:: . ■

,Hayner,-as head of the interim Committee on Penal '

■'

•

and Charitable Institutions lor the stats';of'Washington in’
1941, ’placed'C€wpeteht/:graduate .^'students,/'in; three'insti
tutions* -He compiled the findings of these investigators,
«In general, as far as the inmate community is concerned,
'the girls, boys, young men, and-older men, in that order,
'Show- increasing 'crystallisation in neeial; structure#- ' .
,

Hayner andAshemphasize the importance of the ♦natu

ral group*,,among'prison Inmates#''fhey.-state that frequently
a ♦first-timer* from a ./conventional background# fearing that
he will endanger his'early parole opportunities# hesitates. '
to engage actively in conniving.

However,'/he soon discovers

that-he Jeopardizes his-position more'by'maintaining this
attitude than by "relating and Joining.the inmate group.
'V - s‘ '

. "

1;

' \

' ''''

Hayner ..and; Ash point" out:the differences within the

.*community council* in the types,of leaders'as they .appear

’’■ 54Norman S# Hayner, “Washington State torrectional
Institutions' -as
Social forces, 21? 316-322,
Marchffi^d3«-'■■. /!.•;,/'•■
:
.
,
5% o n ® a n S i ';hayher'.and:■Bil is -Ash *?■**fhe •Prison -Com
munity' as a social Group,” faerie an Sociological Review,
4*362-369, June, 1939#
/ .
:- . . . .
■ ..

56McCorkie. and lorn, op.

PP» 88-89• ■

-^Caldwell# op »,-clt # . pp. 64S-657#
,

58Hayner, op, clt., p . 317,

■ ; • 59Hayner and Ash, oj>* c l t p» 364*

,

.
.
_

■ ■■

,

:

.

2.2

to vary writh the prevailing'type'of administration* .■ :**Xf
control Is lax and violations of regulations are openly 4
permitted, the hardened racketeers'or, ’rangatangs* become
the politicians***^0

On the other hand, .if the administra

tion holds’Strong" control1the trouble’
.makers-;-'are' under'">•
close supervision and do not have an opportunity to'work
themselves into kef Jobs within the institution*
case

,,

la-this;

^;r>

, ..

'

,. .they-do,not have the freedom ofvmoveaenti'and.assoeiatioh.
' ‘ that goes with these jobs. The better-adjusted boys
,
■ with the best records receive J h e ’i.favofed:Jobs, By, ;•
virtue,©!' these positions, they''become1the *town fathers*
■ of;the prison community and the leading connivers.61 .
, _
.

. McCorkle and Korn'suggest that .'the majorprobieras

.

with which the inmate social .system;attempts'‘eope;ure.'thedevastating effects of internal isihg;-and ^converting, social,.;,
The-adaptive’inmate -cm

rejection into self**reject Ion.

escapev-the'psychologically devastatingeffects_of'self»,

. -

.rejection by being a member of an inmate 'group which-defines
him. as a person*-,/ '

•

■.

,

■; ’ : '

Caldwell Compiled material obtained by various
authors-from- five'midkwest era and-southern prisons* 'He dis
cusses the 'dynamic''relationships between 'the'Informal'' and
formal social structure of the prison community*

60Ibid.* p* 367.

■ "

^ I b l d .i pp»-'367' and 36S*

'

.

,'

62McCorkIeand Korn, ©£* d t .. p. 88.
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that these ’natural groups* are functioning strongly in the

must seek to construct policies andto act withthe knowledge

Caldwell Is of the opinion that the prison administrator

criminals.appear to be *»*'&';** valties for \©rga»£sijig^grpnpSi
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prison social structure.through their-partially^related '

authors h a w contributed to the body of knowledge ©a the

la' addition""f© the ab©ve«»e»tioned articles* -sewers! ^
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the' conflict -between5the:criminal and iaw-eaforcinrgrowps

•

persists in the-prison despite the formal administrative ■
setup, ■-Reciprocal conceptions -as-well -a*\personalj-relation*
ships express •
.this.-conflict* .
;
■'^he'iOfflsiaiS^.^negate; had.

->

degrogate the inmates, while fht'.iismaies:'cond emn
Doth.the.officiais-.and'the whole.-penal-:^iief*11'
64 -It

'

viduals do not conform t o .the:group•:
,reptesehiatipnS''thef' are
'
-■ - ' ‘
- -■i . 1 1 V \~) ;"•
'
-

considered- variants -and-, subject io'.presante^Snd controls of
their/respective'Strath®, -

--

;\-Y f;Y Y

Y ”

:

■' schr&g, in his sociometrio;-w^natidh;of^ife^ef»hip in prison -inmate groups'* ■iS!;coacerse.d:.tiith.//nh‘‘
;i^^^ttani*---partof the structure of the informal -.group* -We steles'to --identic fy -the, .general,characteristics of leaders ,mlld -%

;

the! hinds of inmates most, likely.;to; he 'influenced by- certaintypes-' of leaders,," He reports;.that^;in;;geaeral§:factors ■■*«* .
lated to criminal -.career and ■institutional;, adjustment -are
significantly* associated with leadership while;- social.- and ^
economic background traits are not. He. concludes-that

-

leaders as'a'group do!.,not' differfro® other inmates with re*
spect to'-'age,, occupation,; educational attainment, ethnic
status, marital status,-, or’scores'nn,intelligence -tests.-- *

■ 64ibid», p. 723*

■

-X

-y-. -;

; -

- ‘’

-'

65Ibid., p* ?20. ■ '
' ;
^Clarence' Schrag, ^eadership^Among Prison Inmates,«
American Sociological Review, 19s40, February, 1954.: .

'
'

•

.

,

.(V; J ■> ;'v

:35

'’ Similar length of sentence and propinquity also .play

a-part-lb leader selection, according to SChrag, who coneludes lhata

. 'AV> ■

t

; .. v

.

\

.-leadership- in prison is exercised fey the criminally ■ '
mature inmates who are serving long sentences for
■
crime’
s ,;»f-yioliiice, Status of an inmate is or«li*».
narily enhanced by acts of violence within the insti; tution, by homo sexuality , or by psydhoneurotic or
■
psychopathic behavior. Prison culture is organized
- around the-values of Its most persistent and least
' •
' improvable members* It stimulates aggressive anti*
social behavior and minimizes the status of-.',the-naive
: or accidental /Offender* Socialization in prison means,
/ for many inmateS, the acquisition of shills and aititudes of the habitual criminal.67
;- Sykes, one of America’s ;:lofbttost;:yCriminoibgistst
indicates "thb--influence' of informal' vfactors.in these words*
"In the’
-'exercise of authority, the'/deep'’and, pervasive schism
which is supposed'to-'separate the Captbrs-'and'captives is
actually bridged at innumerable points in the maximum se
curity prison.”*
68
This corruption is often attributed to bribery, but
bribery is usually unnecessary, for far more subtle in
fluences are at work which tend to destroy the authority
of the cellblock guard.

'Some of these' influences:are

friendship,--reciprocity, and default.^9 '

*ylbld«« p. 4 1 .
68Syltes,' o p . cif., p. 259.6g|bid., p. 260.

. ;

.■

'
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' . In summary, ciemmer*: Harper*, 0aidweii*;Hayner; and

-•

Ash*’-and McCorkle and Korn acknowledge the presence-of- ‘in**_

formal’instate groups'- in -prisons--# :Harper
lieve

and ;C3aldwell be- •

that -.almost -all :inaatas:
''.-ar«,;;dategratesi' into. ;tbe-■-

informal

groups; - whereas.*: Ciitaer‘-fiad»:-that ,©017 .-about

sixty per.'seat ■of the mala-prisoners "-hi- studied .partial*
pated- in --.the groups-*- _

'

."• •
'

-

' - -Clammer reports that-, tbit '-younger* more" erimiaalistic
inmates'tend" to affiliate''with--group#-'more readily'-than did
the -older ..inmates serving- long -sentences*

Harper in her

study of'female inmates found that the physical setting

^

limits .the possible-interactions of inmates and that, the-,'
existing,-class -distinctions* customs* 'and beliefs influence
the' patterns and position,of, life of, each individual*
•

' •. Hayner and

Ash,'and

McCorkle and Korn emphasize the

importance of .an inmatef#- participation in informalgroups*
The former "have concluded; that an, .inmate jeopardizes his,, position among administrators and inmates by not partici
pating in

the

informal groups*-..The1 latter point out

the

psychological- advantages the i»»ate':gain® from holding
membership status in an informal'group*-

’"
’ r, With regard to

,

- .

leadership status* Hayner andAsh are

of the-opinion'that the type of inmate .leader varies--.with

different ’sdftiaistrstions * '-According/ to -Sehrag ■the

crimi

nally mature inmates.serving long, terms usually become leader# ap'd' their' leadership- status is enhanced by acts

-

of.

violence, homosexual behavior, and psychopathic behavior.
’

’ Sykes' and- Weinberg;present .diverse' opinions -on the

relationships' between'inmates a»d:prison employees*.,Wei^r.
berg acknowledges a schism between these:two1groupsf" where
as, Sykes express**' the opinion that the gap h-US--been .. _;; bridged between these two groups -b y friendship/ -reciprocity,
and default*
...
.

•

"■

’ ' Methodology '•

' :

-

;-

' The present study-was conducted at;a Southern penal

institution in which a separate division is maintained for
women inmates*7®

For reasons to be explained later, the ■

identity of the institution is not; disclosed* ■•In fact ,.■
fictitious names are given to .all; persons and places ref
lated to the ■prison., -"The name given- to ■-the prison is/
"Sheldon*”

the women*s .division -is referred to as- the

"harks*”'
.
.
, . ' Sheldon is' located" about sixty'miles‘from-Big town,.
the state capital*. .At "the time of-the"-study" it-housed 3,3?3,v
men and 100 women* .Only -female prisoners were subjects of
this investigation* , ' ■

.

-

-

.
0
7

70This arrangement, to be found in--42
+_
is not considered to be good and "may too readily degenerate
morally as well as p h y s i c a l l y L o i s Higgins
^d*J**J " .
Fitspatrick* Criminology .and C r l ^ Prevention (Halwaukee*
The Bruce Publishing Company, 1958), p. 288*.,,
.

4
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.

Sources of Data

,,

7: -

The observations and interpretations herein recorded
are based on information'.gathered from the following .diverse;:

sources:
1*

.

.

'

.

Non-participant observation,

. ' '

*

^

During a |>eriod of

four weeks in the fall of 1958* the investigator spent four
days a week at the prison and was able to observe the
inmates in their physical and social surroundings,

The

observations were recorded daily,
2*

Structured' interviews• ,All of the white female

inmates (except two) and thirty per cent of the Negro female
inmates were formally interviewed.

The questionnaire used

for this purpose was designed to elicit information on the
,
■
•<
’■ - '
’
•
wi
existence and functioning of informal groups,
A copy of
the questionnaire is reproduced in the Appendix.
3,

Informal interviews.

In addition to the formal

interviews, the investigator held informal discussions with
administrators, inmates, and representatives of the state
agency charged with the responsibility of maintaining an ef
fective penal system.

These informal discussions were

intended to supplement the information obtained through
observation and the formal interview process.

^Questionnaires may often tap much information which
is not apparent to the observer of interaction at any given
tw.
Matilda White Riley and others, "Interpersonal Ori
entations in Small Groups* A Consideration of the Question
naire Approach,” American Sociological Review, 19:716,
December, 1954.

'

:

4», Statistical reports*

..

'■ .
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Records presenting factual

data about the inmates are compiled by the prison and the
State1Institutional' Coordinating Bureau*', These-provided _ ■
historical information concerning the inmate’s cr|rte» date
of commitment,., years sentenced,-age at commitment,;;-year of
hlrth,'place- of residence,'sine of community* race, marital
status, educational grade obtained, number of previous com
mitments, type of admission, juvenile commitments, and re
ligion*, This information had been transferred onto IBM
cards from information collected-by the. prison classifi
cation board in their initial interviews with-the'.inmates *^
'

5 ,, Case histories.'- A limited '.number -of case

.

■

histories were obtained from a former Sheldon psychologist.
These were used to supplement the background data for
certain inmates*

The socio-psychological case histories

included data collected through interviews with the inmates
in addition to information obtained from the inmate’s family
through mail questionnaires.
'

2*

Mmitations of Bata

.

Although all scientific inquiry is based upon obser■■ ■

.•

■

,

vat ion some might argue that unless observation in such
studies as this can be of the participant variety, it is
completely inadequate.

While it 4s..truey;that participant

observation may provide social-psychological insights that
might not be otherwise gained, non-participant observation

may also be of great value provided that the observer is a
serious student of social /.relationships who has received
training in the use of conceptual tools which promote the
interpretation of what is observed.

i?he important

,

question is not whether-participant o r 'non-participant - .
observation should be used, but rather is the observer
trained to observe sociologically.
One should be aware of areas of distortion in the

questionnaire technique when it is employed in the prison
situation.

Among these are the general attitudes of the

’prison community’ which include a strong attitude of non
cooperation with the administration, the emotionally thwart*
ing nature of the prison environment which often leads the
inmate to seek to repair M s ego through the interview,; the
general tensions which may lead to misunderstandings and
misinterpretation with exaggerated importance being-attach
ed to small 'things by ihe inmates,-'and the inmate*® valid
fear© of leakage of confidential information.7
2
73

72In field work **by -familiarising the
K, n f
the discipline# with; the principles of
scientific^method, with broad comparative knowledge o
cSltwes the world over, and with a knowledge o r the _mi»takes which have been made In the past, we a u t o m a t i y
_.0
nrobability of error*” 0©C©f tewii* controls
and^Experiments in Field Work," tothropology Today. A, t.
cago press,
Kroeber, editor (Chicago: University oFl
1953),xp* 457.

of Distortion and Be73Norman Johnson, “SourcesFederal:Probationist, 20:
ception in Prison Interviewing,’ ,
43-48, June, 1956.
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The investigator# aware of theseareas ©^question

naire distortion# tried to control them in Marions' ways*
She made every, effort,not/:ie become identified .''with; any ■

particular person or group at the prison*

The only expla

nation f o f h e r s t u d y w h i c h the interviewer;'.presented to
the inmates was. her sociological Interest In--group-.behavior*
She'assured the inmates that the-, study was notconcerned
with the-identity of individuals or the\ prison ;and that she
would disclose-the; names of-neither..

S e v e r ^ p C t h d inmates

stated at the outset of the interview that they were afraid
fhey-would have to refuse to answer-certain questions to, which
might he personal1or harm"'’themselves or others* .This fear was to some degree:alleviated-by repeated assurances of
inmate and institutional, anonymity*

Consequently.# during. . ■

the actual interview very .few inmates directly or indirect
ly refused to answerquestions, Those questions which a
few. failed to respond-usually concerned the existence of
inmate leaders=.and. the actions of free personnel

Involving

"throwing their weight around’* and “picking on the inmate***
.

.-Some- questions were used in-the interview to check on

the validity of the statistical material, gathered by.the.
prison "and the-

State

Institutional Coordinating .Bureau*

,
In .

■ ’ ^4,,Free Personnel’* or ’’free people” are the civilian
employees of the prison.
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almost every 'case,'the 'data pertaining to the., innate’s ecitieational attainments, marital status, and'-religion as ob- .
tained from ;the bureau and prison were similar'to those'

recorded by the' Interviewer.
'■v

1

""

'

' ’

‘'' T h e 'establishment of rapport is of utmost'-importance

'in,studies involving" responses'of individuals''to. an' inter
viewer *.’'In- 'the -prison situation;this’•is "especially 4®
'port ant*."'Early in 'the'interviewings''the. investigator ,'
realised that the girls' who attended the' inmate ■School were
'sympathetic with her ..purpose and wanted to help'her, . There
fore* 'as'the 'study' -progressed',-'she used this knowledge of
the'feelings Of' the'Inmates-to'facilitate the establishment
of rapport*

personal 'questions concerning the inmate’s .

crime,-:date'of commitment, and length'-of sentence (which
hany'inmates 'prefer to discuss",with'only their closest ■• '
friends! were'secured'from--th r State Institutional' Goordi.naiing'’'Bureau'files," prior,to ■actual ■interviewing * - Hot
'questioning- 'the'''inmates'on these personal facts aided the
process' of"establishing.'rapport•

Even though the inmate'was

assured anonymity for the purposes, of this'thesis, the
investigator knew the identity of each inmate and was able
tu'■compare, background 'Oats'with;’responses ’to; questionnaires*
■The -Investigator'realised, of course, the possibility that

even-if: theUnmates; agreed to be'interviewed, some of the'
answers might not indicate what the inmate actually thought
or felt, but would indicate rather what the inmate thought

f
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the investigator expected to hear,
Several of the items on the report® from the State
Institutional Coordinating Board turned out to 'he:'u»telia*
hie.

These were discarded or used only for illustrative

purposes.

'■

;Y

The socio-psyehological case studies were interesting
sources which supplemented information gained toy other
methods and provided the interviewer with additional in*
sights into the background of different inmates* tout they
were so limited in number that their true value to the study
is difficult to ascertain.
3.

Problems

Since all of the white female inmates (except two)
were interviewed, no sampling problems arose.

However* in

the case of the Negro inmates a random sample was taken from
'
:
•" . .
75
an alphabetical listing which included all of their names.
When checked with information provided by the State Insti
tutional Coordinating Bureau and the prison records* this
sample showed a proportional representation similar to that

7^The sample included every third inmate selected
from’ an alphabetical listing of the last names of the female
Nesro inmates. To allow an equal chance for each inmate to
be chosen, the first three names on the list were written on
slips of paper and one of the slips was drawn to obtain .the
first name for the sample. Prom this point on every third
name was selected.

, 1

1

■
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‘

of the total female Negro inmate population on the following
items: ; (1> religion, "(2) work assignments, and (3) crimes
committed,in addition 'id -theee inmates, t w other Negro
inmates were- •formally^interviewed*,■partiGniar^inmates'were
selected after certain’whit®'inmates' and the camp superin
tendent 'indicated that they felt these inmates' because of
their length of incaroeratidn or--ahore,^ average educational
attainments could’give."keen insights laid the .■■patterns of
behavior of Negro"''inmates, -The investigator thought that
this additional ■selection of'-Negro inmates \ia.B necessary
since many of the other inmates in; this,group, had difficulty
in articulating their-ideas■due to tdeir limited educational
and social backgrounds*
As was stated earlier, all of the white female inmates
except"’'two were formally interviewed.

The two not formally

interviewed-" were extremely dubious about talking-with the ,
investigator,

However, since both have been at Sheldon for

several.years ■■and ''are,.important inmate ■leaders' with -a 'wealth
of knowledge about historical as well as current happenings
at the prison,'It''was'necessary, to find a way .to get infor
mation from them,

NO attempt was made,to force them into a

formal interview, but at every available opportunity the
investigator engaged them in informal discussions.

The

initial'antagonism'’gradually disappeared .and' as a ’result,

the investigator obtained greater insights into the prison
situation than she would have had she tried to make these

inmates submit to formal questioning*
, No previous studies had been conducted among the,'-. ■
women inmates -at Sheldon and-many- of the inmatei|:fQttitd;:the
interview situation to-be a new experience* -f h e ^ e r e miry
of the interview and interviewer*; -Eecenf. newspaper-- articles
relating to the touchy subject ofnareotie violations and
"good time11 led others to:shy from-the.interviewer-;-about '
whom they knew nothing* ' for these reasons* the inmates

'

refused, to participate In,., the pilot study which had been pre
arranged by -prison administrators.
^

':

.An -attempt was made-'to overcome,- this'- problem :by con

vincing a respected, inmate-that the purpose-of'the" study
was to learn about group behavior and not to -'identify -or
harm- the inmates in any way. „ The'inmate discussed- each-, of' :
the questions in the interview schedule'with: the-interviewer
and at the conclusion of, the .discussion assured-the-investi
gator that the girls* once the word "got around" that the
contemplated study was not being conducted by the adminis
tration, by "politicians," or by a newspaper, but rather by
a university student* would cooperate.
the case.

This proved to be

No further pilot study was conducted.

The interviewing was -begun'^'':in:>an-. office in the prison
administration building*

-This' sitewaecselecfed: after:dis

cussions with the prison administrators*
this office

to

.The proximity of

the work locations of the intnates who were

to be interviewed first (the white prison administration
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building Workers)' also made this selection logical. ■ After
these" inmates were Isterpewed," arrangements were made’to
bring white inmates working■at'the camp to the•administratioa building; to be interviewed.

It had .been suggested by

prison administrators that 'the';privilege of leaving the

-

compound and their'work would .encourage the,inmates'to-co
operate*

However* contrary to this view, "if- appeared that

some of-the inmates would object-to;traveling to; the ad
ministration building.

for.'this reason.,it was decided to ' .

continue the-interviewing;in-the schoolroom at the larks.

.

the 'White and Negro inmates who worked at the camp were
interviewed in this room*. :The' Kegro administration build
ing, workers were interviewed in; one ..of. the offices at their
work location* : 'In no case; was a .prison administrator
present when an interview was conducted.
-

- the main techniques of analysis used in this study

are' descriptive, comparative, 'and' sociometric,

Descriptive

techniques are used;’to--present a picture of intra-group
interactions*. 'The reSpondent*S!views are- categorised and
described*

.

’Comparisons a t e ;made :among' the different groups

and between t h e /laces*;.''Wise ace;related to the character
istics of the 'total '"suhjedt:.population* • the categorization
and comparisons make it possible to indicate .certain tenden
, cles in interaction^patterns among the female inmates*
■

Sociometric •diagrams ■showing ■f t iendship choices.and

informal group alignments are drawn from the information

:

,

•■ ; -

, -
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obtained from -the questionnaires ■and non-participant obser.vations,concerning the 'person’s choices■
■of 'friends* -This

:

is presented -to .give:a dread- general =picture •of group; ef *•
filiations .and *i n t e r a c t i o n ...

■■

• ' , By way of summary, the investigator employed '&'■■■' .
combination of approaches-in. her .study. td--gain:'an .insight ',
into the-inf©ratal .group .life of the inmates,

-lach of these

techniques of data-'collection end enalyzation'has- its ad
vantages and disadvantages.

When used in conjunction with

one another, they present a less distorted picture of the
area under- investigation.-', ■They also, nerve, as checks on the
reliability of the conclusions* •If.the trends obtained
through observation are in line with the treads obtained by
interviews, "it is reasonable to assume that the reported
situations, actually exist*..
,
,

:

... Order of Presentation

,
'

.

,

- .The purpose of this thesis i s ;reflected-in ’
i ts plan*

•.

' '

'

,_ i'■ ••

.’

The chapter to follow-is', devoted to a-'brief description of
the history of Sheldon with,- special; emphasis "On -the-develop
ment of the women’s 'division-and'-an--analysis of the'.present,
■composition of the female;inmate population*.; Wext^.af?*,"'

'

tent ion Is-focused-on the formal’,social structure..of-theprison*

Special reference is made to the formal orgaaizailoii

as it relates to the women*s division...

The discussion-then

'

■
''

i

■

£

•
'
• -

'

’

,

■
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turns*-to ■a consideration of. the informal- groupings among

-

the female-'inmates* -The' final.chapter- .presents the- findings
of the. study.' and relates them' to findings of -other '-socialinvestigations*

■'

;V

;

>■'

'

CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OP THE PENITENTIARY
'•

A comprehensive and detailed Historical account of

Sheldon is not considered necessary•for ihe'/piitpbsefrbf ,
this thesis* : However, sufficient -historical material ir
recorded In this-'chapter to provide %
■backgrotm-d'.-foe. an analysis of the current situation*

-

■ '

'

■

Orisin and Develonment of Sheldon

ipiii'iim ii j in w n i'iM w r

:

mmtmmmw,

m m u p m if r iin w irtm

. 1'i'11" " ' 1*

Mm/wKi

r . in n r n r r r - nri i .-.rr-ir-r

the history of'Sheldon is largely the story'of the

transformation of a plantation-type.colony characterised •
by brutality and inhumane treatment of. prisoners into- a
correctional institution'considered by many to be among
the best in the South*
..

:the -penitentiary, wan originally established'in Big
-

.

"

'

•

■

.

.

■ »

v

,

Town.'’a®'a walled "'prison.'by an act 'of" the-legislature almost
160 years-'.ago*

Ffbm'the, beginning*, however* 'emphasis-was

placed'bn'-the eventual" development" of prison .industries* ■ ■
-

a

significant step in this-direction was,-taken is

1844 whea a lease System was inaugurated authorising the
(Governor, to. lease the entire'establishment for a period of ,
five or more -year's.

By 184g* as a result of an extension

of this'System* prisoners were being-'leased to. individual ■

i

\
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plantation owners, who found this arrangement extremely
profitable, although they were required to turn 25 per cent
of their profits to the state*
Around the turn of the century, the state purchased
seven plantations, including Sheldon, which along with some
other property was to become the new site of the penitentia
ry.

Farming activities were expanded in an effort to make

the prison completely self-sufficient.
In 1952, after a series of violent mass strikes,
riots, and other disturbances which brought to the attention
of the public the overcrowding and brutal treatment to which
the inmates were being subjected, a newly elected political
administration began to reorganize the penal system,

A

career warden, who had been credited with developing a
federal institution In a nearby state into one of the finest
prisons in the country, launched the reform.

By 1954 a new

physical plant consisting of a centralized unit of buildings
was ready for operation.

Although this was only four years

ago, the penitentiary is badly overcrowded at the present
time and some of the old camps have been reopened.

Many of

the problems facing Sheldon stem from this fact.
**omen at Sheldon
Although official verification is lacking, it is
rumored that a few female inmates had been leased to work
on the Sheldon plantation as early as 1900.

t,

They are said

I
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to have been ’confiaed in camp

which Waa/donvefted Into

a women's division of the prison when the plantation Was
purchased by the state.

'v - ;-' ,'-

Camp WD** consisted of several frame buildings.

Negro

and White inmates were housed in separate u n i t s M o t h e r
construction served as a- recreation hall daring the Week and'
as a-Negro Protestant church on Sunday,

This building was

Joined to’the white tailor Shop Which- was later converted
into a white dormitory* housing six' inmates^Mother units
contained the infirmary* the laundry*"-imd’
.-the- Negro- sewing
and'Cutting room*’ .The buildings 'were''located;close together
and a 'fence with a -guardhouse"on each; corner 'encircled the
area.''

■'"" -

'

'

By 193d there were approximately 117 female -inmates

in the prison*'- IS of whom -were' white and the-remainder
Negro#

'

The white girls worked In the camp store and in the

non-assembly line Sailor, shop where they were expected to
complete a certain-dumber of articles daring a-specified
time period* ‘These articles included the "necessary'-clothing
for'-the inmate population as well; as other- cloth'articles
needed by the institution*.

,

Some’of the Negro, inmates worked

in a tailor shop in another building doing the same type of
work* others in the laundry cleaning linen for all of the
prisoners, and the free personnel,

Some Negro-Inmates Worked

in'the fields''under the watchful eyes of.-foremen and; guards.
The camp tobacco factory was operated by Negro female

"
inmates,

42

They combined purchased tobacco witkthat grown,

on the farm to supply'the'inmate population with-Chewing
and smoking supplies,

•

Until 1940t a few of the Negro

inmates worked1as servantsin .the' homes, of captains -..and,

,

foremen, - In recent- years*,'On® -of.-the'Negro-,inmates -has,,
cooked for a warden*
■

-

■'

_

,

. ,0n@ of the matrons .and her.--husband, the Camp..-captain,

supported by the'inmate guards, had .complete responsibility,
for the women on the,farm*-'-The'-matron supervised the
inmates in- the -laundry, .'kitchen, -and sewing room,'

. .

;

- ' ■ The women’s'- camp- underwent few changes -between 1930
and 1946,

-The--,responsibility for- its operation.was en

trusted to a -matron, captain, -night man, and Negro and white
male inmate-guards*-; -The free'-personnel assigned t o ;the
women’s'division'-worked eight hour shifts and lived in
houses -across-'-the road -from; the--camp.

The inmates still ^

worked-in the kitchen,-tailor shop-, laundry,-and store,.
: -

main

_

in 1936, four''-'years -after, the--completion; of the new

buildings at-the-penitentiarythe women inmates were

transferred to •their- :presenf -living quarters, referred to
in -this thesis'as-,the-larks*. ■'

:

-

- - ■

, 'This women’s' division -has. been called--,the. ’’step-

.

child” of ,
2 heldon;by,.some of'the,'high ranking administrative

personnel*

There ;is/no; definite,, or comprehensive classifi*

cation system •
',for;i he,':female- inmates*,

far iation -in ,jobs for

them are -few*.; If,-the inmate is.-white,.- neat, has a-high

V
'school

education,.,-and secretarial ability' btboiioeabie^ •

talent, is

clerical,fields*-ohr -is-placed •in. the"a&iiil#-' •

tration building of the. prison as a

deck*

or =potting

package

janitress
is the;

room.

tration

Other

experience,

office

secretary*'' typist* file

clerk*-.:-S'f-the'
1inmate is'Negro-a&tbhows-

the same qualifications, -she is
the

, ' '■ "43''

Negro girls

and

situation,

placed '-in'

or"

who ■are: heat*■ have"

know how^to.'ooadacf/'thmsel^es

work m

.
:

orde£iieS':% > h e ' '
;adaiais*

,

building* -'one.white inmate;with; secretarial mt*

patience is assigned to the-bCminisiratlve office of.;the ■ :
women* s

camp* ■Other 'inmates' are■placed*■-according■
.to • . .

personal requests

and requisitions of the free'/personnel* -

in thevfollowing" Jobss-

■both .white

and

colored

in-the; tailor

Shop* 'in the' .-doraitories. an o r d e r l i e s , - a n d ' a n d
only-Colored in-the'kitchen and''laundry* ■
. > . ’ Generally* little attention-has been given to re
habilitation .programs -in American -prisons*
Korpi'.statei.v,.:.,/;

,

As Coulter and
'

..

-:; ■Eehabilitation:;is 'being, attempted through improved and •
- improving religious-'activities* academic or-vocational'...
, .education programs*'' correspondence courses* library
services* recreation* .and social education*! \
However,; as these authors indicate* this approach"-is inade
quate; '

.■

'
•

' -V.

• •.•
tf*'-Coulter and ©* -1# Rorpi* yEehabilifatidn
programs in American Prisons and Correctional Institutions,”
Journal of Criminology and Criminal t,aw.:
*'-44iA12* -January- ■
February, 1 9 M ~ ~ .
_■
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■ ■Resent •
'suggestions by:ah .^dmihisttator :-imCiuded-a,„

proposal to move the female inmates to a small .-.--camp-Ideated
la a ‘liti-l©- community about fifteen miles-.-.-from,Big --town*, This move would have several-advantages* .fnofe#lo»si- and
civic •ptirsoaneT -from:
;
.the,-nearby/fomsunity. and-;9ig-;:T o ^ could
h@: enlisted-for needed services,Hot covet * iiaatebfeoUld be
placed -in'-'a•community •
.work 'Situation- as •pari- of; their.--tuor-i*
entation into -society before-they;are aci»aiiy-:reiaased?
’

. Composition of the Female inmate population

- •-•.••■• . The development .and. operation o f tbe penal systemto-which the subjects of'this ©indy.-belong ha.r--bem.de*- .
scribed' -above# .It Ts appropriate, to conclude this hie* '
- tori-ea-T treatment with'a' consideration.-of -the' composition.
of the -subJect-populatios''at the time.- of. this--.study,,; At
tention is focused on'such characteristics as race* age,
educational-'achievement* religion*.occupational status* and
marital status*.-- .Type'of'crime*- length'..of-Sentence-*....date of
commitment*;prior■■residence* sise of;community, .type of
admission -and;previous.--.-commitments -are -also'•■considered#
..

-.At-the time,of the study--the female-'dmmate-population *

-which comprised, approximately--four per cent-of-the total,
prison population, included 20 whites and 71 Negroes.

As

explained in-'the"preceding- chapter*.-all -.of the white inmates
and' 30 per' sent, of the Negroes Were-interviewed.";The:data
presented below and summarised in part in Table 1 are based
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'MEDIANS OP VARIOUS POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 'OF FEMALE
’■ ■■ INMATES.AT SHELDON, OCTOBER t 1958» COMPARED WITH
1956-1957*

- Population ' - • . ■ ; . . : White - '■
Characteristics (
■ • '1956-57
1958
Age at commitment'

■

‘

26*4'

Length of sentence (Tears)

■3.9

*. 31

Present age,■ , ,

'

■

' .V>7.’0'

5

■' . 3.4 '

9-19' '

5-6

-

Education (Grade Completed) 9-10

.
Negro.
1956-57
1958

32

26

6
7-8
28

*Sources Information for 1956-1957 was obtained '
■.
from the 'State: Institutional Coordinating
'
. Bureau, Annual'Statistical -'Report 1956
"
-, ,
1957$ thcTSata for 195S were obtained
''; from interviews*'
'
■
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-

upon Information gained through interviews and an analysis,
of "statistical information collected by the -Statf'lssti*'tutional'Goordinating/BureaW V.1

;i' ■ - • .

Age.' The white female prisoners tended1!©'toe
slightly older than the Negroes.

■_

The median1’age for'the . .

whites was 32* for the Negroes 28.; -The ages 'of'the' wMiie
inmates ranged from 19 to ?0, the ages of the Negroes from
20 to 50.
On the average,;the white1 females were slightly
older at the time of eowaifment to prison, the respective
median ages toeing 31 and 26*
■■

, '

Educational achievement.' The information^bn edu

cational'attainment secured from the classification-inter-,
views on file at the State Institutional Coordinating Bureau
■was" checks d\ for -validity against the responses recorded In .
the-interviews*'- -In their ■statements to the Classification.
Board, the female .-inmates-placed their attainments--at :.s - ^
slightly higher level-'.than They did in their responses in the interview situation* -The divergence can be accounted
for, .at least' in part, because of-differences in definitions of educational .status*

The investigator-asked, each inmate.-

for the last- completed grade in school!-whereas, the classi
fication officer, asked each- inmate;at-.which grade-level she
had dropped'-out ..of, school* ■ Table II presents the--material
as reported to the investigator.

- -
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, TABLE II

,

■■

P B O L B INMATB POPULATION AT SHELDON CLASSIFIED ST
HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED IN SCHOOL, OCTOBER, 1958*

' '
Grade Completed
None
1*2
3*4
5*6
7*8
9*10
11-12
13-14
15*16
Advanced college
training
Totals

Sources

'
White
.
Number
Per Cent
1
0
0
4
5
8
7
2
2
o
29

3*4
0*0
0.0
13.8
17.2
27.6
24.2 6.9
•
6.9
0.0
100.0

' ■' :;Hegto\
Number ’ Per,'Cent"
1
0
3
6
9
3
2
0
0
1

4
0
12
24
,■36
12
8
0
0
4

25

100

Interviews conducted bp the writer* In*
eludes all whites and a 30 per cent sample
, of, Negroes*

'

■

-'

-
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■

The white female prisoners tended to have slightly
higher .educational attainments than the Negroes.

The median

ed«eational:leTrel\oMained.;
‘fojr/the. Elites was 9-1C-, for the
Negroes, seven-eight.

The educational attainments;for the

white -ihaatarranged -from.ho -formal'education '--through font
years of-college?

the educational attainments for the

-

Negroes ranged fro® no formal/education through' first year
graduate-, study,* Six of the-,white 'inmates 'had attended
secretarial' school and one had, attended trade school prior
to commitment #- ..

,

-

- -A higher, proportion of the white inmates are present-*

ly enrolled in the'prison -school,

twenty of the 29 white

inmates-and-13' of the 25 ^interviewed Negro inmates have taken, or -are taking* or teaching courses#

-Six whites and

aewen=-Negroes are studying, or-'have studied, grammar school
subjects! .ten whites, and five- Negroes have studied, or are
studyinghigh school and commercial subjects,

Three white

inmates and'-one Negro-.inmate teach in the school,
’Religion, The '-Information on religious preference
secured from -the prison classification interviews on file
at the State institutional; Coordinating Bureau •were checked
for validity against- the .'responses'recorded in the-inter
views,

Both sources showed that 15 white and 9 Negro

females are Catholicr 13.-.wfaites-and 16 Negroes are Protes
tant |,,and one White Vis ©reek. Orthodox* -,

SO
Occupational .-status* Throughout -the report of this
investigation the term ^occupational status1* Shall he In*
terpreted as meaning the'raOst frequent occupation of the ^
inmate prior to her Incarceration*, Table ill repeals ihe:
occupational statuses.Tor the female'inmate'population* . .
Por 'the white--female inmates the major occupational
category was waitress and- barmaid? for' the- Negro* the
principle occupational divisions were •hotts'eraaid-and-restaU*
rant'worker*

Whereas 12' whites had been ■employed-, a®

waitresses and barmaids, only four negroes had been era’*
ployed in that occupational'category * ~ One-fifth-of the
Negroes worked as' housemaids and the same proportion had
been employed in restaurants as dishwashers or cooks*

Three

white and four Negro inmates stated that they had been
housewives*

Five white inmates had been employed as secre

taries or clerical workers.

- .

Marital .status*-' The information on marital, status
secured from the’.prison classification Interviews on file
at the State Institutional Coordinating Bureau was checked
for'validity against the responses, recorded in the inter-,
views.

For the white inmates, the data corresponded!

however, for the Negroes the number of inmates claiming

single status decreased and the number claiming common-law
marriages increased on the Interviews*

Since common**!aw

marriage is a vaguely defined term at the prison and
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TABLE III
FBIALE INMATE POPULATION AT-SHELDON CLASSIFIED
=If OCCUPATION* OCTOBER, 1958*
. ..

' ; ■■■■•■■■
- .- - .. --'White-;:. ' . •;" KegtO' ■. , .Occupational ■Status - Number ■t, fear Cent- ■Number M er Cent
IB
Barmaid and waitress
Secretary and clerical
worker
•5
Owner and operator of
barroom, dance hall
4
and cafe
3
Housewife
Dancer in a small night
1
club
Owner and manager of a
1
sundry'store .
1
Telephone operator
1
practical nurse
.
1
Unemployed
Restaurant cook or dish*
washer
0
0
Housemaid
0
Elevator operator
0
Field hand
Telephone operator dis
0
patcher
County school supervisor 0
0
Sewing factory worker
29

Totals

^Source*
■
'

-41.40 1

4 ■■■ '

16

17.20

0,

0

13.80
10.40

0
4

0
16

3,45

0

0

•' 1.45
3.45
-3,45
■3,45

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

,00
.00
■ .00
,00

5
5
2
2

20
20
8
8

•GO
,00
.00

1
1
1

4
4
4

100,00

25

100

Interviews conducted by the writer. In*
eludes all whites and 30 per cent sample
of Negroes.
.
■
.:' . <
-

'

,

.•

'

.
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visiting privileges are allowed between common-law spouses,
it is understandable that some inmates'would'claim commonlaw marriages in order to'enjoy these privileges.
Tattle If shows that the greatest percentage" of

'

inmates* white and Negro'*.. fall' into, ttte common-law category.
Of the 12 white and If Negro, inmates.who are married* seven
and 10 respectively

have common-law mates,

Whereas six

whites, stated'that they are'separated and four that they : '
are divorced* no Negroes used these.categories in describing
their- marital status*.'

. '

"

■

. ■Crime*. As'Tattle V indicates*-most of the female
inmates violated narcotics laws*

Thirteen white and, 11

Negro* or almost one-half of the inmates in each of these
races* were committed to Sheldon for violations of narcotics
laws*. In addition to narcotics violations* crimes relating
to theft were an important category among the whites and
’’crimes against a person” among the Negroes.

Thirteen white

inmates were incarcerated for theft, i.e.* forgery, simple
burglary, and armed robbery? only two Negroes were incarcer
ated for theft*

wCrimes against a person” have been com

mitted by'six Negroes andtthree /whites*

These crimes

included murder, manslaughter* criminal conspiracy in an
attempted murder,:
,?aad aggravated battery, .'One Negro-inmate
was incarcerated for aggravated arson and the. crime of one

.
■!•
_-V''-'..-'I ;
is unknown to the investigator*

-

-

S3

-- ..\taslb

m ,

FJMAL1 INMATE POPULATION AT SHELDON CLASSIFIED
' ■;
BY MARITAL STATUS t OCTOBER* 19S8*
' ■
'

Marital status. -/
Common*law married
Separated
Legally married
Widowed
Divorced
Single

■ 'White ■■,
,Number
Bet.Gent
7 -■ '
6
5
-

■$
4
2
29

Totals

^Sources
■

- .

24 i2
20*7 ‘ .
lt:,2
17,2
13,8

;' 6,9
1- , '
100 iO

■- ■Negro
■ .•
'Number
Fer Cent
10
0
7
1 4
0
4
25

40
0
28
16

0
16
’

100

Interviews conducted by the writer. In*
eludes all whites and 30 per cent sample
oC Negroes,.
■
.■
;
.
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TABLE V
FEMALE INMATE POPULATION AT SHELDON CLASSIFIED BY CRIME
COMMITTED, OCTOBER, 1958*

White
Number
Per Cent

Crimes

Narcotics
Forgery
Simple, burglary
Armed robbery
Murder
Criminal conspiracy in
an attempted murder
Manslaughter
Aggravated battery
Aggravated arson
Unknown

13
6
5
2
1

44.85
20.70
17,20
6.90
3,45

1
1
0
0
0

3*45
3,45

Totals

29

100*00

Source:

Negro
Number
Per Cent

11
1
1

44.0
4,0
4.0

2

8,0

6
2
1
1

24,0
8.0
4,0
4.0

25

100.0

Prison classification interviews. State
Institutional Coordinating Bureau,

■

. '

V

,
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' \ : ■Sentences, The whit.e:female inmates' teiided t®; have
slightly shorter sentences than the Negroes,

The median

length .of sentence for thelites-was .five years, for the
Negroes, six,

The 'length ~of '.sentence 'for white inmates

ranges; from one year to life— for Negro fro® two years' to,.
life*
:.

‘

;

,

.

■■■'-

■’ .

Date of commitment»' .
•Among' the white-and -.the- Negro

inmates, the greatest ■number of commitments occurred in ■
1958,

Sixteen whites and seven Negroes were Incarcerated

daring that year.,;' Three white inmates were eoaalt ted*: in
1957, two in 1955, two In 1955, one in 1954,' and five'in,
or,prior, to. 1953,

Six Negro inmates were incarcerated'in :

1957, five in 1958, three in 1955, one in 1954, two in
1953, and one in 1951,
'

Residence .and size of community,

"Residence’1 refers

to the place Where' the inmate lived prior to commitment.5
The greatest number of inmates, Negro and white, came from
1

,

t

,

’ .- --

a famous historical tourist city of around 500,000 popu
lation.

Over one-half of the white inmates and almost one-

half of the Negro inmates were arrested in this city,

In

both the white and Negro population, three or four of the
. Residence data were secured from the■State Insti
tutional Coordinating Bureau. It was assumed that they were
reliable, but further investigation revealed that a con
sistent definition had not been employed. In some cases
"usual" place of residence was recorded, in other "residence
at time of arrest."
.
.
■
.
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inmates were from- farm or non-fairm areasofaround 2,500
or less population.

■

'\ .

■'■'•

\

Time admi ssion and 'Previous commi tnenis . :W e n -"•'
though data which 'were obtained from 'the -State" fngtiiutienSI
Coordinating Bureau relating to'the type of admission and
the previous commitments-for the inmates were incomplete f- •
those which were available revealed ‘that ■almost'-one^third
of the white inmates and o»e*fiftb of the Negro;-,'inmates are
probation or parole'violators*

CHAPTER 111
'THE PRISON SOCIAL SYSTEM
‘:

The formal organization of a prison delineates.: ./■•./ '

patterns of interaction among administrators, .-among"Inmates,
and between administrator^ and Inmates*

Interaction which

develops outside of the formally defined patterns, consti
tutes the informal relationships*

Before seeking an Insight

into the informal social patterns among prison inmates, it
is necessary-to be-familiar with.the setting and functioning
of the formal organisation which determines the possibili
ties for informal interaction*

The purpose-of this chapter

is to describe the social system of Sheldon insofar as it
involves contacts with the women inmates*

Among the ele

ments1 discussed are the physical setting and the formal
organization with its statuses and roles.
' _,

Physical Setting of the W o m e n s Camp

^

-■

The tacks, isolated from the other camps# is in a
yard area about the size of a city block*

The five main

rectangular cement block buildings consisting of the camp
administration building, the kitchen and dining halls, the

*Por a thorough treatment of the elements in a social
system, see Charles P, Loomis and Allan J. Beegle, Rural
Social Systems* (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950) p. 5.
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white and Negro dormitories, and the tailor .sKcp\-and/:
‘

'

. '

-

r

, , ■

■

-

'" j

. •

..."

■

i

laundry are withih the yard area surrounded by a wire
fence. The camp office, store*.-school*, infimary^eisiting room, 'and,isolation’'cells are'-in: the camip^^^diaittistratioa building.

.

Directly to the rear of thislbuilding'is'

the building which houses the kitchen and dining halts with
separate eating areas for the white and'.Negro inmates*;- . .
The Negro dormitory, located behind the kitchen and
dining-.halls, contains a recreation room, sleeping quartern,
beauty parlo*, and bathroom*
a tong rectangular area*

The sleeping quarters are in

Approximately eighty beds#_•:placed-

in four rows, extend the length of the room*

Between the

beds -are fbiffies,M or clothes lockers, each -of-.which' is
shared by two inmates*

There is one

six-unit

bath for

these prisoners.
On one side of the Negro dormitory is the white
dormitory*

This two-story rectangular structure has about

50 small individual rooms, each containing a bed, nbiffy,’
and night staud*v Ai tpe end of the halls on both floors
.are. five-unit; b a t h r o o m h A recreation room is located at
the-rear, of this, building*.

'

'."Oft:.the othei side of the Negro dormitory is a long
rectangular building, the newest at the camp, which houses
. • -

,

^ -

'

■ ■

<

'■ .

.■

,

_

'

.

the taiidr^shbp-'and,laundry*

>

■

;'V . •

~ •,

.

.

In the tailor shop are 22 ,

machines,, each.plrfbrmingvdifferent operations in the,pro-

.duetion of’'.prison ’necessities.*

The laundry is, -connected

■

'

,

to the, tailor shop by a doorway *

■

.
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la the laundry," .there -are-

18 .irons.and >ironing hoards and; a table .used fof cheeking
and wrappiog baadles of elothiflg*
■.

Offices' of t h e 'warden;:and other chief ndmiaisirators

and the mail room are,.lit.the prison admiaistratihii',bttilding
which is located seven miles from the harks*
'

'
,

'

. ,Organizational -Statuses

-

' '

The formal statuses-'of..the.-prison administrators' •

considered in this section are those which have direct-re*
lationships with the subjects of this study, the female
inmates*
All employment at the state prison is based upon
state civil service requirements*

Specific jobs are classi

fied and responsibilities and job functions are recorded in
a file book at the State Institutional Coordinating Bureau.
As the formal,organisational, chart.,

Figure- 1* indi

cates i the warden is directly accountable to the State
Institutional Coordinating Bureau*

Other staff personnel

having contacts with the women inmates include the medical
administrators, business manager, operations associate
warden, and the treatment associate warden*

Incumbents of2

2Information about the formal status-structure of
the prison was secured from the following charts obtained
at Sheldons Organizational Chart of the Treatment and
Custody Division, Operational Chart of the Administrative
Department, Organizational Chart of the Custody and Disci
pline Division, and an unlabeled chart showing major staff
departments and related lines of authority.

m m .

t & m m t n m op shfldon m

tr nnumis to femalb k » « rs, ociobbii, toss

State Institutional Coordinating Bureau

I

Warden

Business Manager

Operations Associate

Budget Control

Culinary Department

Treatment Associate
| Warden----

......_

Security Office

Records

-E

D

Superintendent

Accounting

Classification

r
Camp Store

Laundry

Matron

Religion
Identification

J_
Mail Room
r

11,1
r
|
1 "1
Incentive
Pav

tailor Shop

Inmates

Education
Recreation

Pigure l. Organisational chart of Sheldon showing only those formal positions and departments which
have direct relationships to the female inmates.
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Secretaries in the prison administration
building
Clerks in the prison administration build'
ing
Orderlies in the prison administration
building'
’
'
Workers in the tailor shop
Workers in the laundry
Operator of the camp store ‘
Principal of the inmate school
Secretary at the Larks
■
Classification clerk
Orderlies at the Larks* administration
building
If X

4-fVf|Af!

5 (white)

7 (white)
6 (Negro)
3 Clfegro)
6 (white)
22 (Negro)
19 (Negro)

1

f* *

Attendant in the white dining hall
Yard crew
Orderlies in the dormitories
Camp seamtress
Wash-house girl

11(white)
1 (white) v
1 (white)
1 (white)
2
5
1
2
2
3
4
1

(Negro)

(Negro)
(white)
(white)
(Negro)
(white)
(Negro)
(white)

1 (Negro)

In the work situation each inmate is directly ac*
countable to her work supervisor, the head of the department
in which she is working.

Formal

Roles

The formal roles of prison administrators', employees*
and inmates are the expected patterns of behavior for the
individuals occupying these status positions.
Prom an interview with a chief administrator at the
prison, the investigator learned that the formal

roles

of

individuals under the supervision of the treatment associate
warden are vague and undefined in many
channels of authority and

situations* Some

communication

proceed directly to
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the inmate from the holder of a staff position; others'
come through The chief security officer, .camp'superia*. tendent, and matrons,
''
■

warden is directly accountable to the State

The

Institutional Coordinating Bureau which is the central
administrative

nating

office in charge of' directing and coordi

operations of state institutions in regard to

the

departmental policy and budgetary control* The warden must
plan* direct* and coordinate extensive and varied programs
of

a Targe penitentiary* He is responsible for all

of

the

activities pertaining to the care* training, and rehabili
tation

of

the inmates* and supervises large farm operations

and industrial production,
A highly specialized man on the institutional staff
is

the medical administrator,

though he is 'directly

Bven

responsible

to the warden, his field provides, him with a

position of

final authority concerning medical problems

among

the inmates. His main contacts with the female inmate

are upon

her arrival at Sheldon

at which time she is given a

chest x-ray* blood test* and medical examination.
contacts with the
lease,

The

inmate are

prison also

employs

toward

and

of

medical administrator.

the

contacts with

during

The business

the

manager,

illness

a dentist*

Inmates

and upon her re

whose duties

are similar

'

Other

'

to those
'

also responsible to the warden,

must direct the activities of the

business

office of Sheldon.
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He outlines' and maintains a budget control system and'- '
supervises its operation* Bookkeeping and payroll

and

'

supply are'his definite responsibilities* these may lead
to -such

related, activities

; As'shorn in
Incentive
shop

Figure

as

purchasing and personnel.

2, the prison employees'in

the-'

Fay Office* mail room* camp ■store* and tailor

and laundry are responsible through their 'supervisors

to the 'business

manager* The Incentive- Pay Office super

visor is accountable for

the promptness and accuracy

incentive pay3 operations performed by
inmate workers in his department,

free

of

personnel and

He also supervises the

functioning of the mail room and enforces the rules relating to inmate mail*
The

inmate

4

'

manager of the

by the camp store supervisor|

Larks'*

store

is

appointed

it is the responsibility of

the camp store supervisor to provide the necessary store
supplies

and

■The

to

28

keep a

inmates

close

in

inventory

the tailor shop and the

inmates in the laundry are

under

two female correctional officers*
the tailor shop

has

check*

^

19 Negro

the direct supervision of
Bach of the inmates in

one of two designated jobs* sewing or

^Incentive pay is money earned by inmates based on
a scaled rate which takes into consideration the inmate s
work performance* work attitude * and length of time served*

'
^Rules sanction receiving of letters by the inmate
from prison approved correspondent and permit the inmate
to send two censored letters per week to any approved re
ceiver .

FORMAL ORGANIZATION OF SHELDON AS IT RELAXES TO THE WORK POSITIONS OP FEMALE INMATES,
OCTOBER, 1958

Figure 2. Organizational chart of Sheldon showing fenale innate work positions in relationshipto the
formal prison social structure.
u
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cutting
for

material* Those inmates in the

iron clothes

laundry

specified free people? it is the function of one inmate

to check the contents of the incoming and outgoing laundry*
Inmates perform secretarial duties for the following
positions and departments*

business manager* assistant

business manager, Accounting Office, Incentive Pay Office,
and Inmates Accounts Office*

Inmates fulfill clerical roles

in the Payroll Office, Incentive Pay Office, Inmate Accounts
Office, and mail

room*

The contacts of the operations associate warden with
the women inmates occur through the relationships which he
has with the culinary division*

Bach week the prison

titian plans the menu and delivers the food

to

die

the camps.

Inmates in the Larks’ kitchen prepare this food according
to the menu and serve the meals at prescribed hours*
The role of the treatment associate warden involves
the supervision of the departments under him
direct relationships with
previously, personnel

activities,

in

the

which

female inmates*

As

have ■

stated

charge of classification, religious

custody and discipline, records, identification,

vocation and academic education* and recreation

of

the

inmates are all responsible to this associate warden.

The

classification board members interview new

inmates and assign them to the available occupational posi»
tions.

The

religious

Chaplins*

Protestant

and

Catholic,

interview inmates upon their arrival at camp and direct

.
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weekly services for them*

'

■ - The chief security.officer is
dy and treatment of the
responsibility to

each

checks the work of
their

If

disciplinary,

an

custo

camp supervisor*

This

supervisor

the'inmates at the camp, takes care
the general rules

inmate breaks

action*

chief security

for

inmates* He delegates some of this

needs and administers

lations*

accountable

If found guilty,'she

regu

a rule, she is subject

A report of this

officer

and

leads to

a

infraction

of

to

to the

trial of the accused.

As punished. Forms

of punishment are

forfeiture of incentive pay, loss of ”good time,*1^ and iso**
1ation.

Rewards granted the inmate include ”good

time,”

visiting privileges, outings away from the compound, and
incentive pay.
Helping the supervisor to perform his duties and
directly responsible to him are the camp matrons.

Their

role is described formally in terms of the performance of
assigned duties relative to detention, rehabilitation,
curity* and discipline of the

se

inmates.

The inmate workers at the Larks are accountable to
the matrons and superintendent ip the performance of their
duties*

These are the camp secretary-typist, the adminis

tration building orderlies, the kitchen crew, the dining

^”Good time” refers to the amount of time an inmate’s
sentence is shortened as a reward for co-operative behavior
during incarceration.
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room

attendant,

dormitory

the

orderlies,

■-In addition
inmates,

yard,crew,

the

and

the

dormitory

the

seamtress, the

wash-house'girl,.'

by

the

matrons and 'superintendent are .responsible

for

to supervising

the work,performed

the maintenance .of the following week-day -schedule»
Arise and count
Breakfast Leave for work
■Coffee break
Work'
Dinner
free time
Work
Coffee break

5$ 45
6:00
6:45
9 1 3 0 -9 1 4 5

9s45*10:45
H i 00-lTs 30
111 30-12145
12s 45
2f30-2145 •
2*45-4?30
4s 30 '
4i 45
5*15
sundown

WorkOff from

work
Mail call■and count
Supper ■
Lock up
Lights out.

10*00

The

Records Office, also under the supervision

of

the treatment associate warden, files information obtained
about the inmate from the Identification Office,

This

information is maintained in a central office for the entire
inmate population*
■

The Identification Office has contact with the inmate

on her arrival at the prison and at her departure from the
institution*

Inmates are brought by the local police au

thorities to the prison gates*

They are then taken to the

Identification Office located in the hospital. At this
time, the inmate is fingerprinted?
her height and weight are recorded?
characteristics are noted.

her picture is taken?
and, other identifying

Upon release the same identifi

cation materials are recorded and the inmate is turned over
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to the prison gateman. She must sign her-release papers
in his presence before she'is considered- free.

'-.

' The prison- educational- supervisor is' directly ac
countable to the treatment associate warden. 'His pro
fessional duty is the direction of the' academic and vocational activities of the inmates-# He assists in the
selection and supervision of an inmate staff who carry out
the program# 'The director of education personally contacts
the inmate school principal at the Larks#' With the help ofthe supervisor, she works out the courses and schedules and- ,
also keeps a record of the progress of each inmate who is
enrolled in the classes which are taught at night.6
-

-

The recreation department under the Ju risdictio n of

the treatment associate warden provides equipment for basket
ball, volley ball, baseball, and ping pong# .This department
has helped arrange.movies, bridge clubs, and special holiday
programs#
In the next chapter -consideration is given to the
patterns of social relationships which develop outside of
the formal structures#

6In May 1958, the female inmate school was opened
with an enrollment of 59 pupils? seven months later the
enrollment had dropped to 39.

CHAPTER IV

INMATE SOCIAL SYSTEM ■
Interacting with the prison social system— and in
some ways independent of it— is another social system, the
inmate social system, which has evolved a complex of adaptational processes with which inmates attempt to cope with
the major problems of institutional living.*
Through personal interviews, incomplete but reveal
ing case history files, and non-participant observation,
the writer investigated the nature and extent of informal
interactions of the female inmates as expressed in their
group life.

Factors such as the historical development of

the white female inmates* informal group life and leader
ship tendencies as well as the nature and extent of the
present informal groupings among both white and Negro
inmates were considered.

The status and role of the "iso

late”*
2 in the inmate* s social system was also studied.

*Lloyd W. McCorkle and Richard Korn, ’’Resociali
zation Within Walls,” Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Sclence,^93¥o8,' May,' 1954.
2By the term "isolate” the writer here refers to
the individual who either voluntarily or involuntarily
fails to interact regularly and mutually with one or more
persons.

TO
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Historical Development

-

• Five white female Inmates* who were admitted to

Sheldon between 1950 and 1956, and several of the free
personnel, who had bees associated with the prison for
many years, were asked to describe .the development of
informal groups and leadership patterns among the white
female inmates* They were all in agreement with the
following version.
.
At the old camp' for females, there were few whites.
In the beginning, all of these white inmates lived In the
same dormitory* They slept in the same room, ate at the
same table, and worked together on'the camp compound. Ac
cording to the Inmates who were interviewed no special
groupings of inmates existed at that time* Big Bertha,
an Inmate with a dominant personality who*is serving a
sentence for violation of the narcotics laws, was the camp
inmate leader* 'At present, she continues to be a leader
of a group, and an influential person with respect to the
total inmate population*
Evidence of Big Bertha’s leadership status during
the days when the female inmates were'at Camp MDM was

,

presented to the interviewer by a prison employee who re
lated the following event. One Saturday afternoon the
female inmates asked permission to attend a baseball game
between the male inmates. Even though they were denied
this privilege, they intended to go, When they started

12

down the road the
and did not know

free people

how

they

on duty

became very upset

would control the inmates* Big

to' worry because she could make the
inmates return. When she went down the road and talked
with the female inmates, they promptly gave up their plans
to attend the baseball game and returned to the camp.

Bertha told them not

' '

As

the white

female inmate

of the inmates" were

moved

to

population increased,

another

This

dormitoryi

six

marked

of definitely noticeable group formations.
girls who remained in ’the original dormitory formed one

the beginning
The

who were moved formed another.

group and the girls
■

number

As the

assigned to work

in

some

were

the prison administration building.

Big

of inmates continued to

Bertha was one of the first three inmates to
position

away

secure a;
-work

compound, .'Eventually she was to
office of one of the chief ad» ^

from the camp

become a secretary
ministrators

grow,'

■'

of

in

the

the'prison,

.'Her.-strong personality,

in

ad*

dition to her new duties which involved working alongside
free personnel, helped her
over both white

and

Negro

to maintain

her

leadership role

inmates.

-

Through.the years .as newer concepts of penology were
accepted, more female inmates

were, transferred

to prison

administrative offices, , One inmate, Prances, serving

a ,

ten-year sentence for violation of narcotics laws, became
the warden’s personal

secretary.

A very talented high-

school graduate with some secretarial training, she emerged
as

a major

leader, challenging the position held

by

Big
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Bertha.

A separate group formed around each of these

inmates*

-

Recent administrative changes3 led to a transfer of
both of these inmates to jobs at the camp compound*

Hie

resulting alignment of groups is described below.
,

’

■

• Instate headers

• ■ ■

'

■

Interviews with the staff personnel and inmates re
vealed the following information about present leadership
statuses and roles among white female inmates*
After Frances was transferred by prison adminis

trators and Bertha ashed to be- transferred to camp jobs,
Frances lost ouch of her prestige and became a member of
a group led by Big Bertha.-

Bertha maintained her super-,

ordinate position and Frances became ^second-in-command,”
In most ways these two inmate leaders are similar.

Both

are in their early thirties, have completed high school,
have worked in various capacities around bars prior to
commitment, are narcotics offenders serving ten-year
sentences, were committed to Sheldon prior to 1955, and
lived in large cities at the time of arrest.

Bertha told

3
The warden at Sheldon resigned after being charged
with showing favoritism particularly with regard to his secretary. !4cCorkle & Korn describe a situation sim ilar to
the one which developed at Sheldon and concluded that, ”a
breakdown of social distance between the inmate and his
keeper, sooner or later, results in the exploitation of one
by the other and the ultimate degradation of one or both.”
Ibid., p. 94.
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the interviewer that she was from a family

unit in which

the conjugal relationship was emphasized*

She has several

brothers* has been married

five

marriage * and has one child*
Baptist.

times including

She stated that

her

present

she is

a

Frances has been married and has one child.

religious preference is Catholic*
h is participated

Neither of these

Her

inmates

in church activities and their attendance

at church services at

the prison has been very irregular*

Frances* now principal

of the inmate school* and Bertha,

manager of the camp store, continue to have high prestige
and leadership statuses in their group
the total inmate population.
inmate’s ability to maintain

as well

as

within

Clemmer suggests that the

a leadership

status

in secon

dary relationships is due in part to inmate jobs which
allow the individual to be more
the other inmates,4
Bertha and Frances,

or

less in the public eye

of

This appears to be the case with Big
.

Both dress neatly and stylishly insofar as the situ
ation allows*

They have served on appointed or elected

inmate committees which include the Inmate Lending Fund and
■s

the Inmate Council.

Several other Inmates suggested to the

interviewer that one of the matrons was a member of the
clique in which these two girls are the leaders, but the

^Donald Clemmer, The Prison Community (Bostons
Christopher Publishing House, 1^40), p. 144,

The
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other Inmates did not refer to such a situation.

Bertha

and Prances expressed feelings of contempt for some free
personnel whom they consider their inferiors both socially
and intellectually.
With the recent administrative changes, two ad
ditional leaders have assumed importance*

these inmates,

Tommye, who "works with the flowers in the camp yard," and
Bobbye, a dormitory orderly, are referred to as "boy-girls"5
by some of the prison personnel. These leaders have less
influence in the total population than the previously
mentioned leaders and have a different set of friends.
Tommye and Bobbye, both around thirty years of age,
are slightly younger than the two major inmate leaders and
have not been in prison as long, Tommye was committed in
1957 and Bobbye in

1958.

Neither have they had as much formal

education as Big Bertha and Prances.

Whereas the Imtt.. two

are high school graduates. Tommye ended her formal education
with the ninth grade, Bobbye with the tenth.. With regard to
crime committed and occupation and residence prior to arrest
Tommye and Bobbye resemble the major leaders. They are
serving ten and five-year sentences respectively for vio
lation of narcotics laws, usually were employed as barmaids

her^elationship^ith^another
assumes a masculine role in her
female inmate

.
,
and lived in large urban centers.
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Tommy© is a parole vio

lator* Bobtoye has numerous arrests on her record,
' '

'

■

Informal groups

--

' -

In considering friendship patterns among only 29
individuals, the investigator realises'that the constant
state of flux In the population due to admissions and re*
leases makes a, definite and permanently closed group
structure highly unlikely,
' Among the questions on the interview schedule aimed
at revealing the nature and extent of the structure of in*
formal group life were those relating to (1) the existence
and activities of groups, "bunches,” or "cliques" among
the Inmates, <2) the individual’s sentiments toward sharing
secrets and luxuries with other inmates as well as her feel*
ings about "covering up" or "taking'the blame" for disap*
proved action of other Inmates, and (3) the individual’s
association with members in informal groupings prior to and
after commitment,
' . The data provided in the interviews and the writer’s
observations indicated that there were six more or less co
hesive groups and a number of "isolates" among the 29 white
inmates.

Each of these classifications discussed below In

terms of*

(1) population characteristics, (2) individual

friendships and group affiliations, <3) self-concepts of
the individual inmates, and (4) the inmates’ relationships
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to the administration*
'

1.

Group 1 '

'

Group' t f the most clearly defined group* is com*

..

posed of four main white females and one "hanger-on*"^
, Bertha* the inmate storekeeper, and Frances* the

■■

inmate school principal, already described as the major
leaders of the total female inmate population, .are the
"first” and "second-in-command" leaders respectively of
this group.

As previously mentioned, the expansiveness

of leadership status is due to some extent to work as*
signraents which place these inmates in the "public eye”
of the other inmates*

The two other main Group 1 members

are Beth, who works as a secretary in a high-ranking prison
administrator*s office, and Sondra, who during the study
was transferred from the position of camp office secretary
to that of a tailor shop worker, The "hanger-on," Rex,
works in the yard*

One of the inmates and some of the free

personnel refer to this individual, who has a "butch" hair
cut, wears no make-up, and dresses in blue jeans as a "boy-

6The term "hanger-on" is used here to refer to an
individual who experiences a strong mutual friendship with
one member of a group, but who fails to be accepted by the
other group members* Clemmer also uses this term, oj>. eft.
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7

girl” or homosexual.
'

Bertha and Frances, the leaders, were interviewed

informally at great length'on-the h isto ric a l background of
the Larks and on the functioning of their particular jobsf
however, they were not asked to respond to questions' on the
interview schedule.

As explained in the methodological

note in Chapter I , the writer thought that this was-the
best possible procedure in view of the fact that both of
these inmates were extremely dubious about talking with
the investigator.

This'was especially true of Frances, who

had been involved in the recent changes in the prison ad
ministrative personnel-.

The writer believed that rapport

with these two could be best secured by talking with them
informally from time to time.

During the course of these

discussions, all of the pertinent questions on the inter
view schedule were covered,
'

one of the group members, Sondra, sentenced for

violating narcotics laws, used the interview period to
praise her group friends and derogate inmates in other*
,
I

?An additional six inmates chose friends In Group
I, but their choices were not reciprocated with sufficient
intensity by the group members to consider these indivi
duals a functioning part of its structure. On the periphe
ry were two subgroup members who hold full membership in
Group III, a triad. By the term "subgroup” member the
writer refers to an individual who holds her.main member
ship status in one group but who looks to the stronger
group for leadership and support. Two other inmates who
chose friends in Group I axe members of loosely integrated
Group IV and two are isolates*
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groups*

She end.the ”hanger-on,n who Is charged with

'

simple burglary and parole.violation., both responded freely
to. the.questions,. Beth, .a college graduate who is serving
a sentence for forgery, in addition to discussing the pilot
study with the interviewer and promoting the idea among the
inmates that the Interviewer*# motives were harmless, helped
the writer to gain insight into the inmate social system by
her-willingness to submit to additional questioning from

.

time to time.
Population characteristics
,

In considering the population characteristics of

the groups, the inmate*s age, school achievement, religion,
occupational status, marital status, crime, length of
sentence, date of commitment, residence and size of com
munity, type of admission, and previous commitments are re
ported.
Age.

The median age of the inmates in Group I ,

which is about 30, is similar to the median age for the
total white female Inmate population at Sheldon.
School achievement» The median educational attain
ment of the members of this group as measured by years of
school completed is higher than the median for all of the
white female inmates.
pleted high school}

Three of the five inmates have com
one has been graduated from college?
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one attended secretarial school| and two, Sondra and the
’’hanger-on,” have completed the eighth and tenth grades
respectively.

Beth and Prances teach in the inmate school?

Sondra and the ’’hanger-on” have attended this school,
Religion. With the exception of Big Bertha, all of
these inmates profess to be Catholic? however, none attend
ed church regularly prior to commitment. At present, only
one attends mass regularly.
Occupational status, prior to commitment, the
"hanger-on” and three of the group members worked in differ
ent capacities in bars., The main leader, Big Bertha, and
Sondra said that they owned and operated bars and dance
halls with their husbands.

Prances, "second-in-command,”

was a night club dancer? the ’’hanger-on” was a barmaid.
Beth, a check forger, had been a secretary and bookkeeper.
Marital status. Marital instability characterized
the members of Group I.

Only one is now married although

all five said that they have been married one or more times
One is widowed and the other three are separated or di
vorced.

Hone of these inmates are only children.
Crime, length of g^tenc*.

3l S2SS&BSS*-

Three of the main group members are violators of narcotics
laws?

the fourth is a check forger,

The "hanger-on,” a

parole violator, is charged with simple burglary.

The
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length of sentence for these inmates is on the average
longer,than the median length of sentence for the total
white female population, the respective medians feeing 10 '
and five .years*

The three narcotics offenders are serving

ten-year sentences and the-inmates incarcerated for forgery
and burglary two and one-year sentences respectively.

All

of the narcotics offenders were committed to Sheldon prior
to 1955.

Beth, the forger, and Rex, the "hanger-on," both

came in 1958.

In other words, most of the members of this

group are among those who have been in prison the longest»
Residence and sine of community.

All Group I

members and the "hanger-on” are from urban areas of 500,000
or more population.
Type admission and previous commitments. This is
the first commitment for three of the main group members.
However, Rex, the "hanger-on," is a parole violator and has
served time at Sheldon previously.

Beth has served a sentence

in another state women’s prison.

,

Individual friendships and group affiliations
la considering individual friendships and group af
filiations, the inmate’s conceptions of her own popularity,
her awareness of other groupings* her choices of friends,
her sentiments toward sharing with inmates, her. knowledge
about the prevalence of nicknames among the inmates, her

.
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attitude toward the Sheldonite (the Inmate newspaper)* her
hobbies,-her beliefs concerning the duration of friend* .
ships, her plans for the future, and the extent of her par
ticipation in organisation prior to commitment.were'
investigated.

The individual friendship- choices and group

affiliations for the inmates are graphically shown, follow*
ing the discussion of the six groups and the "Isolates.”
Inmate*s popularity, awareness of groupings and
leaders.

The study of the inmate’s conception of her own

popularity, her choice of friends, and her recognition of ‘
other groups revealed that all of the members of this
group consider themselves to be popular or about average
in popularity*

The group members reported that they have

three or four main friends including one close friend,

Rex,

the ’’hanger-on,” said that she has "five or six cios^
■.
_
S'
friends,”
All of the inmates stated that they like their close
friends better than any other girls because they are ’’clean,
quiet, and about the same age.”

When asked what qualities '

they looked for in a friend, the inmates named "honesty”
and emphasized the importance of a friend*s being able to
”keep

a

confidence.”

The members of this group meet several times a day
in their rooms, in the dining room, at school, in the yard,
and in the television room.

They visit, talk, eat, and go
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to school together.

Topics of conversation, the inmates

'told-the investigator, include the future* "good time*"
boohs, politics at the prison, and home.
have adjacent rooms 'in the dormitory*

Group 1 members

One member confided

that up until recently their group had been able to con**
trol whom they wanted as "room neighbors” in the front end
of the dormitory which is located sear the bathroom and
away from the "loud television set” is the recreation room.
Ml

revealed an awareness of groups at Sheldon,

giving affirmative answers to the question, "Ate there
groups, bunches, or cliques of friends among the inmates
here?”

Moreover, they indicated that they became aware of

these groups very soon after their arrival at the prison*
To questions on the extent of group cohesion, all
expressed the opinion that some groups of friends "stick
together” more than members of other groups*

furthermore,

all said that they thought some of the groups had more
disagreements internally than others.'

They claimed that

the members of their group did not have disagreements and
that all of them used the pronoun ”we” in referring to
group activities.

-

Sentiments toward sharing.

Group 1 inmates ad*

mitted that in most cases they share their secrets with
only one other inmate? yet, all think that it is best to
share some secrets with no one.

They stated that they
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share luxuries with' anyone, but mainly with their own group
On the question involving ’’accepting the blame”

members.

■for another’s actions, a ll believed that each g ir l should
’’ride her owa beef.”

This is an expression used 'at Sheldon

which means that once an action has been talien an individu
al should be willing to accept the consequences.

However,,

the ’’boy-girl” stated'that she would ’’accept the blame” for
her friend.

Beth expressed the view that i f an inmate is

ready for release, the others should and would ’’accept the
blame” for her providing that i t did not involve them in '
serious trouble.
Kiclcnames, Sheldonite, and hobbies, Most Group I
members acknowledged the prevalence of nicknames among
the inmates and said that they are used extensively among
friends.

All stated that they read the Sheldonlte weekly

and two have served as editor for the column written about
the Larks. The inmates claimed that the paper achieves
many beneficial results in the inmate social system*

These

include presenting an instrument for communication with the
male inmates, providing information regarding the assistance
which the ’’free world” is giving the inmates, and relating
incidents from other camps which indicate to the inmate
that others are also beset with similar problems.
Duration of friendships.

Almost all members ,in

this group admitted that prior to commitment they knew

‘

other individuals who are-now instates, hut said that these
acquaintances did not determine their group alignments, Three reported that they think that the. friendships with

.

Group I members will end with release! however-* the ’’hanger• on” .and Sondra believe that friendships w ill continue out** .
side the prison*
Past groupings and plans* Most Group I members
claimed that they participated in fraternal or social organ
izations prior to commitment, All plan to work when they
return to the ’’free world,” most of them in secretarial
positions.

None admitted that they were afraid to leave

Sheldon.
Self concepts of individual Inmates
■

-

-

lu trying to' gain an insight into the -individual

inmate’s concepts of herself in the prison" situation#
questions were asked concerning her thoughts on arrival
at Sheldon, her self*co»ceptions after'being" in prison for
a while, her use of the terms ’’inmate” and' ’’convict” in re
ferring to herself, and her ideas about the existence and
effectiveness of the prison rehabilitation program.
Sentiments associated-with commitment. Most inmates
in Group 1 stated that their main feeling upon arrival at
Sheldon was ’’fear.”

After being in prison for a while this

fear is no longer present.

All said they believe that the
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prison administration has treated them "fairly."

They do

not like to think of themselves as "convicts” and believe
that the word "inmate” sounds better. -The members in this
group defined "rehabilitation” in its narrow sense, con
sidering it to be a program involving services to the
inmates within the institution*

The broader concept of •

this term, i*e*» preparing the inmate to meet her societal
obligations by allowing her to participate in community
activities outside of the penal colony was not mentioned.
Two who served time at Camp "D" said that there was at
present a "good" rehabilitation program at the prison.

The

others, whose prison experience at Sheldon is limited t o •
the Lark©, did not agree.
Inmate*© relationship to the administration
In investigating the inmate’s relationship to the
administration, the following were considered*

her feel

ings toward the work situation and the free personnel, her
conceptions of the prestige rankings of inmate jobs and
duties of the prison employees, as well as her beliefs
about the honesty of the free people and inmates in abiding
by the prison rules.
Work situation and free personnel* The inmates in
Group I reported that they are satisfied with their work
positions as secretaries, inmate school principal, and
inmate storekeeper.

The "hanger-on” said that she does
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not like her yard job.

All group member a claimed that

they like their administrative boss, but none admitted
liking the camp supervisor.

They said that they like

their fellow inmate workers, feel that their job is importent, but believe that it could be equally well done
by another inmate.
Rankings of inmate jobs.

When asked which inmate

jobs they considered most important, all respondents in
Group I named administration building office jobs * The
"hanger-on” ranked highly all the jobs of Group 1 members*
f robl.ems at work and with other inmates.

In the

event of a work problem, according to the responses of the
inmates in this group, most would seek aid from their im~
mediate boss.

The girls Who are partially responsible to

the camp superintendent stated that they would either ask
help from his superior or subordinate.

'

In the case of a problem with another inmate, all
responded that they would solve it "among ourselves," Beth
expressed the belief that the new commitments, referred to
in prison slang as the "new fish," are the only ones who
seek help from the free people in inter**inmate problems.
Sources of help.

All said that some of the free

people have helped them during incarceration.

They named

their previous work bosses as those who have helped them
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and said that these individuals have given' them advice and
have shown'patience'in. teaching

during

cluded being

their work

assignments.

agreed that other inmates have helped

Furthermore* they

them

them

their incarceration* Ways of help listed

in

understanding* giving moral'support, listen

ing to problems,

and advising. All felt that some of the

free personnel "throw

their weight

around*1 or "pick on

the

inmates,"
'

Concents

of the duties

of

the free

people. The

conceptions which Croup I members hold regarding the duties
of the matrons, superintendent, and warden
the expectations of the administration.
an opportunity to
wardens during
Prison
that the

in line with

These inmates

are important.
almost always

have

with the matron, superintendent, and

the performance of their assignments.
rules. The inmates in this group claimed

free personnel at times do not follow the

of the prison

that her

talk

are

rules

and that a few of the rules which are
All

reported that some groups of

oppose official orders, but

broken

inmates

only Beth admitted

group sometimes' fails to .follow them.. This

she attributed to mischievousness on

the part

failure

of group

members.
Summary of Croup 1
By and large, the members of Group I are of the same

m

age,

have the same level

is the

highest for

■same religion*

prison

any of the inmate

have similar

time for

serving

of educational achievement

the

groups,

which

profess- the

.

marital backgrounds, are , ■

-same type of offense,, have been

in

since before 1955, and'are from urban areas of

500,000 or

more population* (Table

summary for Group VI
central tendencies

V

at the end of the

shows measures of dispersion and

for

various

population characteristics

of Groups 3>VI>*
Group I members consider themselves to be popular,
prefer their group friends to others, use the term ”we” in
referring to group activities, and recognized the ex*

.•

istence of groups within a few days after arriving at
Sheldon.
These inmates consider their group to be a tightly
knit unit*

All four members live close together, eat at

the-same table,

share

secrets

mainly with one close friend

in the group, share luxuries mainly with group members, and
would «take the blame” for
only

in

the'activities

unusual circumstances*

of

another inmate

All read the Shetdonite and

feel that it helps to make life more

bearable, in

the

prison*

Some of the Group I members have participated in
fraternal and social organizations prior to commitment,
They feel that inmate friendships
lease from prison*

will

dissolve with re

.
,

-

■-

The members

of

this group

arrival at Sheldon, but

They

longer present.

■
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were

“afraid1* upon

stated, that this feeling is

consider

their
no

themselves as having been

“fairly treated” by the administration*

They prefer to

use the word "inmate” rather than "convict” in referring
to themselves*

All have "rehabilitation” concepts re

lating to services

within

the institution, but only two

of the three group members who spent
Camp ”D,” believe that

Sheldon has

time

in infamous

a rehabilitation

program.
Group l members

are

satisfied with their

signments and consider them to be important,
they feel that the inmate jobs
building are important.

at

work

as

Furthermore,

the administration

All would seek advice from their

administrative boss in the event of a work problem but in
the case of a problem with another inmate, they

would

solve

it among themselves*
Although agreeing that both free personnel and
inmates

have helped them during their incarceration, they

feel that some of the latter "throw their weight around”
and "pick on

the

inmates,”
2. ■ Group II

fl
Group II. i s composed of four white female instates*®
Two inmates, both .charged with violation of the narcotics

laws,-are the co-leaders of this group*' They are Toamye,
who works in the yard, and Bobbye, who has a job as a
dormitory orderly#

The recency o f their commitments, how-*

ever, limits the amount of prestige they have outside their
own group.

Prison administrators as well as other inmates

referred to these two as homosexuals.

The two other

members are-Bather, a secretary to the highest tankingprison administrator who uses inmate workers, and Carol,
a recent commitment, who is the secretary at the Larks.

.

The, former is charged with violation of-the narcotics laws?
the la tte r is a check forger* .
All four members of the. Group II were friendly and
co-operative during the formal intervieifg#

Furthermore,

they provided additional information in informal conver
sations.

.

'

: ■ ■

.

Population characteristics
'

Age, ' Like Group I inmates and the total white

female inmate population at Sheldon, the median age for
the members of Group II 4s around 30.

®Four other inmates chose friends in Group II, but
their choices were neither made nor reciprocated with suf
ficient intensity to merit considering these individuals as
functioning members in the group’s structure. On the pe
riphery was one subgroup member who holds full membership
status in Group III. The three other inmates who chose
friends in Group II are isolates.
•
•
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'

■School achievement,

On the average, the members of

this group have lower educational attainments than do
those of Group J»

However, the educational attainments of

Group 11 inmates are sim ilar to the median educational at
tainment for the to ta l white female population at the
Tommye ended her formal education with the ninth

prison,

grade* Bobbye and Bsther the tenth* and Carol three years
beyond high school, Tom&ye, one of the four attended trade
school prior to commitment% Bsther attended the inmate
school#
Religion,

Unlike members of Group I, most members

of Group II are Protestant,

However* like the members of

Group I, they are irregular in church attendance.

The one

Catholic, Carol, attends:-mass regularly.
.

Occupational status. The proportion of inmates in

Group II who worked in bars prior ,to commitment is similar
to the. proportion of inmates who were employed in this
occupation within both the total white female inmate popu
lation and among Group I members* . Two of the Group II
members worked in bars prior to incarceration, the other
two in offices,

status.

Like Group I members, the inmates

in Group tl have been marriedi however, only one has a
stable

marital relationship. Hone are only children.
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'

~£J«L*

of sentsgce,

and

dat-e of commitment *

Just as the violation of narcotics laws characterises the
white female inmate

population and the Group 1 members' at

Sheldon, it also characterises the members of Group t!«

'

Tommye and Esther are serving ten-year sentences for this
crime, Bobbye a five-year sentence,
is serving a one-year sentence.

Carol, a check forger,

Unlike the members of

Group I, most in Group II are recent 'commitments*

Esther

was committed in 1953, Tommy© in 1957, and the other two
in 1958*
Residence and sine of community. Like the member®
of Group X, all members of Group IX are from urban areas
of 500,000 or more population.
Type admission and previous commitments*

Two -

members An Group II have had no previous police records
prior.to arrestf

the other two are a parole violator and

an inmate who has been arrested many times*
Individual friendships and group affiliations.
Inmate*s popularity, awareness of groupings and
leaders,

hike the members of Group I, most inmates in

Group II consider themselves to be popular or about average
in popularity.

Two inmates said that all of the Inmates

are their friends.

The other two felt that about one-half

are their friends.

Both Carol and Tommy© said that they

.
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had "two close friends”?' Bobbye named three main friends. and one special friend and Esther named f if e close friends#
Like the members in

Group 1, .members in.Group It said that
in a .friend* .

"honesty” is a'quality desired

. . . . .

their close friends-better than iiny other

They like

said that they knew each other■prior to com*-'

inmates.

Two

mitment,

Generally,

the group

thought

members

their

that

friends have made

life easier for the® at Sheldon* The

latest commitment

expressed her feelings on this subject

when she stated, ”My group of friends
clothes and put me in the
The four group

know when I

fixed

came here.”

members meet several times a,day in

the dining room, in the television room ,

They

at Coffee break.
vision.

stated that she does
home, sentence,
Like the

II revealed

narcotics, crimes, the

tele*

"new

future,

fish” in the

not ..tike to talk about her

group,

family,

past, or crime*
members of Group 1, the inmates in

Group

an awareness of groups at -Sheldon by respond*

ing affirmatively

to the question,

bunches, or cliques of
Moreover,

of these groups
prison.

the rooms, and

talk, eat, and watch

Carol, the

families, and "kids."

here?"

visit,

in

Topics of conversation include "most anything"**

detainers, getting out,

'

me up with

there groups,

friends among the women

inmates

they indicated that they became aware

very

Friction

"Are

soon

after their arrival at the

between Groups I and II was indicated
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in responses of the leaders in

Group

II *

who think seniority

the inmates in Group I as "politicians
rules,”

Tommye classified

Group, 1 as

Bobbye described

the

ndo

wrongers”

and her own group as the ”do righters,”
Inmates in Group II have definite opinions about
the cohesion in the different groups.

They think that

some groups of friends "stick together” more than members
of other groups.

All responded affirmatively to the

question, ”Do some groups have more disagreements among

group

members than others?”

In case of internal dlsa~

greements, they agreed that it was best for the© either
to ”talk it out and agree on one solution” or if they were
not directly involved ”to stay out of it.”

Whereas the

members of the most tightly knit Group I use the pronoun
”we” in referring to group activities» two in Group II
stated that they use ”we,f and the other two that they speak
more in terms of ”1.”
Unlike the Group I members, the inmates in Group II
do not have dormitory rooms near

one another,

Sentiments toward sharing.

With

the exception of

the newest group memberf the members of Group II share
secrets with only one inmate.
■it would be best

to

All are

of

the

share secrets with no one*

are shared mainly with

group

©pinion

that

Luxuries

members *

These inmates expressed differing opinions on the

m

questions relating to "taking the blase” for- another'
,

inmate*

.

o

,

Carol# the "newcomer #” presented the inmate’ s

code on this subject when she said# "Never t e l l on others
whether you are in i t or not.”

Esther, the member of the

group who has been at Sheldon the longest , expressed
partial acceptance of the inmate’ s code on this point.

Bobbye stated that there is only one other inmate for whom
she would "accept the blame” under a l l circumstances

ai~.

though she would do so for anyone provided the infraction
was of a minor'nature and the offender not habitual Is
such action* Tommye admitted that she thinks i t is best
for each girl to "accept "her own blame.”
Nicknames*

in

Group II

Sheldonfte* and hobbies* Most Inmates

acknowledged the prevalence of nicknames among

the inmates, Bobbye said that all members in her group
have them. They read the Sheldonltei two have written
articles for itj and# all feel that the Inmate newspaper,
is a good Idea, One of the main reasons reported for this
opinion is that the paper- presents news of events taking
place among the male inmates* All

inmates

in Group II

have hobbies*
o

"Newcomer” refers to an
recently committed to prison*

inmate, who has been
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■

Duration -of friendships. tike in Group.X,.prior

to commitment most members in:Group II knew
viduals who are

now

inmates*

some

intil*

Only one admitted that this

influenced her

informal group, affiliations within Sheldon,

Bsther-claimed,

that the person she knew prior

Marge, a member
spondents in
duration of

of Group

friendships

release? Bobbye

with

■

made, her own friends. The re*

formed in

prison,

friendships will

and Carol

feel that

Ssther and
last even

release,

that they had

church,

after

inmate friendships will

©roup

II

actively participated in social,

,

gast igounings and plans# Most members

said

commitment,

this group had differing ©pinions about the

Tommye feel that inmate

end

IIr

to

or

not

in

school groups prior to commitment. However,

Carol claimed that she was a member and a leader in some
of these organisations.
'

Three inmates in Group II plan to return home after

release from Sheldon*.

One wants to work in an office? the

other two are uncertain of .their plans#

Tommye, who does

not intend, to return home, claims that she looked forward
to opening a restaurant.
'8 elf concepts of Individual .inmates '

„

'

Sentiments associated with commitment. Most inmates
in Group II, like the members in ©roup I, said that their
main feeling upon arrival at Sheldon was "fear.” One inmate

m

described these feelings in as a r t ic le entitled “This is
Our Life 1952-1958” which was written for the investi<* .
gator,

■

We-enter th is Institution not Knowing Just what we are
expected to do and how we are expected to live* After
■ we are brought to the camp* we loolc around and we-see
so, many faces we wonder who is who* Very seldom do
‘ you Know anyone fro© the outside, -therefore* you are '
-i
leery about" answering questions* but naturally you
answer short and to the point, ' .
'

After here a couple ox weeks* the net#, g ir ls see hew
the rules and regulations are carried out and they
live up to what is expected of'them* Of course many
rules are torokenf have you ever seen a place where
there weren’t exceptions?
'
All

members of ‘Group II reported that they- have received

“fair treatment” under the present- Sheldon administration*
Whereas, only one of the four stated that she “sometimes”
considers herself a '’convict,” the others admitted think**
ing of themselves as “inmates,” Most respondents claimed
that the term ’’convict” sound® “t e r r ib le ,” but a different
conception of this word was expressed by the newcomer,

She

said that Kate, an isolate with previous in stitu tio n al ex*
perience, had told her that inmates are for themselves and
convicts are for other convicts*

All in Group II conceive

of the term “rehabilitation” as the provision of services
In the prison, but only the two who“have been at Sheldon
the longest, one of whom served time at Camp ”D,” thought
that the prison has a ’’good” rehabilitation program, the
other inmates feel that there is no program. Carol

claimed

that one “accepts this (the prison) way of life while here
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and this entails stealing and lying.”

Bobbye,

offender, said, "All is not equal here*

a

nareotics

If I had the

money in here, they would never cure me.”

k
lnmate*s relationship with the administration
Work situations and free personnel. ■All'inmates
in Group II are satisfied with their jobs and like their
boss, fellow inmate workers, and the
they work.

free

people with whom

Unlike Group I members, the four girls in

Group 11 said they like the camp superintendent.

is

These inmates feel that their own work
The dormitory orderly stated that her work
sanitary reasons.
f i t e d the

tarks

is

important»

important for

The yard girl said that her work bene
by making it more attractive*

taries felt that their work

is

The secre

significant in the

transaction of administration business.

Only one, the

camp inmate secretary, believed that her

work

be equally well done by another inmate.

She

could not

said that

few

inmates could refrain fro® disclosing the personal and

,

confidential material with which she works.
Ranking of Inmate jobs. When the respondents were
asked which inmate jobs they considered most

important-,

all named the secretarial positions.

Only Tommye reported

that she thought, other positions such

as

that o f main

inmate cook and hospital attendant were most Important *
problems at work and with other inmates.

In the
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event of a work problem, each inmate in this group would
seek help from her immediate

boss. All,

of

in the case

a minor problem with another inmate, stated that they
would solve it within

it

said, ”I*d talk

event of a

Whereas

social system.

up

in

Bobbye

The other inmate

the hole £isolation cell}

Bobbye and

Bather claimed that, in the

very serious problem with another inmate, they
among the inmates, Carol and Toraiaye said

would solve in
they would

inmate

over with the group.

and X would both wind
probably,”

the

seek

help

Sources of

help.

ported that some free
since they were

from the camp superintendent.
The four

Inmates

i n Group.IX

people and inmates have helped them

committed to Sheldon* Three

people who have aided

re

raid

that free

them are their work supervisors.

Ways in which this has been done included giving the re
spondent equal and fair treatment* understanding her
personal problems,

and expressing an interest and concern ■

in her work progress.

According to responses

of

Carol and

Bobbye, other

inmates helped them by providing them with

clothes when

they arrived at Sheldon. On the other hand,

Esther and Tomrnye reported that the advice, truthfulness, .
and cheerfulness of other inmates have helped them.

All

four inmates stated that some of the free people ”throw
their weight around” or "pick on the inmates.”
said about one

of

the matrons,

”She

Bobbye

wants to run the whole
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from the

thing} you take orders
another way. . She is

captain*

in a clique.*1

Tommye

She tells you
stated that

one matron is ‘‘constantly

reminding you to be

this and do that like you

were an idiot.”

Concepts of the duties

do

good*»to

of. the free people.' The

conceptions which Group II members hold regarding the
duties of the matrons, superintendent, and the warden are
in line with the expectations of the administration.
inmates have an opportunity to

talk

These

with the matrons and -

superintendent during the performance of their work

as*

■

signment.
Prison rules.

Most inmates in Group 12 claimed

that the free people do not always abide by the rules of
the institution and that the rules which they break are
sometimes important.

Carol and Tommye reported that some

groups of inmates almost always “oppose official orders,”
but only Esther admitted that her group did not always
accept official rules.
Summary on Group II
.

By and large, the members of Group II are the same

age, have the same level of educational achievement, which ■
is lower than that of Group I but similar to the median
educational attainment for all of the White female inmates,
profess the same religion, have similar marital backgrounds.

1-02
are serving time for the same type of offense* have been
committed to Sheldon fairly recently* and are from urban
areas of 500,000 or more population*
Group II members consider themselves to be popular
or about average in popularity, prefer their group friends
to otherst use both the pronouns "we” and "I” in referring
to group activities, and recognized the existence of
groups within their first few days at Sheldon*
Like Group I members, inmates in Group II form a
tightly knit group*

However, unlike Group I

do not live close together*

members,

they

They usually eat at the same

table, share secrets mainly with one close group friend,
share luxuries mainly with group members, and have varied
ideas about "taking the blame” for another inmate,

These

ideas range from "accepting the blame for any inmate” to
"accepting the blame for only themselves*”

All read the

, Sheldonitei most recognize the prevalence of .nicknames
among the inmates} and all have hobbies*

Gnly one group

member participated in social and fraternal organizations
prior to commitment.

Two inmates feel that inmate friend**

ships will end with release}

and the other two feel that

they will continue even after the individuals return to
the "free world*"

The inmates plan to return home upon

release, but most do not have any definite plans about
working*
All members were "afraid” when they arrived at
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Sheldon,

but said that

this

feeling is no

They consider, themselves as having been
by the

longer

"fairly

present,
treated*1

They prefer to 'use the word

administration-

"inmate”

rather than "convict” in referring to themselves*'

All have

"rehabilitation” concepts relating to services

within the prison, but only the two who have been at
Sheldon longer

than

other group members believe that the

prison has a rehabilitation program*
Group IT
signments,

members

-satisfied with

They consider the work

ministration building
for the

are

inmate*

to

,

their work

positions

at the ad

be the most important

All would

seek

as

assignments

advice from their super

visor in the event of a work problem* bat in a problem
with another inmate, they

said

they would

solve it among

themselves,
Although they agreed that both free personnel and
inmates have helped them during their incarceration, they
feel that some of the free personnel "throw their weight
around” or "pick on the inmates,”
3.

Group III

Group III is a triad of three inmates who work in
the prison administration building*
membership in Group I or II,

Each claims subgroup

These girls do not consider

their own group to have much power and look to the leaders
of the two main groups for guidance.

/
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The

inmates

cooperated

formal interview situation.

with

the

They also helped her

endeavor to establish rapport

in the

interviewer

in her

with the total female inmate

population.
Population characteristics
Am *

Unlike Groups

1 and 11, Group

111

is charac

terized by wide divergences in age. Members are 10,

29,

and 34 years old.
'

School achievement.. On the whole, the median edu

cational attainment of these inmates is lower than that of
the Group 1 members, but slightly higher than that for all
white female inmates* One has completed the 'tenth, one
the

eleventh,

and-one the twelfth grade.

All have attend

ed inmate school.
.

Religion.

Group

111

members are Catholic, and with

the exception of one, attend mass regularly.
prior to

commitment

However,

only one of the inmates attended church

often.
Occupational status.

In contrast to the similarity

of occupational statuses which characterized Groups I and
II, the occupational statuses of the members of Group III
were varied.

Marge was

a barmaid*

Shirley

managed a sundry store? and, Mary worked
clerk.

as

owned

and

an office
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Marital

status. The members of' this group have:

varied marital statuses.

Marge is divorced!

married! and, Mary is single.

Mary

Crime, length of sentence*

is

and

is

Shirley

an only child.

date of commitment.

The crimes of the Group III members are similar to those
for the inmates in Groups I and II.

Two

are

violators

of narcotics laws serving five and three-year sentences.
One is a check forger serving a

two-year 'sentence. The
last

members of Group III came to Sheldon within the

few

years? one was committed in 1956, one in 1957, and one in
1958,
Residence

and

slase of community. Like the members

of Groups I and II, the members of Group III are from
urban areas of 500,000 or more population,

■

Type

admission and previous commitments.

Two group

members have had previous Institutional commitments.
spent part of her childhood in a training school
Shirley has served sentences in two prisons
states*

'

'

Individual friendships
Inmate *s
leaders.

In

and

. '

in

’

and

different

'

group affiliations

popularity* awareness

relationships with

other

of

groupings

and

inmates, the girls

in this triad classify themselves as popular or about
average in popularity.

Mary

Shirley reported that she
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considered "six or seven girls” her close frleadsj whereas,
Marge and Mary thought that they had only "three” and ”one
close friend” respectively.

■

All said that they prefer each other’s company to
that of other Inmate friends.

Their particular friends,

they claimed, provided material needs for them when they
were committed and were less likely to involve the® in
trouble.

All named different qualities which they like

in a friend.

Some of these were that the inmate should

be one who is able to "keep a confidence,” one who is
willing to discuss problems with the inmate, and one who
is "sincere, loyal, honest, truthful, and adaptable.”

Two

respondents said that most inmates are more interested in
themselves than in other inmates.

On the other hand,

Shirley who has had previous institutional experience,
thinks that the inmates ”go out of their way” to help other
inmates,
The three group members meet several times a day in
the dining room, at coffee break, and in the television
room.
gether.

They visit, talk, eat, and watch television to
Two attend church with each other» The main topic

of conversation according to statements by these re
spondents is "getting out."
Group III members recognized the existence of groups
among the inmates;
ing questions

They answered affirmatively the follow

"Are there groups, bunches, or cliques of

10?
friends among the women inmates here?”

Mary indicated

her subgroup membership by saying, ”1 am in the middle
of two groups*”
The inmates in this group have definite ideas about
group cohesion*

Shirley and -Mary claimed that some, groups
All inmates in Group

"stick together" more than others.

III reported that in a disagreement within the group,
those not involved should remain neutral*

These inmates

are similar to those in Group I in their preference for
using the pronoun "we” rather than "I” in referring to
group activities.
Sentiments toward sharing*

All members of Group

III reported that they think At is best to share secrets
with one friend and to share luxuries with three or four
close friends*

The power of social control was evidenced

by Shirley who claimed that "you’d feel guilty if 7ou

didn’t" share with a few friends*

Mary stated that sharing

luxuries was a part of "fair play*"
Group III members reported that they would "take
the blame" for any inmate? however, Shirley qualified her
answer by adding that if an inmate were in serious trouble
she evidently was "big enough" to involve herself i*1 **
and must be "big enough" to accept the consequences.
cording to responses received by the interviewer, a
special effort is made to "take the blame" for another

Ac

IOS
inmate if she is ready for parole or if she would do the
same for the person who "takes her blame.'1
Nicknames* Sheldonlte, and hobbies. The members
of Group III acknowledged the prevalence of nicknames
among the inmates.

'

All reported that they read the

Sheldonlte weekly and one has written an article for it.
They claimed that the prison newspaper is a "good" idea
because it builds up their morale and informs them about
the events taking place at other camps on the prison com*
pound.
■

Most inmates in this group have hobbies.
Duration of .friendships» -Like the members in

Groups I and II, prior to commitment most members in Group H I knew other individuals who are now inmates but
these acquaintances did not determine their present inmate
group alignment * Mary* a subgroup member of Group II
"fell"10 with Bobbye* a co-leader of that group.

Marge

said that she knew Esther, an inmate in Group II* prior
to commitment. Both found their own friends at Sheldon.
Shirley and Mama Brenda* a member of loosely structured
Group V * served time together in another correctional in
stitution.

As a whole, the group members said that friend

ships between inmates will terminate with release; however,

10To "fall" with another person means to be arrest
ed at the same time. Individuals who "fall" together are
referred to as "fall partners.”
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Mary expressed the opinion that the duration of ■inmate '

.

friendships after release is relative to.-contacts which
arise in the ’’free world,”
?ast groupings and plans,

Two inmates claimed

that they participated in organisations prior to com* mltment* -All' reported that they want to return home when
they are released, tout only one has definite plans for
securing a particular occupational position.

None of

these inmates expressed "fear" about returning to the
"free world,"
Self concepts of Individual inmates .
.

Sentiments associated with commitment, Ilfee the

inmates in Group I and II, the inmates in Group III said .
that their main feeling upon arrival at Sheldon was
"fear."

The respondents feel that they have been "fairly

treated" toy the prison administrators.
themselves "convicts."

None consider

All have a concept of the term

"rehabilitation" relating it to services performed within
the institution.

Only one said that there is a rehabili

tation program at Sheldon,
It*s a nice plan,

One claimed, "It won*t work.

When you*re here it's okay, tout when

you are out it’s a different story,"

,

The other inmates

expressed the opinion that the men in Sheldon are provided
with a better program of rehabilitation than the women.
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Inmate*s relationship with the administration
Work situation and free personnel.

According to

the responses received to the question, ”Do you like your
prison work?

your boss?

your fellow inmate workers?

and the free people with whom you work?”

all Ihree

Inmates In Group III are satisfied with their work as
signments; and, they like their boss, fellow inmate
workers, and the free people with whom they work.

None

of the administration building workers reacted positively
when asked about their feelings toward the male camp
superintendent.

Two indicated that they thought their

jobs were important, but all felt other inmates could do
them as well.
Ranking of inmate jobs.

As indicated by the

rankings of inmate jobs by Group III members, adminis
tration building jobs are considered to be the most im
portant work positions.

The investigator noted that all

mentioned their friends* jobs as important work positions.
Problems at work and with other inmates.

In the

event of a problem at work, two Group III member© would
seek help from the warden or their immediate boss.

Mary,

the youngest member of the group, said that she had never
had this problem.

With regard to a minor or a serious

problem with another inmate, two said that inmates should
solve the problem ’’among themselves.”

One said that only

Ill
in the event of a serious problem with another inmate,
would she seek help from the warden.
Sources of help. ' Most members of the group stated
that they felt free personnel and inmates have helped
them during their incarceration.

The priest and the

warden were named among those who have given aid,
Group H I members reported that free personnel
”throw their weight around” and ’’pick on” the inmates.
One inmate who feels that a particular matron ’’picks on”
some of the inmates gave the following illustrations

’’She

let’s you know who she is by making you know what kind of
clothes you wear,”3'*’
.

Concepts of duties of free people.

The conception

which Group III members hold regarding the duties of the
matrons , superintendent f and warden are in line with the
expectations of the administration.

According to re

sponses recorded by the interviewer* the girls speak or
talk to the matrons}

only two speak to the superintendent

and the warden,
Prison rules.

Most inmates in Group III said that

staff members usually follow the prison rules.

Two re

ported that some groups of inmates almost always oppose

^Female inmates wear gray pin-striped skirts.
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official orders*

however, all agreed that their group

always accepts official orders.
Summary on Group III
Group III members differ greatly in age, marital
status, and occupational status prior to incarceration*
For the most part, they have similar educational at
tainments, the median being 11 grades which is about the
same as the median educational attainment. (9-10 grades)
for the white female inmate population*

They have simi

lar religious preferences, are serving time for similar
types of offenses, have previous institutional experi
ence, have been committed to Sheldon during or since
1956, and are from urban areas of 500,000 or more popu
lation.

(A graphic representation of the age, type

crime, and institutional experience, for the members of
the first three groups is presented following this summa
ry.)
Group III members consider themselves popular or
about average in popularity, prefer their close group
friends to others, use the pronoun f,we** in referring to
group activities, but do not express definite opinions
on the time of their recognition of groups at Sheldon.
'These inmates are members of a less tightly knit
group than are the previously mentioned inmates in Groups
I and II.

Two of the members live near each other in the
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dormitory.

They usually eat at the same table, share

secrets with one close friend in the group, share luxu
ries with three or four friends, and would "take the
blame** for any inmate.

All read the Sheldonitei

most

recognized the prevalence of nicknames among the inmates;
and, all have hobbies*

On the whole, the group members

feel that friendships will terminate with release*

The

inmates desire to return home upon release, but only one
has definite plans about working.

Two inmates partici

pated in fraternal and social organizations prior to com
mitment.
Most group members said that they were "afraid”
when they first arrived at Sheldon, but that this fear
is no longer present • They feel that they have been
"fairly treated” by the administration. ' None think of
themselves as ”convlcts.”

To all of these inmates "re

habilitation” means the provision of services within the
institution, but only one believes that Sheldon has a
"good” rehabilitation program.
Group'111 members are satisfied with their work
assignments;

they rank as important jobs those at the

administration building.

In a work problem, the girls

would seek help from the warden or their immediate boss.
In a problem with another inmate, they would solve it
alone, among the group members, or within the inmate
social system.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WHITE FEMALE INMATES IN THREE
MAIN GROUPS AT SHELDON, OCTOBER, 1958

Type Crime
Narcotics
Forgery

20-29
30-39

Institutional
Experience
Previous
arrests or
commitments
None

Figure 3. Type of crime, age, and institutional experience of members in the three main
inmate groups at Sheldon, October, 1958. Each circle represents an inmate}
the larger the circle the greater the degree of acceptance in the inmate social system.
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All agreed that for the most part both free

-

personnel and inmates have helped them during their in
carceration *

On the other hand, they feel that some

staff members "throw their weight around" and "pick on
the inmates#"
4,

group IV

_

.

Group IV is- a loosely structured group consisting
of two pairs of inmate friends*

Pair A, Joan and Rene,

work respectively in the inmate sewing room and in the
administration building as a clerk*
Bula, work in the tailor shop*

Pair B, Verna and

The "involuntary iso

late," Ruth, is a file clerk In the administration build
ing.

Group IV members express some mutual choices among

themselves,

Since these choices are neither intense nor

in all cases reciprocal the Inmates form a rather loosely
structured group.
During the interview Joan and Rene were recalci
trant, but cooperative to the extent that they completed
their formal interviews,

Ruth and Bala were cooperative,

but were unable to comprehend many of the questions even

*®Gn the periphery of loosely integrated Group IV
is an "involuntary isolate," An "involuntary isolate”
is an isolate who desires, but does not have reciprocal
friendships.
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when the interviewer presented them on an elementary
level*

Verna was unable to complete the interview be- ■

cause she became upset emotionally*
Population characteristics
Age.

Whereas similar ages among members charac

terize Groups I and 11, wide divergences in ages charac
terize the members in Groups 111 and IV*

The "involuntary

isolate” is 35, members of Pair A, 28 and 42, and members
of Pair B, 24 and 38.
School achievement, On the whole, the educational
attainments for this group are- the lowest for' any group
thus far discussed!

furthermore, the group’s median edu

cational attainment is lower than the median' educational
attainment for the total white female inmate population.
In pair A, Joan and Rene, completed the tenth grade and
two years of college, respectively.

In pair B, Verna

had no formal education and Buia completed the seventh
grade.

Ruth, the ’‘involuntary isolate," completed the

seventh grade,

.

.

',

'

‘

Religion. The members in Group IV have greater
similarity of religion and are more regularly in their
religious practices than the members of any of the other
groups.

All are Protestant and attend church regularly.

Also, prior to incarceration, most of these inmates

^
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participated in church activities*
Occupational status*

whereas a similarity of

occupational statuses characterize the members in Groups
I and II, the members in Groups III and IV have had di
verse occupational statuses.

Two worked as barmaids or

waitresses, one as a secretary, one as a house servant*
and one as a housewife.
Marital status. Although all members of this
group have been legally married from one to three times,
Common-law arrangements predominate at the present time.
Only Rene at present is legally married; Ruth is sepa
rated; and the other three inmates are married'under
common law.

All have siblings.

Crime, length of sentence, and date of commitment,
Unlike the inmates of the more cohesive groups* members
in this group have committed either "erimes against the
person” or theft of some type*

The inmates i n Fair A

and the "involuntary isolate” were incarcerated for theft
crimes including forgery and/or simple burglary.

Inmates

in Pair B are charged with "crimes against the person,
which were murder and criminal conspiracy in an attempted
murder.

Sentences for these five inmates range from one

year to life.

Most are serving five or six years.

Con

trasted with the diversified and usually earlier date of
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commitments for the other group’s-members, the Group IV
members were committed to Sheldon in 1958*
■ .Resldeiiee and size of community*

■

Dalifee the

similar, large-size community for the previously mention
ed group members , the inmates in Group IV come from-areas
which a r e -smaller and have■dissimilar populations*

Only

one inmate came from an area with 500,000' or more people,
The ^involuntary isolate**' and one member of pair A and
one of Pair B are from areas with less than 5,000 popu
One inmate is from an urban area which has a

lation*

population of from 5,000 to 24,900*

'

" Vypg admission .
and previous commitments., Hone of

these inmates had previous institutional commitments*
However, Ruth is a parole violator and Joan is serving a
sentence for two offenses, ’

•'

.

i

Individual friendships and group affiliations

'

Inmate’s popularity, -awareness of groupings and
leaders.

In relationships with other inmates, the members

in Group IV stated that- they consider themselves about
average in.popularity,

Rene classified herself as not

very popular among the inmates.

Three reported that all

of the inmates are their friends*
Most group members said that they preferred each
other’s company to that of other Inmate friends*

They
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listed several qualities which they thought a friend
should have, 'The following are some examples of theses
’’keeps a confidence,” ’’goes to church,” ”is a good
family wife,” ’’tends to her own business,” ’’don’t handle
no ugly words,”

Rene, the only Group IV member who has

attended college, did not choose either of the girls in
Pair B who have lower educational attainments as her
friends#

She did choose Prances, the inmate school

principal! however, this choice was.not reciprocal.
Rene said that she does not like people who are illiterate.
The members of Group XV said they are with their
friends several times a day in their room, in the yard,
or in the dining room.
B eat and work together.

Ail go to church together.- Pair
These inmates go to school,

crochet and write letters with one another,
They revealed an awareness of groups at Sheldon
by giving affirmative answers to the question, ”Are there
groups, bunches, or cliques of friends among the women
inmates here?”

It took members of loosely integrated

Group XV longer than it did those in the previously
mentioned groups to recognise the existence of inmate
groups*

Only three indicated that they became aware of

these within the week after they were committed to
Sheldon.
Most members of this loosely knit group had little
understanding of the questions concerning group cohesion.
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There was no agreement among Group '1? inmates on the use
of the pronouns "we11 and ”1” in referring to' group a c 
tivities*

These five inmates said that they live near

their friends* 'Even though most inmates claimed that'
they did not know if there were leaders among the inmates,
Ruth, an “involuntary isolate” Said that she was a
“spiritual leader” in the group*
Sentiments toward sharing*

Members.In Group IV

reported that they think it is best to share secrets with
only one person.

There was no concensus in the responses

to questions relating to an inmate’s sharing luxuries,
Rene stated that she had no luxuries, Bula that she shared
if she were asked, Ruth that she shared with a few, and
Joan, that she shared her luxuries as long as they lasted*
Almost all of the respondents said that they would not
“take-the blame” for another'inmate.

Joan stated that she

would, but that she thought it best if each girl would
“take her own blame.”
'

,

Nicknames. Sheldon!te* and hobbles.

'
Whereas, in

the previously mentioned groups which are more tightlyknit, group members recognized the prevalence of nick*-

-

names among the inmates, less than one-half of the
inmates' in Group IV recognized this prevalence*
the group members have nicknames.

None of

All except the il

literate members said that they read the Sheldonite weekly*
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Rea e and Bala indicated that they do not think.the paper
is a good-idea.

The former thought that with her partial

college training» she was "above" inmate news#

The

'■

Tatter said that she does not think that the paper is a
"good” idea because she■does.not like .to read*

Those

who do feel that the Sheldonfte is a "good" idea said
that 'it let the inmate know what was ‘'going on,"
respondents in Group IV have hobbies,
Duration of friendships.

Most
.

.

Two admitted that they

knew some of the other individuals.who are at Sheldon .
now prior .to their commitments, having met while in jail.
They said that these acquaintances did not influence
their informal group .alignment in prison.

Two reported

that they think friendships made at prison may last after
release,

Hone of these inmates «fell".together|

how

ever f the three who claimed common-law marital status

^

and the one who claimed legal marital status "fell" with
their husbands,
Past groupings and plans, Most Group IV inmates
did not participate in fraternal or social organizations
prior to commitment,

Only one member in the group re

ported that she plans to work outside of the home when
she is released,
leave Sheldon,

Hone said that they were afraid to
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Self concepts of Individual .inmates -■ ■ ■
•

.Sentiments, .associated with commitmentv

Most re

spondents la Group IV said that th eir main feeling upon
arrival at Sheldon was "feat.*1 After being in prison
for a while* they no longer are afraid.

All claimed that

they have been treated " fa irly " by prison administrators.
Whereas, none reported that they think of themselves as
"convicts," Rene "admit ted-: that''.she thinks of herself •as
an "inmate,"

Rene defined the term "convict" as a

hardened criminal and the terra "inmate” as an 'animal in
a cage.

Only two Group IV members indicated that they

have a concept of the terra "re h a b ilita tio n " , relating it
to the provision of services in the prison.

They said

that Sheldon has a "good" rehabilitation program,

.

Inmate*s relationship with the administration
Work Situation and free personnel.

Most inmates

in Group IV claimed that they -are satisfied with their
job, like their boss, fellow inmate workers» and the free
people with whom they work.

All reported that they feel,

that their work is important.
Rankings of Inmate jobs.

As indicated by the

rankings that Group IV inmates gave to occupational po
sitions open to them, administration building jobs are considered to be first in importance.

Other jobs ranked
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highly were those

in

the tailor shop and inmate school*

problems on the job and with other inmates*
the event of a work problem members of Group XV*
seek help from various; sources.

In

would

Among these are their

boss* an inmate friend, or the minister.

In a minor or

serious problem with another inmate * most said that they

would

settle it by themselves.

Ruth qualified this

answer by stating that if the problem were too serious
she would ask help from the "one in charge.”

An

inmate,

Joan claimed* should never go to a matron in the event
of an argument with another inmate.
Sources of help. Three respondents said that
free personnel have helped them since they were admitted
to JSheldonf

two indicated that this help came from their

boss who encouraged them 'in their work.

Most inmates

claimed that other inmates have helped them. ■Two report
ed that some of the free people "throw their weight
around" and three that a few of the staff members "pick
on the inmates."

Pair A indicated that they feel that

partiality is shown by the matrons in their " d is c ip li
nary reports,"

,

■ .

Concepts of the duties of the free people*

When

questioned regarding the duties of the matrons* superin
tendent , and warden, all respondents conceived of duties
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of the matrons which were in line with administrative
expectations*

Rene and Joan had a concept of the duties

of the superintendent and only Rene had any concept of
the duties of the warden*
prison rules.

All Inmates reported that the free

people follow the rules of the prison, but one admitted
that she did not know what the official orders were.
Two said that some inmate groups almost always opposed
official orders, but three claimed that their group
always followed them.
Summary on Group IV

.

By and large, the members of Group IV have di
vergent ages, dissimilar educational attainments which
on the whole are lower than the median educational at
tainment for the white female inmates, profess the same
religion, participate in the prison church services, have
similar marital backgrounds, are serving time for two
types of offenses, have been in Sheldon only during the
last year, and are from urban areas of less than 500,000
population*
Group IV members consider themselves ”about aver
age” in popularity, prefer their friends to others, and
recognised the existence of groups within their first
few weeks at Sheldon.

They did not agree on the usage

of the pronouns "we” and "I” in referring to group
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activities*
■

''

■

■

' The inmates in this loosely knit group have little

understanding of group cohesion.

Although most live

close together, they do not eat at the same table, will
♦♦take the blame” for no one, and have no mutual practices
about sharing luxuries with others*
mainly with one close friend.

Secrets are shared

Almost all Group IV

members read the Sheldonite weekly and have a hobby, but
do not note the prevalence of nicknames among the inmates.
Several feel that inmate friendships will continue even
after group members are released from Sheldon,

The re

spondents plan to return to and to work in their homes*
Only one participated in fraternal and social organi
zations prior to commitment.
'

■

■>

.

All members of this group were afraid upon their

arrival at Sheldon.
longer present*

They said that this feeling is no

They consider themselves as having been

♦♦fairly treated” by the administration.

None thinks of

herself as a ”conv£ct”j only one thinks of herself as
an ”inmate»”

Most group members do not have concepts of

the term "rehabilitation,” but those who do, feel that
Sheldon has a "good" program*
Most Group IV inmates are satisfied with their
jobs;

they rank as important the inmate work positions

in the administration building,

They would seek help

from different sources in the event of a work problem,
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but in a problem with another inmate* they would try to
solve it themselves.
They agreed that both free personnel and inmates
have helped them during their incarceration.

On the

other hand, they also feel that some of the free person
nel ’’throw their weight around” and ’’pick on the inmates.”
Whereas members of other groups had concepts of the
duties of the superintendent and warden, few inmates in
Group IV could enumerate any of them.
5.

Group V

- Group V is a loosely integrated triad.

The

members in this group are Irene, who works in the prison
administration building, Sarah, who works as a dining
hall orderly, and Mama Brenda, who works as a night clerk
at the Larks.

In many respect© these members can almost

be characterized, both individually and collectively, as
’’voluntary isolates.”13

All respondents cooperated during

the formal interview.

^

■

'

Population characteristics
Age.

Group V has a wider age range.and an older

median age than any other groups' thus far discussed.
Their ages are 38, 53, and 70.

13See Section 7, ’’I s o l a t e s w h i c h follows.
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School achievement.■ The median educational attain
ment of Group V, similar to that of Group IV, is lower
than the median educational attainment for the white
female inmate population.

One inmate completed the fifth,

one the sixth, and one the eleventh grade,

Two have at

tended inmate school.
Religion,
mass regularly.

Group V members are Catholic and attend
However, prior to commitment they at

tended church irregularly and did not actively partici
pate in church activities.
Occupational status.

A lack of similarity in

occupational statuses characterizes the members of Group
V.

Mama Brenda was a practical nurse, Sarah a taxi-dance

hall and barroom operator, and Irene a housewife.
Marital status. Two inmates in this triad are
widowed.

One is married.

^

None of the members has

siblings.
Crime, length of sentence, and date of commitment.
Members of Group V, like those of Groups I#
are narcotics violators,

an<1 ***

Two are serving sentences of

five years and one is serving a sentence of three- /ears.
All were committed to Sheldon during different years,
1955, 1956, and 1957.
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Residence and size of community. Like inmates in
Groups I, II, and III, members in Group V lived in urban
areas of around 500,000 population.
.Type admission and previous commitments.
a first commitment for two inmates.

This is

Mama Brenda has

served time in a federal institution.
Inmate*s popularity, awareness of groupings and
'

1.-

leaders.

'

In contrast to the feeling of "average*1 popu

larity which most inmates in the previously mentioned
groups have, members of the triad say that they are "not
very popular." ■Mama Brenda and Sarah each claimed that
they have "two close friends," Irene that she has "one."
All said they prefer their group friends to others.

Mama

Brenda stated that she liked those who are "hot per
verted" and who "enjoy religious talk."

Others wanted a

friend to be "loyal, helpful, unselfish, honest, and
thoughtful."

However, all said that most inmates are more

interested in themselves than in other people.
Members of Group V reported that they are together
several times a day in their rooms, in the dining hall,
or in the television room.

These inmates eat together,

talk over problems with one another, and the two younger
members share coffee in the dormitory room prior to going
to work.

Among topics of conversation are the following,

the !*future," "going home," health, religion, missing
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each other when one is released, and ”what she [an older
group memberJ will do for me and things when I get out.”
■

Members of Group V recognized' the existence of

groups among the female inmates, tout reported that they
could not remember when they first noticed' their ex-*
istence*

'

All expressed some ideas about group cohesion.

They said that their group members used the term ”we" in
referring to group activities and that others in similar
situations use the pronoun ”1.”

Two admitted that they

sometimes had disagreements among themselves; however,
none reported that their group ever had disagreements with
other groups.

Only one member of the group said that she

lives near her friends.

v

Sentiments toward sharing.

Group V members ex

pressed differing opinions concerning sharing secrets
and luxuries with other inmates.

Mama Brenda said that

it is best to share secrets with no 'one;

Irene prefers

to share them with only one other person; but, Sarah said
that she shares secrets with more than one person in the
group.

Sarah and Mama Brenda reported that they share

luxuries with a few people.

The latter stated that she

would share with any inmate as long as the person did
not ’’use” her.

Irene said that she had no luxuries.

The

inmates agreed that it is best for each girl to ’’take her
own blame,” but Sarah claimed that she would ’’take the
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blame" for her two friends.

Mama Brenda said that unless

she were in some measure involved she would not "accept
it" for another person.
Nicknames, Sheldonite, and hobbies. The members
in this partially isolated group acknowledged the preva
lence of nicknames among inmates*
weekly.

All read the Shelxtonite

They think the inmate newspaper is a "good" idea

because it informs the female inmates of the events taking
place in other parts of the prison and "prints messages
to loved ones in the other camps” at Sheldon.
Duration of friendships.

Sarah and Mama Brenda

said that they knew some inmates prior to incarceration.
Mama Brenda said that she met Shirley, a member of Group
III* in a federal correctional institution in another
state.

-

This is the only group discussed thus far in which

all group members express the desire to continue after re
lease the friendships made at Sheldon.
Fast groupings'and plans.

.

.

None of the .Group V

members participated in social or fraternal organizations
prior to commitment.

Sarah and Irene stated that they

hope to return home and work after being released? Mama
Brenda plans to work in another state.
-Self concepts of individual inmates
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'

Sentiments associated with commitment*

On ar

rival at Sheldon, two inmates said they felt as though
they had been "unjustly treated."

One was "afraid.”

All stated that they have been "fairly treated” by the
prison administration! however, Sarah and Mama Brenda

.

claimed that individual staff members had treated them
"unfairly,"

One inmate reported that she thinks of her

self as an "inmate," however, no one claimed that she
thinks of herself as a "convict.”

All have concepts of

the terra "rehabilitation” relating to services within
the prison.

Only one said that she thought Sheldon had

a "good” rehabilitation program.
Inmate»s relationship with the administration
Work situation and free personnel.

.

All inmates

in Group V said that they are satisfied with their work
and like their boss and the free people with whom they
work,

One said that she did not like her fellow inmate

workers because they were Negro.

This was the first

voluntary reference in an interview situation to Negrowhite relations.
All claimed that their jobs are important.

The

inmate who is on night duty at the Lark*s office stated
that her job is important because she is present to take
care of emergency calls which might affect the inmates.
Sarah, the dining room orderly, said that her job is

;' .
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important because she'keeps the dining area clean'for the
inmates who work eight hours at the administration building.
The Inmate who works in the incentive pay office claimed
that her-work is important because by keeping records 'straight,-she provides-a necessary service in.preparing
other inmate’s incentive pay check.
Ranking of inmate- jobs.

All three group members

.

ranked as important their own job' and the jobs of the inmates who work in the administration building-,

Sarah

claimed that administration building workers ”feel su
perior

but she said that all girls should be equal.
Problems at work and with other inmates.

In the

event of a work problem, the members of Group V would seek
help from their head work-boss.

Sarah said that the

matrons who might be considered her "sub-bosses” were "un
fair,”

All agreed that in a minor problem with another

inmate they would solve it among themselvesj however, in
a more serious problem two said that they would seek help
from the camp superintendent or matrons.
Sources of help. -.©roup V inmates reported that free
people and inmates have helped them since they were comraitted to Sheldon.

Sarah said the superintendent has help

ed her through his "fairness,"

The respondents stated that

other inmates have helped them by sharing with them and
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talking to them.

Two 'claimed''that- some' of -the free

personnel "throw their weight around" and "pick on the
inmates."

One stated that some of the matrons will do a

favor for an inmate to gain her friendship,' -'After this
the matron will be afraid to demand the inmate to perform
certain duties because this person might report the favor
and cause trouble for the staff member. Therefore, others
have to perform the "favored inmate*s" duties.
'

Concepts of the duties of the free people.

Group V

members expressed concepts of the duties of the matrons,
superintendent, and warden which were in line with the ex
pectations of the administration.

They also speak and

talk to the matrons, superintendent and warden.
Prison rules.

Inmates had different opinions con

cerning the practices of the free personnel in following
the prison rules.

One inmate said that they do not follow

them and that some of those which they break are im
portant .

Another inmate reported that the free personnel

follow the rules| and, a third claimed that she did not
know whether or not they followed them.

Two reported that

some inmate groups almost always oppose official orders?
however, they all agreed that their group always accepts

them.
Summary on Group V

-

_
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■ By arid large* the members of Isolated* loosely
structured Group V have a wider age range and'an older
median age than members of other groups thus far discussed.
Furthermore, they have a dower median educational attain
ment than the total white female Inmate population, as well
as Groups I-XV*

They profess'the same religion* practice

it actively, have similar marital backgrounds, are, serving
time for the same type of offense, came to prison in 1955,
1956, and 1957, and are from urban areas of around 500,000
population.
•

Group V members consider themselves to be ’’not very

popular'.'”

They prefer their group friends to other

friends, and use the pronoun ”we” in referring to group
activities.

They could not remember when they first recog

nized the existence of groups among the inmates*

The

inmates in this group share secrets with no one or at the
most with two close friends, share luxuries with group
members, and would ’’take the blame” for activities of
another inmate rarely and then only if she were a group
member.

All read the Sheldonite and have hobbies.

recognized the prevalence of nicknames*

They

Group members

feel that friendships will continue after release.

None

of the inmates in Group V participated in fraternal or
social organizations prior to commitment.
Upon arrival at Sheldon two of the members felt
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“unjustly treated,”

At present, except in minor incidents,

they feel that they have been “fairly treated” by the
prison administration.
“convicts,”

They do not think of themselves as

All have a conception of- the term “reh a b ili

tation,” but like the members of the other groups only In
terras of services in the prison.

Only one feels that

Sheldon has a ”good“ rehabilitation program,
■

Group V members are satisfied with their work po

sitions,

They rank as important their own jobs and those

in the administration building.

All would seek advice

from their supervisor in a work problem, but in a problem
with another inmate, they would solve it among themselves.
A serious problem with another inmate would lead them to
seek help from the camp superintendent.
They agreed that both free personnel and inmates
have helped them during their Incarceration.

On the other

hand, two feel that some of the free personnel “throw their
weight around” of “pick on the inmates,"
■

6,

Group VI

Group VI is a dyad consisting of two inmates who
met in jail prior to their commitment to Sheldon,
work at the administration building.

Both

Even though they have

friends in Group II, through strong mutual choice they form
their own group.

Both inmates cooperated with the inter

viewer? however, the older inmate, Leigh, was skeptical in
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the beginning of the interview*
Population characteristics
Age*

.

The members of Group VI have widely divergent

ages which are 31 and 20*
Educational attainment;* . School achievement as
measured by highest grade completed is higher for this
group than for the white female inmate population,

loth

tynn and Leigh have been graduated from high school.

Lynn

also attended inmate school*
Religion* These inmates indicated different church
preferences*

One is Greek Orthodox, the other Protestant.

Neither was regular in church attendance prior to com
mitment? however, Lynn attends church regularly at Sheldon.
Occupational status* The prior occupational statuses
of these inmates are similar to those" in 'Groups I and
Both have worked in bars prior to commitment.
‘ '

#

.

v

Marital status* Lynn,and Leigh have been married

one or more times*

At present the former is separated from

her husband and the latter is married*

The older of the

Group VI members had no siblings♦ ’ ' ' '
, Crime, length of sentence, and date of commitment*
Members of Group VI were committed to Sheldon for similar
crimes, i.e., theft and armed robbery.

They are serving

13?
one and ten-year sentences*

Their date of commitment,

1958, is similar to that for the Group If members.
Residence and sine of community * Both are from
urban areas of 6 ,000 or less population.

,

type admission and previous commitments.

,
Neither ,

of these inmates has had previous institutional commitments.
Individual friendships and group, affiliations
Inmate1& popularity, awareness of grouplags
leaders.

In relationships with other inmates, heigh and

Lynn classified themselves "about average” in popularity.
They reported that they are mutual close friends.

Both

said that they prefer to be with each other than with any
one else.

Qualities which they like in friends ate ”hones-

ty»n 11g r a t e f u l n e s s a n d "sincerity.”

The older inmate

said that she can let the younger inmate wear her clothes
and that she can help her because "she does not have back
ground and home life."

They indicated that their friend

ships began when they were in jail prior to commitment at
Sheldon.
The members of this group meet several times a day
at the office, in the dining room, and in the television
room.

They talk, watch television, listen to records, and

eat together.

One inmate said that the group member who

arrives at the television room first saves the other a
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place to sit.

topics of conversation the inmates reported

to the investigator included, "other inmates," "outside,"
"the future,M and "getting out."
Both revealed an awareness of groups at Sheldon by
responding affirmatively'to the question, "Are there groups,
hunches, or cliques of friends among the women .inmates
here?"

Leigh said, "Girls who are the prettiest try to go

with pretty girls."

Both noted the existence of groups on

their first day at Sheldon.
The questions on the extent of group cohesion, Lynn
reported that some groups of friends "stick together" more
than other groups of friends and Leigh said that they did
not.

Both agreed that some groups have disagreements among

members! however, they stated that they never had disa
greements between themselves or with other groups.
1Sentiments, toward sharing.

The inmates in Group VI

had differing opinions toward sharing with other inmates.
Leigh said that she would share secrets with or "take the
blame" for no one, but that she would share luxuries with
"four or five" other inmates.

Lynn claimed that she would

share secrets with one inmate» ,:,accept.the;blame" for this
same inmate and share luxuries with all inmates.

..

Nicknames, Sheldonite. and hobbies. Both said that
they think most inmates have nicknames! they read the
Sheldonite weekly and feel that the inmate newspaper is a
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"good” idea because it reveals news about the whole prison
and presents a channel of communication through which
female and male inmates can communicate.
Duration of friendships. These inmates acknowledged
that they knew other individuals who are now inmates prior
to commitment.

Lynn "fell” with Mamie* an "involuntary

isolate” and Leigh "fell” with her husband.

All three

inmates mentioned met in jail before being brought to
Sheldon.

Only Lynn, the younger, stated that she believes

that friendships formed at prison will continue after re*
lease.
Past groupings and plans.

Lynn was a member of

fraternal and social groups prior to commitment.

Both re*

ported that they plan to work when they are released* Lynn
stated that she will return to her husband and secure a
job* Leigh said that she will work as a''secretary,
Self concepts of Individual'inmates

'

'

' 'Sentiments associated with commitment.

When they

first arrived at Sheldon, one respondent was "very unhappy
and worried about the loved ones 1 have left at home” and
the other said that she felt "unlucky to get caught,**

loth

reported that they have been "fairly treated” by the pr*sotl
administration.

Lynn said that’she sometimes thinks of

herself as a "convict.”

Leigh claimed that she never thinks
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o f herself in this way.

Both have concepts of the term

"rehabilitation” as involving services performed within
the institution, and both think that Sheldon has a "good”
rehabilitation program.
Inmate *
*s relationship with the admini
Work situation and free personnel.

According to

responses received to the question, "Do you like your
prison work?

your boss?

your fellow inmate workers? and

the free people with whom you work?" the inmates are
satisfied with their work situation and their associates.
Furthermore, they claimed that their work is important.
Rankings of inmate jobs.

In ranking inmate jobs

these respondents placed office positions at the top.
‘

Problems at work and with -other inmates* the

inmates said that if they had a work problem they,would
seek help from their boss.

In the event of a minor or

serious problem between themselves and another inmate,
Leigh stated that she would'work it out herself, whereas
Lynn said that she would seek help from other inmates.
•
,
. **
the event of a serious problem Lynn said she would sect a
from her work boss.
Sources of help. Both claimed that their work '
supervisor has helped them by giving them self-confidence
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and understanding,

Lynn said that other inmates- have help

ed her, but reported that free people sometimes " p ic k on
the inmates” or "throw their weight around.”
Concepts of the duties of the free people.

Both

inmates have concepts which are in line with the expec
tation of the administration concerning the duties of the
matrons, superintendent, and warden.

They speak to or

talk with the matrons and superintendent,

neither speak

to nor talk with the warden*
Prison rales.

'

Lynn admitted that free people break

the rules of the prison some of which are important.

Both

stated that some groups of inmates.almost always oppose
official rules and that their group does not always accept
them.
Summary on Croup VI

,

-

In summary, the two members in Croup VI are of wide
ly different ages.

However, they have the same educational

achievement, which is higher than the median educational
attainments for Groups II-V.
ligions.

They profess different re

Both are married, are serving time for the same

type of offense (theft), have been committed to Sheldon
within the last year, and are from areas of 6,000 or less
population.

Neither has previous institutional experience.

These inmates do not consider themselves to be as
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popular

each

as'do the-members of'the larger groups, but

indicates that she has one close friend, namely, the
other*

Although they'prefer to associate with each other,

only one uses, the term "we” in referring to activities
with' her friend.

Both recognized the existence of groups

within their first few days at Sheldon.

.

*fhey live close together and eat at the same table.
One expresses stronger group ties than does the other.

She

thinks that she would share secrets or "take the blame” for
her close friend,

they both believe that if is best to

share luxuries with several or all of the inmates.

They

-read, the Sheldonlte weekly and recognize the prevalence of
nicknames among,the inmates.' Both knew each'other prior to
being- committed to Sheldon*

Only the one who participated

in groups prior to commitment feels that friendships formed
at Sheldon will'last after release.
'

There was no agreement between the-group members on

' their feelings when they arrived at prison.

Unlike the

members in Groups l-IV, they; were not "afraid.”

Both feel,

that they have been "fairly treated” by the.prison person
nel.

Only one thinks of herself as an “inmate.”

Both have

concepts of the term "rehabilitation” based on services
within the prison and feel that Sheldon ha® a' “good” re*
habilitation program.
Group VI members
are important? they

think that their work-"'positions .

rank inmate Job® at the administration
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building highly.

from

They would seek advice

ministrative boss in the event

of a work

their ad*

problem, but in

a problem with another inmate, they would solve
or among the other inmates.

of

a serious

her work boss.

They agree
have helped

that both free personnel and inmates

them since their commitment to Sheldon, but

one feels that the free personnel
around”

of

alone

another inmate, one feels that she would ask'

problem with
help

In the event

it

or

“throw

their weight

the inmates,”

”pick on

7* Isolates
As has been’mentioned in the preceding sections,
the ungrouped

Inmates are classified in this study as

“voluntary” and “involuntary isolates,”

The “voluntary

isolate” is the inmate who neither makes nor receives
intense mutual friendship choices.
late” is the

inmate

in

Almost

all

reciprocated.

Groups I-VI were asked

thought there were “isolates”
inmates.

iso

who chooses several friends, but has

none of these choices strongly
The members

The “involuntary

among

if

they

the white female

agreed that there were several,

-

Among

the characteristics they attributed to these inmates in
cluded the following*

“too religious,” “old,” “slovenly

in manners and appearance,” “not clean,” "backward,” “un
adjusted,” “mentally retarded,” “too quiet,” “too talka
tive,” ”recent commitments,” "independent,” and “hard to

TABLE VI

MEASURES OP DISPERSION AND CENTRAL TENDENCY FOR VARIOUS POPULATION
CHARACTERISTICS OP «HIT1 FBfALB CROUPS AT SHELDON, OCTOBER, 1958*
Groups

Age
(range)

I

29-39

II

32-37

1957

7.5

III

20-34

1957

3.0

10-12

11

IV

24—42

1958
l

5.0

0-14

7

V

38-70

1956

, 5.0

5-11 ■

6

VI

20-37

1958

4.5

prior to 1955

Length of Sentence
(median years)
10,0

School Achievement
Highest Grade Completed
(range)
(median)
8-16

12

: 9-16 .

10

' 12

12

Interviews conducted by the investigator and data obtained front
the State Institutional Coordinating Bureau,.

w

♦Sources*

Date of Commitment
(median year)
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get along with,”
■

'Several of

the

ungrouped'inmates

female inmate population

choose friends among the other

these choices are

inmates., hat
who is on the

friends

reciprocated. Rath,

Ruth

a n d 'Nancy

building,- Kate is the
The attitudes of

XV, ■

X,

are

“involuntary

work in the administration

classification clerk at the Larks*
interveiw

varied,

comprehending some of the questions,

Kate co-operated and

of

in Group

these inmates toward the

Ruth had difficulty

Group

Groups 1 and II, and Nancy,

in

who chooses friend© mainly

the beginning

not

periphery of loosely integrated

Kate, who selects

isolates,”

within this white

the

was talkative,

Nancy

was afraid at

interview, but relaxed after she had

answered some of the

questions*

characteristics were

previously discussed in Group

Since Ruth’s general

her responses to the other parts of

the

IV, only

questionnaire are

recorded in this section.
Kate and Nancy,
have completed the

seventh grade and are Catholics who at

tend: mass irregularly,
vilian occupation, the
barmaid.

21 and'20-years.old respectively,
Whereas the former listed no ci
latter was a “soda jerk” and a

Both arc married

by

common law.

Neither Kate

nor Nancy was an only child.

The former is serving a

seven-year sentence for armed

robbery?

the latter is

serving a ten-year sentence for narcotics violation.
was admitted in 1954, Nancy in 1953.

Kate

These inmates have

•
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had previous institutional experience and are parole vio
lators,

They lived in urban areas prior to commitment.
In relationships

with other inmates, Kate and Haney,

"involuntary isolates,” consider themselves to be popular
and Ruth thinks of herself

as

very popular.

Kate

and Ruth

said that "all of the other inmates” are their friends,
Nancy stated that ”six” are.
other inmates.

All prefer their friends to

They like them because they can discuss

problems and share with them.

.

The "involuntary isolates”

are with their friends several times a day in the inmate
store,

in

their rooms, and in the television room.

They

talk, watch television, and listen to records with them.
Conversations center around different topics for each of
these inmates.

Nancy said that

she

talks mostly

about

"going home,” Kate about "everything,” and Ruth, about her
"family, church,
■
groupsf

and

studies.”

These inmates mentioned the prevalence of inmate
Kate

and Nancy

noticed group formation immediately

upon their arrival at Sheldon.

that

Kate and Ruth said

there are leaders among the inmates.

The latter, a Funda

mental Protestant, wears long hair and no make-up

and

con

siders herself the religious leader of the inmates.
However, she does not receive leadership recognition from
other inmates.
In sharing secrets and luxuries, each "involuntary
isolate” has a different practice.

Whereas, both Nancy

14?
and Kate said that they share secrets with
the former thinks that

still have someone
business,

"few*1 inmates*

it is best to keep them to

self and, the latter that
several 'inmates .so that

a

one’s

it is best'to share them with
if one- inmate is-.released,

with whom to

discuss

Ruth claimed that she

close friend, but like Haney she
to share them,with no one*

All

she

•
will

her personal

shares secrets with
admitted

one

that it is best

claimed that they share

luxuries with one or a few friends*

Whereas, Ruth said

that she would "take the blame" for no one, Kate stated
that she did not believe in "snitching" and would "take
the blame"

for

any inmate*

"take the blame"

for

Nancy claimed that she would

her friends or

a

few others, but would

use her own judgment in deciding what to do,
■

,

Nancy and Kate acknowledged the presence of isolates

among the white female inmate population*

Kate said that

about six of the girls who are either "too talkative, have
unpleasant personalities or would rather stay to themselves"
are not members in groups*
The "involuntary isolates" claimed that some groups
have closer ties among members than others and that some
have more internal disagreements among members than others*
Nancy and Kate reported that a few groups almost always op*
pose official orders.
Whereas, most of the inmates in groups said that
they were "afraid" when they were,committed to Sheldon,
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Kate claimed that she had a “chip on her shoulder,” Nancy
that she was “lost,” and Ruth that she had been "unfairly
treated.”

The two former inmates admitted that at times

they think of themselves as ’’convicts.”

All considered

the term “rehabilitation” to refer to services provided
within the institution.

They feel that there is a re*

habilitation program at Sheldon.

Nancy and Kate, who were

at Camp ”D,” said that they like the Larks better because
it is cleaner and the living quarters are more private,

,

but Kate feels that the white inmates had better food at
the old camp.
None of the "involuntary isolates” 1belonged to
social, fraternal, or church groups

prior

to commitment.

Nancy and Ruth knew individuals who are now Inmates at
Sheldon prior to either of their commitments*
The “involuntary isolates” feel that the friend*
ships formed at prison will last for different lengths of
time.

Nancy thinks that they will end when she is released?

Kate feels that they will continue after release? and, Ruth
believes that they will continue after release only if the
individuals are from the same geographical area.
Only one inmate in the entire female inmate papu*
lation, Kate, stated that she was "afraid” to leave
Sheldon.

She is an “involuntary isolate” who said that

she had spent so much of her life “locked up” that she
could not adjust to the “outside.”

.
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In solving problems concerning their work siteations
Kate and Nancy said that they would seek help fro® their
work supervisors.

With regard to problems with other

inmates, Nancy claimed that she would solve them alone,
Kate that she would seek help from her Inmate friends, and
Ruth that she would ask the aid of the “one in charge,”
All of these inmates claimed that they were satisfied with
their work positions and liked their work superintendents,
the other inmates, and the free people with whom they as
sociated in their jobs,

Nancy and Kate rank as important .

their own jobs and all rank highly the secretarial and
clerical position of the inmates who work at the prison
administration building.
' Kate and Ruth agreed that the inmates and free
personnel have helped them in Sheldon, but admitted that
the latter sometimes- “throw their weight around” and “pick
on the inmates,”
On the whole, the attitudes of the “involuntary
isolates” are not greatly different from those of the
grouped inmates.

The'investigator surmised that these

individuals could be categorized as follows*

Nancy—

”the inmate who does not'talk as 1interestingly*, or dress ^
as neatly as the Oroup I members among whom she chooses
her friends?

Kate—

"the inmate who cannot *keep confi

dences* and chooses friends in the two major competing
groups, I and II”? and, Ruth—

"the inmate who is a

ISO

religious fanatic in conversations and actions*”
In addition to the three "involuntary isolates,”
five inmates can be categorized as “ voluntary isolates*"
Two, Trudy and Joy, are recent commitments14 and work in
the tailor shop*

due

iven though these individuals,

the recency of commitment, know little about life
Sheldon, they cooperated with the interviewer.

to

at

Two others,

Letty and Bev, work as dormitory orderlies and have

been at

Sheldon for a period of time sufficient for them to

have

developed keen insights into the prison

situation* These

inmates had the traditional negative attitude toward co-
operating with .the interviewer whom they felt
connection with the administration*
reserved during the interview*

They

had

some

were polite

but

Mamie, a harks* adminis

tration building orderly, the most isolated inmate at the
camp, was unable to answer many of the questions.

Her lack

of understanding even of the most elementarily worded
questions was a major barrier,
In the following discussion the attitudes of Trudy

.. ,
Being newly committed may have some influence on
the inmate s status within the inmate social system, but
other factors such as group, rivalry, Job assignments, and
work associates are also Important* For example, Carol,
a newcomer, is a member of tightly knit Croup II. The
^er work position and the circumstances under
which she was assigned this position, i.e*, she took it

?Tfr„frr a ”®?ber
®r°uP 1. and the contacts which it
5iiuULi
h*Ye wi!5 Group II members throughout the
day have a positive effect on her grouping status*
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and Joy, the recent commitments, and Bev and Letiy', the
dormitory orderlies, are considered in pairs and those of
Mamie alone*
' Trudy and Joy are respectively 24 and 40 years old*
The former completed the twelfth and the latter the tenth
grade.

Trudy is Protestant* Joy is Catholic.

Both at

tend church regularly*' Prior'to commitment’Trudy was a
waitress and Joy a telephone operator and filing' clerk#
The former is married and the latter widowed.
siblings.

Both have

The crime for which they have been Imprisoned

is-the same, namely theft*

Trudy is serving a four-year

sentence and Joy a two-year■sentence*

The latter is a

probation violator and -the former has previous institu
tional experience#
1958.

Both'were.committed to Sheldon in

Trudy is' from a community of 9,GOB and Joy from a

community of 500,000' or more population.

Since these

inmates have "been .at the Larks for only a few weeks and *
had not known any" of the inmates prior to commitment, they
did not express definite ideas about their inmate friend
ships . However, both said that they had noticed inmate
'

/

.

•

1

groups*
In sharing with other inmates, Trudy and Joy stated
that they would share their luxuries with others, but they
think that it is best for each person to keep her secrets
to herself.

Trudy, the inmate with previous institutional

experience, said that she would ”take the blame1* for any
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friend.

On the other hand,

Joy

They recognised the preva*

«take the blame” for no one*
lence of nicknames among the

inmates* Whereas, Trudy felt

is a

as though the Sheldonlte

stated that she would

"goad”

idea, Joy, who has

had no previous institutional experience,
does not care whether

or

not

there is an inmate paper*

Joy participated in fraternal,

Neither Trudy nor

social, or church groups prior to
plan to work after they

^

incarceration* Both

return to the

are satisfied with their work and
associate with in

said that she

”£ree world,”

like

They

the people they

their work situation* However, Joy -said

that she did not feel that her work is important, They
ranked'.' administration 'building

clerical and

secretarial

jobs as the most important work positions for
Both felt that in
their supervisor*

a work

inmate*

from

problem they would seek help

Trudy said

that

problems

should be solved among the inmates,
opinion on this

the

subject*'

between inmates

Joy expressed no

-

■

Trudy and Joy did not agree regarding who

had

helped them during their incarceration? however, they
agreed that free people ”throw their weight around” and
”pick on the inmates*”

Furthermore, they claimed that

free people and inmates

sometimes

both

”break" prison rules.

Joy said that often free people ”overdo” the rules.

Both

have concepts of the duties of the matrons and superin
tendent which are in line with the expected duties as

1S3
defined by the

administration*

inmate with previous

Unlike the grouped

lates” said they did
rived at

Sheldon*

admitted that
.“pay” for it*.

only Trudy,

the warden.
inmates, these

not experience

-Joy

■
’’involuntary iso**

”£ear”

said that she ’felt

when

ar

they

Trudy

"lonely,”

she had committed a crime and expected to
Whereas the'latter thinks of

herself

’’inmate*” the former does not use this term in
herself.

the

institutional experience* was able

to enumerate'the duties of
■

However*,

Both have

concept® of the word

as an

thinking

"rehabilitation”

involving services performed within the institution.
Trudy thinks that

.

of

Only

Sheldon has. a rehabilitation program.

Significantly-enough* even though .these inmates

are recent,

commitments*

they are aware of groups

lates within the white female inmate population,

and

iso

Joy’s

responses coincided with what one might expect of a
"bitter” new commitment.
of the more

experienced

lev' and Letty
orderlies.

Trudy’s were similar to those
inmate,

'

are two of the three dormitory

They are respectively 23 and 27

years old and

have completed the eighth and sixth grades. Letty is
C a t h o l i c -and

lev Protestant,

Neither

is

regular

in

church

* \ e t t y has an t »Q. of 77 * This information is re
corded for very few of the women inmates and was obtained
from scores on tests administered by a prison psychologist.
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attendance. ' -Prior to commitment „ Bev and tier husband
o w e d and operated a bar-cafe? Letty worked as a waitress
and barmaid*

the former has been'married'three times?

the latter' is single*

Both have siblings,,-' Lefty wad com*

mitted to Sheldon in 1953 to serve'a five-ytat sentence
for manslaughter,

-Staff members said that the"day before

her release Letty attempted to escape with another inmate ,
a homosexual now at the state mental hospital, who s t i l l
had a long sentence to serve.

As a result, Letty*& .

sentence- was lengthened by two years,

Bev was committed

to Sheldon in 1958 to serve a ten-year sentence for vio
lating the narcotics laws* -The former was reared on a "
farm and the la tte r in a community of 500,000 or more popu
lation,

These inmates are either probation or parole vio

lators,
■

;

' They,consider themselves'popular or average in

popularity with the other inmates,

Bev said that ”all the

inmates” are her friends, but that she has ”two close
friends,”

.

Letty stated that ”three or four inmates” are

her friends and one is a ”close friend,”

They reported

that they are mutual friends and that one of their other
friends works as a dormitory orderly.

In listing the '

qualities-one likes in a friend, Letty states that she
likes those who are ^understanding, truthful, and sincere.”
When asked if these are the qualities of her inmate friends,
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she replied, "No one here has these qualities.”

Bev

.stated that she liked individuals who are "friends to my
face and to my hack.”

Both inmates recognized the ex

istence of inmate groups Within their first few days at
Sheldon.
,

Bev and tetty claim that they meet their friends

several times a week.

The only activity in which they

participate with them is watching television.

Coaver-.,,

sations for these two. mainly center around the topics of
"inside prison” and freedom,
'

_

Both concur in their opinions regarding sharing

and "taking the blame” for another inmate.

They agreed

that" it is best to share secrets with no one and to "take
the blame” for a few or all provided that it were not too
serious.

'

■

,

'

When asked if the respondent preferred her friends
or other inmate, friends, Bev replied, "I’m.satisfied.
get along.with everybody,”

X

Letty said that she disliked

and could not trust most people at Sheldon,

Both felt

that one needs friends to avoid becoming lonely.

They,

noted the prevalence of, nicknames among- the Inmates.

Both

read the the Sheldonite weekly and think that the inmate
newspaper is'a "good” idea.
'

,

.

■

When asked about their friends prior to commitment,

Bev said that she worked .with one of the individuals who
is an inmate now.

Whereas, she said the friendships made
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at Sheldon would terminate
would continue*
incarceration.

with

release* Letty

Neither participated in

clubs

Both plan to work when they

felt

they

prior to

are

"outside.”

In a work problem within the institution, they stated, they
would seek help from their work supervisor. they would

try

to solve problems between themselves and other inmates,
within the inmate social system.

Both

agreed

that

other

inmates have helped them in Sheldonf only Bev feels
-the free people have helped her.

that

She said that the former

helped her by teaching her the rules when

she

rived at Sheldon *

.

first ar
.

Bev refused to answer questions relating to whether
or not free personnel "throw their weight around" or
on the inmates,” but

Letty

claimed that several

"pick

free people
by

"throw their weight around" and "pick on the inmates"
showing partiality and making the inmate feel she is
"underdog,”

an

In enumerating the duties of the matrons,

superintendent, and warden, Letty listed some of those

which

are in line with the expectations of the adminis

tration.

On the other hand,

Bev

said

that she did not

know what the superintendent and warden were supposed to
do.

Both inmates speak to the free personnel.

that these employees

often

Letty said

"break" important prison rules.

Both admitted that inmate groups "break" official rules,
but denied that they did.
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On arrival at Sheldon, Bev said that she was

"afraid" because of the "tales" she had heard about prisou
life. In contrast, tetty was angry or as she said, "I was
burnt.”
Unlike the members in the cohesive groups, Bev
thinks of herself as both an “inmate” and “convict,”
seldom uses the latter term in thinking of herself.

tetty
Both

have concepts of the term “rehabilitation” which are based
mainly on services within the institution.

Neither feels

that the present program at Sheldon helps to rehabilitate
individuals,

tetty who was at Camp ”B” stated that she

likes the new prison better because there are no bars and
the individual can decorate her own room.
Another “involuntary isolate” is Mamie, a camp ad
ministration building orderly who has no mutual friend
ships among the inmates.
in the camp infirmary.

She has a skin rash and lives
During the interview, she was

docile but unable to comprehend all of the questions.
Wamie is 25 years old, has completed the sixth grade,
and is Protestant and active in church participation.
Prior to incarceration she was a barmaid.
and has two siblings.

She is divorced,

She was arrested in 1958 with Lynn,

a member of Croup VI* and is serving a one-year sentence
for theft.

Mamie lived in a community of 5,000 popu

lation.
The few responses which Mamie was able to give to
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the interviewer are presented in this section,

She said

that there are inmate groups which she noticed a few
weeks after being committed to Sheldon.

However, she ad

mitted that she is not a member and furthermore that she
seldom leaves her room to associate with other inmates.
When Mamie is with others, it is in the camp adminis
tration building day room or in the television room.

She

keeps up with camp activities by reading the Sheldonite
weekly.
In a disagreement among inmates, Mamie feels that
the individuals involved should settle it among them
selves.

She said that the free personnel have helped her

in the same ways in which they have helped other inmates.
Mamie feels that among the inmates only the one she "fell"
with has helped her.

She speaks to the matrons and

superintendent in her work contacts, but has no idea of
what the duties of these individuals are.

Even though

she has heard the word "rehabilitation," she does not know
the meaning of it.
The three "involuntary isolates” can be categorized
in the following terms?

Bev—

"the independent indivi

dual,” Letty— — "the mentally retarded inmate,” and Mamie—
"the unclean and mentally retarded isolate."
As was mentioned- earlier, in this chapter, inmates
in tightly knit groups consider some individuals who are
in very loosely structured groups to be isolates.

They
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fail to realize

friends

that these individuals have

others

regularly spend some, of their time*

with who® they

For example. Mama

refer

Brenda is

to as an

the Inmate

isolate.

members of the 'tightly

She

who® many of the

'is much older than the

knit groups and,cannot take part in

active group participation*
al special,

special

However, she does have sever

friends*

Summary on Isolates
There are two

kinds of isolates at Sheldon, the

"involuntary isolates" who make strong friendship choices
among the female Inmates but do not have these recipro
cated, and the "voluntary isolates" who desire no strong
friendships with other inmates*
among the members

of

The

former

select friends

the two main groups but fail to live

up to the requirements of group membership within these
tightly knit units for many reasons which include the
followings
tive."

"not neat," "not well dressed," and "too talka

The "voluntary isolates" are characterized mainly

by their feelings toward other inmates*

In

contrast with

the members in the tightly knit units, these inmates share
secrets with no one,

meet

their friends during leisure

only several times a week, choose friends only within their
special work unit, had not participated in social, fra
ternal , or church groups prior to commitment, and were not
afraid when they first arrived at Sheldon*

FRIENDSHIP CHOICES OP WHITE FEMALE INMATES AT SHELDON, OCTOBER, 1958

Level I
(Clerical
positions
Main Ad.
Bldg.)
Level II
(Clerical
positions
Larks)

Level III
(Manual
Larks)

Legend
Member of

if Group I

©

Member of
Group V

XfiKMember of
«jy Group II
Member of
'Group III

Member of
Group IV

/ * Hanger-on
V,,,/ or Isolate

Figure 4. Friendship choices of members in Groups I-VI and of the isolates. The larger the circle
the greater the individual^ acceptance within the inmate social system. Levels I, II, and III
represent the hierarchial arrangement of jobs open to the inmate.
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O

Member of
Group VI
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General Summary

. . the- data

provided

in

cohesive groups and a number

white female Inmates, Groups I
ly

knit units*

through

the

that there are six ®<>re or

writer *8 observations indicate
less

interviews and

the

Groups III, IV,

of

isolates among the

and II

are the more tight

V, and VI are

more loosely

integrated.

By and large, the members of the tightly knit units
have a narrower age range, greater similarity of occu
pational positions prior to commitment, greater similarity
in type

of

crime committed, and longer sentences than

members in the

loosely

The

structured units.

members of

the strongest group, Group I, have been at Sheldon longer
than those in the other groups.
in Group II were committed to

Even though some inmates

Sheldon

quite recently,

all

except one have previous arrests or commitments.
•.

The greater age ranges, wider divergencies in edu

cational attainments, and more

variations

prior to commitment occur among
integrated groups.

members

in occupation

in the

Furthermore, the lowest educational

attainments for the groups are among loosely
IV and V,

loosely

knit

Groups

Even though most members in each of the differ

ent groups profess the same religion, only members in
loosely knit groups participate in church activities at
Sheldon.

All inmates who committed "crimes against the
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person” are in the same
ly knit unit.

group. Group

I?,

In the other groups, most

charged with either narcotics

which is a loose**
inmates are

offenses or

theft.

In their relationships with other inmates, the
members of the more tightly knit Groups I and I I » and
those in Group III, all of whom claim subgroup membership
in the stronger groups, feel that they are
than do the members of Groups IV-VI.
group, except V, have participated

in

Some

more

members

only a few have definite plans
Generally, all

However,

feel that friendships

made at Sheldon will not end with release.
plan to return home after serving

in each

fraternal, social,

or church organizations prior to commitment *
only in Group V do all the members

popular

Most

inmates

their sentences, but

about working*

inmates belonging to groups ex

perienced "fear" when they arrived at Sheldon, hot this
feeling is no longer present.

They agreed that they have

been "fairly treated" and helped by the prison adminis
trators, are satisfied with their work positions, and con
sider the jobs in the administration building important.
In addition to the groups found at Sheldon, there
were a number of "isolates." These eight individuals,
^
i
« either were not
♦Voluntary” and ’'involuntary isolates,
.

accepted as members of the groups from wh:Uh they seleoted
friends or failed to choose friends.

i
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,Negro Inmates .

,
For

the

of this study the

purposes

viewed a sample

groupings*

discussion some o f
categories are

writer inter
found

the'Negro Inmates hate

and

isolates. In the following

the characteristics of each of these

presented,
1,

-

. ..

consisting -of 25 Negro, inmates, ‘She

that like the white inmates*
leaders* social

-■ '

•
Leaders

Negro inmates had various concepts of the social

position of a "leader,”

Pour said that leaders were "had”

and denied that there were any among the inmates,

Some

defined a ‘’leader” as an inmate who endeavors to take the
place of the free personnel.

In spite of this lack of

consensus on the part of these individualst four-fifths of
them said that there were leaders among the inmates.
even claimed that they themselves were leaders,

Six

these

individuals differed greatly in respect to age* personality,
crime committed* and place of residence,

■'

Annie and Marie are inmates who were most often
mentioned.as leaders by the other inmates.

The former ad

mitted that she was a leader, tout the latter denied it,
Annie* a mail room girl, and Marie, a dormitory orderly*
are both serving seven-year sentences which began in 1955
for narcotics offenses,
Marie is 44,

Annie, the younger, is 28 and

The former completed high school, but the

1,64

latter has

had- so formal education* Both are Catholic

but Irregular

in their religious practices* prior to

commitseat, Annie

worked as a telephone operator dispatcher

housemaid, Both hare unstable marital back

and Marie as a

Neither is an only child*

grounds*

In relationships
individuals said
larity.

Annie

Each thinks

that■they are

These

Neither

with

is

like a “mother” to

confide in her#
but

friends,

her?

Marie

feels

that there are groups among the female
_

,

■

.

respondents said that they would not share
anyone*

They do share luxuries with some

inmates* but

of

popu

friend* Ihereas Annie claimed that

inmates at Sheldon.

the, other

in

a “mother” to her friend* loth of these

inmates reported

secrets

girls

that all of the inmates are her

her close friend
she is

“about average”

claimed that most

each has one close

that

with other inmates both of these

do

of

not "take the blame” for anyone.

these inmates feels that there is a prevalence

of nicknames

among

the

inmates,

^

Both knew other girls who are now at Sheldon
to commitment*

prior

Annie who had participated in clubs before

incarceration feels that friendships at Sheldon
end with release*

Marie believes that

will

not

theyv’Will*

Like the white inmates, the Negro leaders said that
they were ’’afraid” when they came to Sheldon, but neither
had this feeling now.

These inmates were at Camp ”B” and
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have differing feelings about
that she like'the

the new

compound,

Annie said

Larks because it is.cleaner and nicer*

Marie claimed that

she liked the old, camp better because it

was more private,

the inmates were freer, and there were

people and ‘mens*

around* Whereas, Annie has a concept of

the term "rehabilitation”
within the

which entails services provided

prison! Marie does not know what the term means

even though she admits having heard it.
Both

inmates are satisfied with their work assign

ments,

like their supervisor, the free people and their

fellow

inmate workers* In a work problem,

help

they

would seek

from their supervisor®! however, in a problem with

another inmate,
inmates*

they would
__

try to settle it among the
'

■

Both Claim that other inmates and free people have
helped them since they came to Sheldon, Annie said that
her boss has recognised her worn and encouraged her. Her
inmate school teacher (white) has loaned her money. She
stated that borrowing money is.a big secret and that she
will ask her teacher or work boss before she will ask
another inmate*
These inmate leaders feel that some of the free
people "throw their weight around” and "pick on* the
inmates.

Whereas, Marie likes the camp superintendent?

Annie reported that he has "no understanding for women.”
»

Both inmates claimed that the free personnel

do not

■
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always follow the prison

rules and that

which'they break are important*

tried

their friends always

to.

They

some.of the rules

said that they and

follow the official orders*

"Annie has bees a representative from
dormitory

to both

She'
was

ing Pond.
ficials and
friends*

the

i ,■

'public*"

*

was. elected

Some Inmates,

to

,

to

lead*

the former'by prison of*

the- latter

by

her inmate

stated that Annie# who is their'

education .and speaks well before the

,

'

'

>

Inmate Council, and the Inmate

appointed

-leader,, has a '"nice

the Negro

2*.

..

Inmate Groups

’ .

'

One of the respondents who was admitted -to Sheldon

in 1951, said that there were no groups among the Negro
inmates at that time*

■

At present all of the Negro inmates

in the sample stated that there are groups.

Some reported

that there are three main' groups, others that there are
fro® six to-tea main groups each consisting of from three
to five members,

.

.

•

■ The group relationships mentioned most often were
those based on the fact that these members came from the
same town.

Inmates in the largest group who came from a

city of over one-half million population knew each other
prior to commitment,'
cotics offenses.

They are serving sentences for nar*

'
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Some of the inmates feel that work locations at
the prison in some ways influence their friendship
patterns.

Almost all of the inmates stated that they

recognized the existence of groups among the inmates on
their first day at Sheldon5 ho%tever» seven, said that they
did not notice them until after they had been at the insti
tution for a- month or longer.
Thirteen of the inmates reported that they live
near their friends in the dormitory* but only two said
that they share Mbiffies” with their friends*
Most of the Negro inmates did not answer or under
stand the question concerning their use of the terras nwen
and “I” in referring to group activities.
Even though there were groups among the white

.

inmates and among the Negro inmates* no groups were found
in which both whites and Negroes were members.

However*

16 of the Negro and 11 of the white inmates said that there
are some cross-racial friendships.

Some of the whites and

Negroes from the same town were friends prior to com
mitment ,

Other whlte-Negro friendships developed through

their constant interaction in similar work locations or
through mutual interest in music and literature.

Bi

racial friends talk, joke* and the whites buy the Negroes
«cokes.** The meeting place® for these inmates are in the
yard, the classroom, the dayroom at the camp, the store
and at work.
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.

la addition to the general type of friendship be*
tween the Negro and white inmates, another bond exists
among some of them.

This is the ’’penitentiary family’*

which was mentioned more often by the Negro- than the
white inmates,

In days past, at the old Camp :“B ,” one

inmate said* that whites and Negroes were closer' friends,

-

At that time there‘were fewer inmates and these inmates
seldom had contacts with anyone who was not from Camp
”0,”

For companionship, they would ash other inmates to

■be their “ sisters,” “cousins,” “mothers,” and “daughters,”
These relationships would then constitute'what the Negro
inmates referred to as their “penitentiary family,”
these “families” crossed the racial lines.

Often

One white

. Inmate said that the “families” serve psychological as
well as.material'functions,

Since social stigma assort*

ated with penitentiary life led few white families to
visit their relatives while they were incarcerated, the
need for close relationships was fulfilled through the se
lection of “penitentiary ‘families,”

An example of the

functioning of a present-day “family” is when the head
inmate cook, a Negro, who Is “mother” to Brenda, the main
inmate leader, brings her “daughter” extra sweets from the
kitchen, and the “daughter” bays her “mother” “cokes,”
In addition to recognizing that there were leader®
and groups among Negro inmates, 17 Negro respondents said
that there were some isolates.

The isolates were described

im
in the following terras:

’’old people,” ’’recent com

mitments,” ’’independent,” ’’unpleasant," and "afraid of
trouble.”
Summary on Negro inmates
The one-third sample of Negro inmates interviewed
for this study indicated that their leaders, informal
groups, and isolates function within the informal social
system much the same as do the white leaders, informal
groups, and isolates«

In addition to the informal groups

within each race certain bi**racial relationships exist,
especially within the ’’penitentiary family.”

CHAPTSft V

'

SUMMAR? AND CONCLUSIONS .
In the
inmate social
penitentiary

system in a women*s
have been

beens

purpose has
group life

foregoing chapters certain aspects

described

<1> to

among the

examine

division

and

of

the -

of a state

summarized,

The

the extent of informal

women inmates;

C3) to describe and

the characteristics of the groups and their

compare
members;

(3) to determine

the inmates

whether

there

are leaders

among

and within the groups and to describe their

.

characteristics; <4) to ascertain the presence of isolates
among the
compare

members of the inmate social system, and

the conclusions with results

(5)

to

of other studies.

. With the growth, of sociology increasing attention
has been focused on the informal social structure of formal
systems, but very feu studies in this area have been under
taken in the penal environment and only one known study has
been conducted in a female correctional institution.
Through information gained by nonparticipant obser
vation, structured interviews, informal interviews, sta
tistical reports, and case histories, attention has been
focused on the historical background, population charac
teristics, and formal organisation as they relate to the
170
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women's division of a state prison, and to inmate leaders,
informal groups, and Isolates among both the Negro and
white female inmates.
’’Sheldon” is the name used in this study to dis
guise the identity of a real prison characterized for a
half-century by the brutal and inhumane treatment of
inmates.

Today, after the reform which began in 1952,

it is considered by many to be among the best correctional
institutions in the South.

Prior to the reformation, the

women inmates were housed in unsanitary and poorly con
structed frame buildings and worked at their camp.

With

in the last few years, the female inmates have been moved
to a new location, have been housed in modern cement-block
buildings, and some have been assigned to secretarial and
clerical positions in the main prison administration build
ing.
Throughout its history Sheldon has had around 100
female inmates.
ally been Negro.

Seventy-five per cent of these have usu
At the time of this study, there were

' 29 'white female inmates and 71 Negroes.

Female inmates

compose about four per cent of the total prison popu
lation.
By and large, the white female inmates are older,
have completed more formal education, have a greater per
centage of legal marital relationships, and are serving
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shorter sentences than the Negro inmates.

Most of the

inmates, both Negro and white, are from urban areas,

Nar

cotics was the major offense for both racial groups,
Forgery for the whites and ^crimes against the person**
for the Negroes were also important categories.

Almost

one-half of the whites were barmaids or waitresses and
one-half of the Negroes were either restaurant cooks and
dishwashers or housemaids prior to commitment»
Informal Social Relationships
This study has disclosed the significant fact that
informal patterns of social relationships play a relatively
important part in the lives of most of the female inmates
at Sheldon.

Of 29 white inmates, 21 belong to informal

social groups which have varying degrees of intensity.

In

formal group relationships are also important to the Negro
inmates, although complete data on the Negro groups w e r e :
not gathered.
In order to consider the functioning of informal
groups it is necessary to have an understanding of the
formal organization of Sheldon insofar as it relates to
the female inmates. With the development of modern peno
logical concepts, female inmates at Sheldon have been as
signed work positions in the main prison administration
building which is located several miles from their camp.
Through secretarial and clerical work positions, they have
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constant interaction with prison administrators and staff*
The limited number of female inmates and 'the worts contacts
which some of them have seem to encourage the functioning
of staff-inmate relationships on an informal basis*

■

■ 1,

’

Leadership Patterns

Leadership roles among the female inmates are Am* ■

portant in the informal patterns of interaction within the
inmate social system at'Sheldon*

A historical'view of the

development of leadership patterns among female inmates
indicates that those who have served the longest terms,
both among the Negroes and whites, .are the strongest
leaders*

.Furthermore, changes in the administration have

had their effects on inmate leadership and on group align
ments*

All o f the leaders are serving sentences for nar

cotics violations*

The strongest leaders, both of the

.

whole inmate population and within-groups, are those who
are leaders of the most tightly knit white female groups*
The weaker leaders among the white inmates are homosexuals
whose leadership status may be enhanced by this behavior
pattern.
2,

Informal Groups

'

-

_

In addition to the leadership patterns within the
female inmate social system, six more or less cohesive
informal groups were found among the White female inmates.
These groups range in size from two to five inmates each *
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among

Groups were found

size and number were

not determined. On the

their exact

whole , Negroes

and larger informal groups. Among the

seem to have more

cohesive groups are. those in which the

whites the'more

x

are more homogeneous with respect to- age,

group members
educational'

the Negro inmates, hut

achievement, occupation prior to

commitment*

previous commitments, date of

commitment,

type of crime,
and length of

sentence, furthermore, within the more

cohesive groups,

homosexual behavior patterns appear to

be an important

factor, the M m cohesive groups, data

indicate,

are held together

similarities

in prison was common place of residence

commitment

the whites

formed in jail prior to commitment,

the Negro inmates the major criterion in

group formation
prior to

fewer ties, which, include

in religious practices and wort assignments,

and mutual’friendships
! Among

by

This is not an important factor among

since, in contrast with the Negro inmates,

whites knew 'each
■informal inmate

few

other prior to commitment, There are no
groups in which both white and Negroes are

members#
3.

Isolates

Some individuals are not members of groups*

They

are either ^voluntary isolates,” who do not desire recipro
cal friendship choices with others, or involuntary iso
lates,” who fail to receive reciprocal choices from others.
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There',are isolates among

both

Usually these Individuals
inmates by such terms

as

ligious," ’’independent,”
commitments,"

white and Negro inmates,/'

characterized by

other

’’mentally retarded," ’’too re-

’’want to avoid trouble,”

or. ’’rural'in dress and'customs,”
4,

M

are

the

Other

.

”new

.

'

Informal Relationships

'

.

informal relationship which is similar, but not

coincidental, to the Informal group is the ’’penitentiary
family*”

In this group inmates choose others whom they

wish to include in their ’’family*"
across racial lines.

These choices extend

Other friendship formations which

bridge racial lines develop among

those

who knew each other

prior to commitment (mostly narcotics offenders
same town), or as a result of mutual interests

from the
such

music and literature, found especially among those

as

who

participate in the inmate school*

'

-

Comparison with

Other

Studies

•

Even though the women’s division at Sheldon, com
pared with other prisons in which the inmate relationships
have been studied, has fewer commitments, permits greater
freedom among the inmates, has a smaller number of inmates
who have been incarcerated for longer than five years and
has an atypical proportion of narcotics offenders, it
should nevertheless prove insightful to make certain com
parisons between the findings of this study and those of
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other investigators of prison life#
Like Hayner and Ash, the investigator found that
leadership among the inmates Is affected by the type of
administration.

For example,

as the result of a recent

administrative change at Sheldon, one of the two major
inmate leaders became subordinate to the other and, whereas
there had at one time been two groups each aligned under
one of these leaders, the leaders joined forces within the
same group.

Similar to the findings of Clemmer are those

of the present study which indicate that leadership is as
signed for the most part to those who have been in the
institution the longest and to those who have work assign
ments which allow them to interact constantly with other
inmates#

As in the study by Schrag, it was found that in

general the leaders at Sheldon do not differ greatly from
the general population with respect to age, occupation
prior to commitment, educational attainments and marital
status.
Whereas qiemmer reported that 60 per cent of the
male inmates in the institution which he studied are
integrated into note or less informal groups consisting
of from two to seven members and that only 18 Pe
are integrated into tightly knit informal groups, the

investigator found that among, the white female inmates at
Sheldon 70 per cent participate in informal groups con
sisting of from two to five members and 27 per cent are
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members is tightly knit groups*

One possible- explanation

for these 'differences can'be' found in the fact that

.

Cl emmet’s study concerned a maximum security federal peni*
tentiary whereas the present study was conducted in a less
restricted and more informal prison environment*

Among

the Negro female Inmates at Sheldon the e x m t percentage

.

in informal groups is not known, tout their groups, are
larger than those of the whites*
, ,

,

In Harper’s study, the only one known to the in

vestigator which was conducted in a women’s correctional
institution, it was also found that the inmate® formed
informal social'groupings,

furthermore, Harper indicated

.that there were the following three types of "fringers”
among the inmates*

"newcomer," ’’betrayer,” and ’’dis

organized personality,”

These types may toe compared with

the individual isolates who in this study were, among other
things, called "newcomers,” "too talkative,” "mentally re
tarded," and "too religious,"
'

Statuses assigned'to the inmate toy the adminis-

'

tration often influence those achieved within the informal
social system of the prison.

The leadership statuses of

the main inmate leaders and the informal group structures
at Sheldon indicate that the assigned work statuses at
this institution are among the important determining
factors in the informal status hierarchy,

Caldwell, in

compiling information gathered toy various researchers of
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five penal institutions, points out a relationship be
tween assigned and achieved statuses among inmates which
is similar to the one found in this study*
McCorkle and Korn found that social rejection which
accompanies incarceration is often turned into psycho
logical rejection.

They suggest that the informal inmate

social group often provides a form of social acceptance
and allows the individual to avoid the detrimental ef
fects of psychological rejection.

Similarly, some inmates

at Sheldon feel that the "penitentiary family" has given
them a heeded feeling of "belongingness*
Conclusions and Implications of, the Stud%
Since there have been very few empirical studies of
social relationships-within the prison, it is believed
that this study has provided additional insights of some
sociological significance into this particular social
problem, especially since the approach used has been than,
of the 'informal social groupings within the total insii
tutional social structure.

■

.

-

■

In addition to adding to the scant body of material
currently available on the informal social system in penal
institutions, this study is one of two which has invest!
gated this phenomenon among women inmates,

furthermore,

this was one of two research projects conducted in the

in

•South in

certain

which

prison were

brought

to

Hegrd»white

relationships within a

light,.' ,

■; . Inasmuch as this was the

' ,

first

systematic

and

theoretically orientated study of Sheldon conducted
someone
easier

not affiliated with the prison,, this may
for future researchers to secure

operation and
particular
procedure

administrative co

institution, Furthermore* the

methodological

utilized in this study- proving* as it did* so
access to the inmates and to

prison administration should be of some value for

future research in this area*

■

make-it

to gain rapport with inmates within this

highly fruitful in securing
the

by

It

is hoped that ■this.study of

'
the actual

on-going

informal social relationships within a prison may not
only provide more theoretical insight into informal group
relationships* but may also provide material from which
hypotheses may be
structure of a
research*

drawn concerning, the

prison

informal social

population for future sociological
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APPENDIX ;
QUESTIONNAIRE

-■

Explanation of Study

. • ''

(The following is a sample of the explanation
her

presence

prior

which

for

the interviewer presented to the inmate

to beginning the formal questioning.)

' I*m sure you are wondering why you have been called
here. My name is Charlotte Richardson, I am a gradu
ate student at Louisiana State University, I am con
ducting a study of how people form friendships and the
way they feel about them, 1 have received permission
to ash questions of the women inmates here at Sheldon,
but I am in no way connected with the free people or
the staff, I do not work for the prison; I don t
work for the state. The prison authorities do not know
what I am going to ask. Neither will I tell them any
thing you tell me, I have not asked to know your name.
The main purpose, of this interview is to try to get
some Information on how.’friendships are formed in a ^
women#s section of a prison. Similar studies are being
made of inmates in schools, hospitals, and other insti
tutions,

Nowf because everything you tell me will be held in
strictest confidence, I would appreciate it if you
would not tell anyone about the questions I
7°“ *
not even the matrons. Nothing you say will be used
against you, you can be sure of that,
Before I start the interview, would you like
me any questions?

(Pause)
If at any time during the interview, you have
questions, please feel free to ask them,

to

ask

IBS

■ .-

Inmate Number

1 . ■■Crime.committed

-2 ,

Date of commitment

4,

Ace at commitment

6,

Place of residence

7*

Size of community

9.

Reared by

■■■.

■

,

-

....

,

...

3. Years sentenced., ,

S, Year of birth

-

g
8 , Race

-

• .

10 *

Marital status

,, ,

11,

Marital history ............... .. ......... ;
________

12,

Educational

14*

Literacy '

16,

Most

grade
1,

frequent

.

15,

Grade

occupation

17, Humber of previous
LSP
18, Type

13• Otis I• Q* score^

obtained

equivalent^______ _

.....

.. ..... -

commitments

Elsewhere.....
admission

......... .-

.................

.. .....
...........

19*

Number of juvenile commitments

20 .

Esychobiological historys

Inmate

Father

Mother__________ _________

21.

Religions

Inmate

Father
22,

Additional data?

......

.......

.
Mother

—------

.... -—
... ...... .—

----
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QUESTIONNAIRE*
FAMILY

_

1.

How many brothers and sisters do yon have?

2.

Are you married?

Legally?

EDUCATION
3.

What was the last grade you passed in school?

4.

Have you attended any other type of school?
What kind?

When?

For how long?

"HT" Are you going to any classes at Sheldon?
What are you taking?
OCCUPATION
6*

Did you have an outside job?

What was it?

How long did you work at this job?
“ T r “"$hat is your prison job?

■

What other jobs have you held here?
8 ..Is your prison job similar to your civilian job?

—

—

qq

y$u x ik s your prison work?

fellow inmate workers?

Your boss?

How?
Your

The free people with whom you

work?
~40*— -Do you feel that your job is important?
-To other inmates?

To yourself?

To the prison as a whole?

*The many colloquial expressions in thrs question
stairs were found to be necessary in order to reach xn
vocabulary level of the respondents*

.
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■"ii","' Do you feel that this job could be as well done by
another inmate?
' 1 2 r Which inmate jobs do you think are most important?
•.13 „

if you have a work problem to whom do you go for help?

FRIBNDS
14 ,

-

.

,

Are you popular, among the inmates?

• ' (b> Popular*
IS*

(c) About■average,

How many friends do you have here?

(a) Very popular.*
Cd) Not very popular*
How many of these

• friends are close friends? " .
- 16,

'

What Jobs' do. your best ^friends have? '

' ' 17* ' What .qualities do you like, in a friend?
-

-

.
'' -

Is there any

person here who- has -these qualities? .Where does
this person work?
18*

;

. .

:

.

■

•

; -'

Are most inmates more interested in themselves or in
other inmates?

19,

Are friendships here based mainly on mutual help or
on other qualities?

If on other qualities# name some.

(At this point # the interviewer and interviewee discussed
the concept of Mgroupn as a basis for the following
questions.)
.
20,

Are there groups» bunches, or cliques of friends among
the women inmates here?

■

21 * How many of such groups are here?
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22.

Are there some people who are not in a group?
aren’t they?

Why

What kind of people are they?

23.

Are there some people who are in more than one group?

24.

Do colored/white inmates, have hunches of friends?
Are white inmates friendly with colored inmates?

25.

Are there many groups with both colored and white
members?

26.

Where do such groups usually meet?

Does residence, job location, or something else de
termine those who run together?

27.

Where does your bunch usually meet?

28.

What do you and your friends talk about?

29.

Do you share secrets with all the members of your
Group?
members?

Do you share secrets with one or a few
Do you think that it is best not to share

secrets with anyone?
30.

How often?

Why?

Do the girls you go around with use the word **weM or
the word "I" more often in referring to group activi
ties?

31.

Do you share luxuries with all friends in your bunch?
Do you share luxuries with only one or a few persons
in your bunch?

Do you think it is best for each

person to keep her luxuries to herself?
32.

Would you accept the blame for any member of your
group?

Would you accept the blame for only one or a

few friends?

Do you think it is best for each person

to accept the blame only for the things she has d
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Why?

any

Bo you live near

of your

friends?
■

\

Would you

rather have the close friends you have be

would'you

rather he.in another group?

Has being

in the particular group

you

are

in

made

life easier for you here?
Do you think some
more

than other

groups

"
friends stick.together

of

.Do somei^gtoups have

groups?

u

Why?

disa*

/

greements among group members more than other groups?
Does your group ever have disagreements among group
.members?

How do the

group
of

members not involved re*

act?

Does your group

friends ever have disagree*

raents

with, other,groups? ■

-

'

Are there any groups that almost always oppose of
ficial orders?
'orders?

Does your group always accept prison
.

■

■ .

Do most inmates have nicknames?
Do you read the Sheldonite?
written anything for it?
newspaper is

a

good idea?

;

.

What are some

How often?

of

Have you

these?

ever

Do you think that an inmate
Does it help the inmate?

Do you have any spare time activities (hobbies)?
Outside most bunches of friends have leaders.
does the word leader mean?
good?

What

Is being a leader bad or

Do any of the bunches of friends among the

women inmates have leaders?

Does your bunch?

look upon yourself as the leader?

Do you

If not f what job

190
does your

42# Did

leader hold?

you know

any

of

the inmates before you came to

. 'Sheldon?- Are-these inmates in'your group?. If so,
"did they.-help you get into .this group?

.

43* How long do you feel that the prison friendships
will last? Ca) Only a short time* (b) All the time
the-friends are incarcerated#
- 0f

the

the
44 *

<c> Even after some •

friends are released, <d) Even after all of

friends

Have

^

yny

are

released,

(&) Other,

-

of your-friends been released recently?

45* Do you look forward to leaving prison?
46, 'What will.you -do when you leave?
47* - Are

you

afraid to leave?

If so,

I.'
why?

L,----""'

48, How have you been -treated in prison? (a) Very fair
ly, (b) Fairly. <c> Unfairly,
ADMINISTRATION

49* If

you have

'

..

Cd> Very Unfairly,
.

a minor problem or disagreement

.

.

between

. yourself and another inmate to whom do you go for help?
50* If you have a serious problem between yourself and
,
- - ’
>
another inmate to whom would you go for help?
’■
51, Is there a staff member' who has helped you during
your incarceration? Vfhat is his/her job here? How
has this person helped you?
52, Has any inmate helped you since you came to Sheldon?
How?
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53;

Do- you feel that
weight around?

the prison

(a) None do,

(c) More than two ,do.
54.

employees throw their
(b)

55*

(b) One

What are

the

or two •‘do*
duties

■

warden? - ' ’

56*

How

often

Do

of the

inmates?

More

matron,

than

(a)

with

'

None

two, do* How? -

supervisor, and
-

do yon talk

yon think

two do,
-

<c)

'

the matrons, supervisor,

and warden?
57.

of

How?

Do these employees*pick-on. the
do*

One

-

-

that, the

of the prison?

free people

follow

the rules

If not, are the rules that they break

• important?
S£LP CONCEPTS
58*

‘

Now remember how you felt when you first came to
~ Sheldon?

Which one of the following best describes

how you thought of yourself?
(c) Outcast*
time*

(a) Trapped,

<d) About like always felt,

(f> Afraid*

-<g)

-Depressed*

(b) Bitter,
(e) Fulling

<h) Unjustly

treated, (i) Resentful* '
59, 'After'you got used to the place here,, which one of the
following best describes how you thought of yourself?
<a) Trainee*
felt*

(b) Patient,

(d) Fulling time,

(c) About like always
(e) Criminal.
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60*

Do you think of yourself as an inmate during your
stay here? ■Ca) All of the time* ' Chi Some of the
time*

(o> -iot much of the

id} 'None

time..

of the

. - time,
‘
■ ■ •
■
■
•
hi*. Do'you think of yourself as a convict during your
stay here? <a) All of the time* Cb) Some of the
time* <c) Not much of the time, (d) None of the
time.
62.

•

Is there

. •

'

a difference in the meaning of these two

words? If so, what is it?

.

.

REHABILITATION
.
63. What does the word ^rehabilitation” mean?
64. Were you at the prison prior to 1956? If so, how
, do you feel about the new prison?
65.
•

.

How do you feel about the rehabilitation program at

Sheldon?

religion

is your religion?

66 .

What

67.

How often did you go to church before you came
Sheldon?

(a) Every Sunday.

(c) Once a month«
occasions.
68 .

,

(d)

Seldom.

other

Sunday

Ce) Only on special

<£> Never.

Of what groups were
Benevolent*

Cb) Every

to

you a member?

<c) Labor unions*

Ca) Church.

Cb)

•■

■

■

'

.

.

■

Since you have come to Sheldon t. do you

go

to

.

■

-

in

church?

If so, how often?
70.

If there is a change in your

church attendance, Why?
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